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Abstract

Chaos is fundamental to nature. Perhaps the most illustrative examples are a,trno-
spheric processes) but erren further than that, some systems that had been comrnonly
thought to be periodic, such as planetary rrotion, were recently proven to be chaotic.
Chaos refers to a deteulrinistic behavior characterized by a high sensitivity to a change
of initial conditions. Dtte to these qualities any long term predÍctions are irnpossible,
aud cousequentiy any solution of a given initial condition problern is not a physical
obser-vable. Calculatiug expectation values of observables for chaotic systerns is usu-
ally done uumerica,llv and often mar-red by numerical altifacts. In this presentation
rve investigate a tnot'e subtle apploach for evaluating expectation values for a chaotic
systetn. We clemonstrate our results in the example of a driven pendulum. Chaotic
behavior may be blioughi of as motion over an infinite nurnber of peliodic orbits.
A feasible tnathematical soìution to determine the expectation values is through cy-
cle expansion, where atr expectation value is caìculated as a statistical average over
perioclic orbits in phase space. Statistical weight of each orbit is determined by its
stability. Ultimately our goal was two fold. First we \Mere to find the periodic orbits
thab contributed the most to the averages- Second, tirrough use of these relatively fer,v

periodic olbits, we were to estirnate expecta,tion values for tìre rotation nurnber and
Lyapuuov exponent of the driven pendulum to a high level of accllracy, and cornpare
thern to the brute force nurnerical calculaLions. The second instance of nonlinear
theory is the study is iterated fuuction s)¡sterns (IFS). Tirese are methods of image
compression, and manipulation. We show the usefulness of this method as an image
manipulator specificall.y u'ith respect to magnification properties, by comparing it to
a startdarcl method of digital zootn. We also discuss the possible applications of the
fractal interpolatiort r,r,ith respect to irnage complession.
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Introduction

Chaos occurs quite frequently in nature. In fact, by studying the chaos in systerns we

are studying a more accurate representation of the reality behind natule. Traditional

physical analysis takes on the form of investigating real systerns by comparing thenl

to perfect devices, such as the simple ìrarmonic oscillator, with the use of first order

Taylor series expansions. It is not uncommon for these systems to be close to correct

for some very specifìc applications. However, for a true understanding of nature

we must be wiliing to leave the perfect system comparisons and ìook towards real

systems. This fbrces us to also leave behind the approximations that are only true

for special cases. A common example is the simple pendulum. As it oscillates with

small angles the behaviour of the systern is well understood. Florvever as we push the

system to act a little more extreme, the larger angles of rotation lead to some rather

interesting dynarnics. If we were to go further we could add a darnping term and a

driving force, making the system more and more general, such that the model may

ìre applied to real world situations more readily. However, as we increase generality

of a systern integr-ability is usually ìost.

In the cases ¡,vhere the linear approximations do not produce experimentally viable
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results, we allow the linear expansion but add a term that "kicks" the systern by

introducing an extemal energy so that it matches experimental results. This rnethod

of analysis is referred to as pertnrbation theory. It brings us even closer to the truth,

without the difficulty of re-defining the dynarnical equations governing the system, or

without the need for numerical analysis- Again, this method does not always work,

some systems cannot be treated as perfect and also may not be approximated through

a perturbation. At this point the researcher must analyze the system as it is. Often,

systems that we are interested in cannot be solved analytically, and thus must be

solved numerically. [2]

The evolution of science over the past few decades has lead to some rather inter-

esting nonlinear phenornenon, including cìeterministic chaos. A deterministic systern

is one where, given the initial conditions, we know the final state for all time. t3]

lvith deterministic chaos, a dynamical system becomes highly dependent on the ini-

tial conditions. That is, the slightest change in the initial conditions produces arr

exponentially divergent set of solutions. This leaves a reasonably precise prediction

of the ftibure evoiution of the system to a very short period of time. With linear de-

tern-rinistic systems one generally expects a single solution, or a single orbit solution.

However, with the nonlinear systems one must study a distribution of orbits, thus

leading us to a statistical analysis of nonlinear systems. All of this is the main focus

of the first few chapters of this paper.

Another facet of chaos is the formation of fractals, which are geometric shapes.

These have been investigated over several decades and have come into industrial use,
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through irnage manipulation. This use was also inr¡estigated and new techniques have

been estaì¡lished.

The breakdorvn of the thesis goes as foliows; Chapter 1 will discuss the major

features of uoulinear systerns, such as Lyapunov exponents, and fractals. Such prop-

erties are inherent to chaotic systerns and often lead the r-esearcher to the existence

of chaos. It rvill also introduce the system we are investigating and the mechanics

involved. Chapter 2 will discuss symbolic dynamics and the methods used for orbit

hunting. Chapter 3 will discuss the methods used to analyze chaos such as periodic

orbit theory. Chapter 4 will discuss how the methods in chapter 3 were impìemented

ancl the lesults obtained in our study. Chapter 5 will discuss Fractals in deeper detail,

as u,ell ¿rs inbroducing iterated function systems. Chapter 6 witl look at the iterated

function systents, both existing methods and future avenues of approach, as well as

go into detail on fractal interpolation, from linear to a generalized higher order inter-

polatiort, ¿r"s rvell as extending the theory to higher dirnensions. Chapter 7 will give

corrclucling remarks, and mention possible future projects that revolve around the

major ideas explessed in the thesis.

Appendix I contains C code used in the periodic orbit theory. Appendix II contains

C code used for the interpolation IFS theory.



Chapter 1

INonlinear Dynamics

1.1 f ntroduction

As mentioned earlier, natttre is inherently nonlinear. The perfection regarded througìr

physical anaìysis are not entirel)' accurate, at least not fol all cases. So when we do

a'na|Y2s a dynamical system there is often information that is left out or ignored.

That is rtot to say that the approximatiolls that are made do not work, they are just

not a,lwal,s applicable. (Such is the case in quantum scattering, where difficulties in

aualysis are reduced to simpler recursive calculations-) lvVhen studying dynarnical

syst,etns one is lefL rvith a system of diffelential equations lvhich may not reduce to

an analytical solution. Systerns with this type of solution were often neglected due

to tlie need for intensive numerical solutions. Even when these solution techniques

were used, the results were often mistaken for noise. Now, with the invention of faster

cotnputers these systems are more reasonable to solve, and rnay be done readily with

ah'eady existing software.
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Before investigating the nonlinear features of any system one must become accus-

tomed to the different rnaps and features of a chaotic system. Oliginally there ,"r,ere

thr-ee topological criteria that had to be satisfied lty a cìraotic system. These criteria

were developed by Robert Devaney, and are:

o (a) The dynarnical system has sensitive dependerìce orì initial conditions. The

slightest chauge ìn initial conditions will ploduce dramatically different states

after a finite arnount of time.

. (b) Periodic points for the system are topologically dense. As the trajectory

evolves it colnes arbitrarily close to a previous point in the tra.jectory.

. (c) The dynamical systerl is topoiogically tlansiti'e (space fiìling).

[4, 5] Although tire above criterion are general it ìras been found that there are cross

relations within the list such that one itern leads to another. However, tests for each of

these criteria uray be done inclividually. The tests will be sunrnarized in this chapter

and many of thern rvill l¡e used throughout the thesis.

1.1.1 Attractor

When we are dealing with a dynamical systern, we ar-e dealing with a flow, F, whicli

is a continuous set of equations governing the motion of the system through tirne.

There are two possible classifications for these systems, conservative and dissipative.

To determine the classificatiorì we simply take the divergence of the flow, V . F. If

this value is less than zero we have a dissipative system. If this value is gleater than
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zero we have a divergent system. If this value is equal to zero we have a, conselvative

system. A bounded divergent system is knorvn as chaotic. Through the analysis of a

bounded divergent system, we find a set tirat the systern naturally tends to, a,fter a

finite transient period.

An attractor is a set of points that any finite set of given iuitial conditions will

converge to. These are points of stability, and are characteristic of a divergent trajec-

tory. Technically, these are bounded subsets to which regions of initial conditions of

nonzero phase space volume asyrnptote as time increases. But in plain language, this

says that after a finite amount of time any nonstable initial condition will convelge

to these points. The rnost conìrnon exarnple of an attractor comes from the driven

damped harrnonic oscillator, where different parameters lead to different a,ttra,ctors.

The equation to be modeìled is as follows;

g+ú*sind*Fsin., pt:0 (1.1.1)

The attractors in this systenl c¿ìrì be in two forms. They can be a point attractor

or they can be a lirnit cycle rvhele the orbit eventually converges to an orbit or-

cycle around some point in phase space. The point attractor is generally a trait

of a dissipative system, since these systerns are bound to lose energy until a ground

state, the point of attraction, is r-eached. The lirnit cycle is a trait of driven systerns,

as the dissipation due to frictional forces may be matched with the driving force.

The natural attractor of chaotic systerns are strange attractors, rvhich are attractors

that have fractal dimensions. These will be described later in this chapter. This
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type of attractor is separated from others by a few characteristics. The attractor is

nowhere repeating, it is topologically dense, and transient. To claim the attractor

is topologically dense is to say that the points that cornprise the attractor come

infinitesimally close to each other but are never exactly the same point. This is

because, if the points were permitted to be the same, the entire attractor would end

up bound in an exotic ìimit cycle, and the chaos would be lost. A common example

of a strange attractor is the Hénon map as seen in references [6, 3, 7, 8, 9]

Possibly the best known attractor is the Logistic Map. This was originally a

function produced to model population growth in a biological system. The intent

rn¡as to model the growth and decline of a species over time with the constlaints of

lirnited food resources. They follow the model

rtt*7:þI.(7-r-) (1 1 2)

with p being the rate of growth of the species. This is introduced here lilçe the chaotic

pendulurn u'as introduced. The investigations into these systems are rather extensive

in just about any book ou chaos, so these will be used as examples throughout this

thesis.

L.2 The System At Hand

The particular system we have been studying consists of two gears and a rod, a^s

pictured in figure 1.3. The system is held horizontal thus we may neglect the effects

of gravity. The first gear is held in a fixed location and is not allowed to rotate. The



Figure 1.3: The Two Gears and a Rod Pendulum, -R' denotes the planetary gear

center of this gear is the origin of our coordinate systern. The second gear is free

to rotate around l;he first gear at a consta,nt frequenc¡,. The final component is the

homogeneous rod, attached to the boundary of the second gear at a fixed point. The

rod has full rotational freedom. The dynarnics of this system may be easily studied

using Laglangian rnechanics. With;

r : (R' * A) cos ó' - Rcos (.y'' + ó) + I cos rl

?J 
: (R' * Â)sin 4t' - Rsin (/' + (þ) + I sinrJ

(r.2 r)

where we can take the relationship between the prime and unprimed cciordinates is

R'ó' : R.ó. We consider the kinetic energy of the system to integrate over the mass

of the system, so we get

(r 2.2)T : 
.[ 

12 + g2c]rrt
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The vertical s1'stern does not experience potential energy so the Lagrangian consists

solely of kinetic eììergy. thus one can write the Lagrangian equation as:

ll
L(0,ó): !l,S'' +;(1 +r)rnLRþú{cos(rg -ró) - cos(d - (1+,)q)}

+2mR2(t +r)2$2ç - cos(@)) (1.2.3)

wìrere 1 is the inertia of the rod, and the gear ratio r : RIR' . This leads to the 2

equations of motion:

-- 'l rc'
Iû +;mt\ul{rsin(r9 - ró) - (1 +r)sin(r9 - (1 +')d)} :0

|rQ - cos y'r) : g

However, the assurnption used for the solution of our systen-r

velocity of the rnoving gear is constant, that is to say ó : ,,,

simplifies our Lagrangian to

(124)

(1.2.5)

where we rerroved the last tenn of the Lagrangian because it u'¿ls eqi.ral to a total

time derivative, after our substitution. Now our equation of rnotion becomes

l1
L(0,ô): ,rt'+;0 l_r)mtRa¿r9{cos(rl -rô) - cos(r? - (1 + r)ó)}

-- 'l rr
Iú + --;mtRufi{rsin(r9 

- rô) - (1 +r)sin(r9 - (1 + r)d)} : 0

is that the angular

or rþ - a¿t. This

(126)

(r.2.7)

the second equation of rnotion no longer exists since we lost a degree of freedorn by

forcing the angular velocity to be constant.

Nor,v, we must consider frictional forces that are experienced by real systems. The

effect this has on the equat,ions of motion is to add a term to th<: right hancl sicle, Q,¡
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Son'iri:re the subscript indicates a frictional force that depends on the velocity terrn.

'ir' ,,cld Q¿ : -rÌ¡) to the RHS. This leads us to:

o +lo+,1 
{,in1 

û - rô)- qPsin(re 
- (r +, )ø)} : o

wlrijre we define the natural frequency of the system to be:

. mLR.aá:r(I+r) U ttf;

(1 2 8)

(1.2 e)

1'rjç1'v, after some more sirnplifying substitr.rtions and a change of variable, we are left

ì.{.¡i irh a dimensionless equation:

.. 1

0+ 
A0 

f sin(á)
I+r'
r sin(0 - r/) (1.2 10)

cþ:u¿t:aT (1 211)

verv inrpoltant

equa,tiorr into a

aÌ
-__t ar

.ll.lre

'.. I 11 .// 
-

i l, is l,iiesis.

Q :'o
n

U¿
t-¡ 

- 
- 

-ao

,'rluat;ion is no longer explicitly tirne dependent. This becomes

:,¡..ì(- r)f analysis later, since we wiil want to break l;he diflèrential

;r-rw system:

# : a(t)

#: -+ - sin(2rr(t)) - i + + sin(2rr(t) - ,(t)) (1.2.r2)

#:,,
*, A : fi, and z : ar These sets of equations are the focus of rnuch of

We now turn to a global feature of a d;,p¿¡¡ical system.

3r(1 + r)Æ'
--|:mtRI 

'
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1.2.I Manifolds

iVlanifolds are the soltition space fol an5' dynamical s),stern. This is an especially

significant concept for chaotic systems. Anall,sis of the topology of rnanif'olds is an

important concept for symbolic dynarnics, since symboiic d)'namics utilizes topolog-

ical structures and symmetries. Defining the topological structule that the chaotic

system exists in is often a fairly easy task. Based on the equation of rnotiotr we have

a manifold 51 x Si which comes from two degrees of rotational freeclom, the plane-

tarS' gear and the rod. We therefore have a smooth rnanifold for the third degree of

freedom, and with that comes syrnmetry. This knowledge allows r.rs Lo better analyze

the systern before applying arìy nurnerical techniques. An example of such a fomr

of analysis is syrnboìic sequencing, to be dcscribed in Cìrapter- 2. Concepts such a,s

the winding number, seen in section 1.2.4, also depend on the type of rnanifold of a

system, since by its very definition, it requires a cìosed set. Furthel'rrìole) the Poirrcare

section actually restricts the rnanifold invcstigated to SI. With tliis system defined

\Ã/e now need to concentrate on the defining features of chaos.

L.2.2 Kneading

Folding is a phenomenon experienced by bounded systems. Basically, it is a retunl

within phase space, and it allows a trajectory to be periodic. Folding prevents a

system from having a range which is greater than the domain. Nlany textbooks on

the matter describe a folding system in terms of a. Srnale rnâp, or a horseshoe nìap.

This definition is suitable for the topologists that study in this field, hor.vever-7 orì ¿ì
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rnore practical level, folding is best described in Kinsner [5] where an exarnple of the

logistic map foìding is dernonstrated. Basically, what u'e rnay consider the ûìap as

givetr in equation I.I.2. The diagonal line lJ : :u on the map is the substitubion line,

since it is the points along this line that are srvapped for the new position r,,. This

undergoes folding since the map is bounded on the unit line, and any point within the

unit line when compared to the substitution line will result in another point within

the unit line. Stretching is the process whele one takes an interval of the unit line,

and determines how the resulting line will appear after the first iteration on the map,

Kneading is the formal name for the process of folding accompanied by stretching.

I(neading may be seen in Figure 1.4 wirere þ : 4. What is seen in Figure 1 .4 is that a

sarnple intelval [0.2,0.4] after one iteration becomes the interval [0.64,0.96] r,vhich has

a larger range. So this map has experienced folding as rvell as stretching. If we were

to continue this process we wouìd find that the interval [0.2,0.4] eventually covers the

entire unit line. This is trne regardless of thc size of the original ratlge. The fact

is, the smaller the range the larger the number of iter'¿rtiorìs àre needed for the sa,me

end result. Thus we see that in a chaotic regirne the trajectory is topoìogically dense,

thus validating Devaney's ìast two criterion for chaos.

I.2.3 Lyapunov Exponent

One of the best understood qualities of a chaotic system is the divergence fi-om tra-

jectories based on initial conditions. Since this is a comnìon characteristic of chaotic
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Figure 1.4: A sarnple of the kneading of the logistic rnap (¡z:4) after one iteration

systems thele must be a way of analyzing it, and thus identifying the chaos associ-

ated with it. The exponential separation between two trajectories by a perturbation

is called the L.yapurìov exponent [10]. Generally speaking, thele is one Lyapunov

exponeut fbr each deglee of freedom in the systern. A Lyapunov exponent in a

flow equation is sirnply the Lyapunov exponent of the Poincare section 1.3 of the

attractor'.[2] The Lyapunov exponent is easiest understood for rnaps, and we will be

going into bhis in more detail in Chapter 3.

Tìre L1,¿p¡1nov characteristic exponent is a methocl of quantifying the sensitive

dependence of a system on the initial conditions.[10] This is a good method of deter-

mining the level of chaos in a system, since it measures the exponential divergence

of a system with even the smallest difference of initial conditions. Calculation of the

Lyapunor. exponent is a complicated task; however, the algorithm for calculating it is

fairly straight forward. The Lyapunov exponent is the coefficient of the exponential

separation of trvo initiai guesses À. These values can be of three states, they can be

0, thus indicating to the observer that there is rro divergence or convet'gence of the
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s)¡stetlì over time- This simply urea,ns the system does not change if different initial

conditions are used. The Lyapurìov exponent may be less than 0, indicating that the

two initial conditions rvill er¡entualiy converge to the sa,ne trajectory. If the Lyapunov

exponent is greater than 0 we have a situation where the two trajectories will diverge

no matter how close the guesses are. The final state will be completely different over

a finite amount of time, thus the systern is chaotic. In the limiiing case À ---+ co

the system becomes randorn. What we start with is the idea that there is a, relation

between the steps along a trajectory, 6r(t) : eÀ¿dz(Q) where 6r(t) : xr(t) * r2(t)

and dz(0) : rr(0) -rz(0).The Lyapunov exponent is then found to be À : i ln #8
The logarithm argument is of thc for-m of a well defined operation. the derivative of

the mapping function, l'(z) So we have:

À: ri'r I ir" lryl r 12 rr).u_-*ftL I dr l":",

If we were to drop the logarithm we u'ould be left with another dynarnical average,

the Lyapunov nutnber, or more conventionally eÀ, which has the forll:

tr:",rå (ûtf#1":",)" (r.2.r4)

To sirnplify matters rnore: a periodic orbit Ìras a finite nurnber of rotations, and thus

the number n is finite, N, so we geL:

1

N i'"1#1,:,, (1.2.15)
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So. if we were to take two trajectolies rvith initial points separated by e6 that

result in a separation of e, after n itera,tiolts rve have that 16,26 * 66 ) rn,Tn* €n

and so \ve lrìay define ) as:

À: lirn lrna
?r+co ?Z €6

r"@*eo)-f"(x) 1
n

h, l4i1l
I d'l: lim

7¿+OC

(1.2 16)

which characterizes the sensitivity to initiaì conditions of a 1 dirnensional rnap. Ba-

sically, no matter how small e6 is, the separation of the resulting trajectories will be

large after sufficient iterations.

For an analytic approach, we can take

e,,: f"(r *ro) - J''þ') (r.2.r7)

Tìre L.yapunor¡ r'elationwhere rvhat rve are reall5, interested in is the limit as e --- 0.

in eqtratiort I.2.16 becomes

À : lirn lim l 1,.
n-æ eo-1 ,lL

(1.2.18)
É¡

and so for onc¿ dirnensional systerns rve havc that the Lyapunov exponent strictly

depends on the first derivative evaluatecl aiong points on the trajectory.

One must keep in mind that the Lyapunov exporìent is defined for a chaotic systern.

Bounded chaotic systems undergo a process known as folding. Equation 1.2.16 only

rvorks for orbits that do not experience this folding, and the value for e, must be less

than the size of the attractor [11]. Basically, one must choose the size of e,, well, and

to circumvent the folding effects.

If we consider the logisiic tnap, it follou's fì'orn Equation 1.2.18 that the Lvapunov
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exponent takes on the value:

(1.2.1e)

which results in a Lyapunov spectrum as seen il Figure 1.5.

This system lies in a bounded set [0,1], and since it is boturded we have that the

orbits must experience folding, which occurs at the diagonal ?J : a, also kuorn'n as

the substitution line [5]. We see in Figure 1.4, the olbit folds rvhenever the current

position z, is greater thau the critical point r : 0-5. The separation still occut's

but in the opposite direction, thus the use of the absolute brackets in the Equation

1.2.18, which allows use to circumveni the fbldin€l plocess. In figure 1.5 u'e see a

direct comparison between the bifurcation diagram and the Lyapunov spectrurn. The

basic traits are that in periodic regions the L},¿p¡1tìov exponent is negative, and

whenever a bifurcation occurs we have ¿rn instabilit¡r, and thtis a L)'apunov exponent

of zero. When we enter the region wirere lr ) lJ,o the Lyapunov exporìent begins

to take on positive rraìues, and thus we ha.ve thai the systenl becontes divergent. In

the region beyond ¡;.o there are points wltere the Lyaputov exporìent goes negative,

corresponding to regions of periodicity in the chaotic regirne.

The above works well for one dimensional s1'stems; however, since the systems of

interest are usually higher dimensional, we neecl to generalize the above equations to

higher dimension. To start, there is an obvious connection between the Jacobian of

a systetn, and the first derivative. So the fìrst thing we clo is write the Lyapunor.

1n
À: linr jttnlr(l - 2xi)l

n-æ'll 4
i:1
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Figure 1.5: The Logistic Bifurcation and the corresponding L;,apunov Spectrum
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calculation a^s:

wlrere lJl is simply calculated as ldet(J)l or even sirnpler lfloÂol with r\¿ being the

eigenvalues of the Jacobian. The details for justification wiìl be presented in Chapter-

3. Analogousl¡,, we find that the Lyapunov numbers of the flow are the products of the

eigenvalues, over an asymptotic limit. Although this defined formally the Lyapunov

exponent, it is difficult to determine this analyticaìly for flows) so a more nurnerical

approach is lequired. What one does to perform a general calculation of the largest

Lyapunov exponent is fair-ly straightforward. First you pick a point on the attractor.

Next you pick a poinl, that is close to it, and that is also on the a,ttractor, fìnding the

distance between these tr'r,o points, using a metr-ic of your choice. Noi,v evolve the two

points through the Poincare section, and find the distance between the two resulting

points. Talce the log of the ratio of these distances. Now to repeat this process, the

second point is ah'eady far frorn l,he original trajectorS,, rLnd thr:refore a ne\Ã/ point is

necessary. If we follow the equation

1n
À: lim lf ml.rl

n-ça 7¿ /--t I rr='¡I
i:1

rbo: rat * fi(*u, - ,or)

SJbo: aot * *(A" - U"t)

(1.2.20)

(r.2.2r)

where d¿ is the previous point separation, and d1 is the new point separation, we get

a decent separation of the new trajector¡' point, and a guess that deviates from this

guess. Finallv one simply calculates the average of all these separations. This method

works well for sirnple nìaps; however, a more useful approach coûles from Wolf [12]

where the Jacobian matlix is usecl. along with re-ortho¡rorm¿rlization. One clifficulty
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with the original calculation is that for high resolution of the Lyapunov exponent, one

may quickly exhaust computing power) and so only short time values mav be easily

found.

The study of the Lyapunov spectra is commonly performed using symbolic tech-

niques. In this the negative À are denoted as '-' since the irnportant part of the

Lyapunov exponent is in direction of coìrvergence. Zero, and positive Lyapurìov ex-

ponents are likewise referred to as '0', and '+' respectively. If the Lyapunov spectrum

is completely negative,(-,-,...) we have a corìvergent system in all directions, and the

resulting attractor is referred to as a fixed point. If the spectrum has one zero with

the rest uegative (-,-,0,-,...) rve ltave a systern that converges from all ltut o¡e cìi-

rection in phase space, rvhich results in a I dimensional curve.[ll] If the system is

bounded, the attractor is cyclic, and thus a per-ioclic orbital motion ensues. With

ttvo zeros we irave a 2 dimensional systern, which results in quasiperiodic motion.[11]

r\ll we need is one Lyapunov exponent grcater than zero to have an unstable systern,

since trajectories in at least onr: direction will be exponentially separating. Again, if

the system is bounded, such a.s the case for a driven pencìulum, and iras at least one

positive Lyapunov exponent, the systern is defined to be chaotic.[b]

Halcen's Theorem simply states that in a 2D sysLem, a trajectory will either con-

verge to a fixed point in space (corresponding to Lyapunov exponent less than 1), or

the trajectory will be a periodic orbib (corresponding to a Lyapunov exponent equal

to zero). No other possibilities can exist for a system with such low climensionality.

Another importarrt constraint on the L1'apunov exponents is that the sum of all
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expollellts of a trajectory rnust equal the expectation value of the dissipation of the

florv. This t:fferctivelv offers:

¡l:ti,n,-,-l [g J)e)c]r (r.2.22)
i=l LJ

which will be proven in Chapter 3. So, fbr a dissipative system, the sum of the

Lyapttuov exponents rnust be negative, whereas for a conservative system the sum

of the exponeuts must be zelo. The Lyapunov spectrurn allows for analysis of the

phase space diagrams, which is especially useful fol higher dimensional systerns u,here

2 dimensional projections are not entirely useful.[11]

Using the diver-gence relatiorr, (Equation I.2.22), u'e find t,hat the sum of the Lya-

purlov expouetrts for our system it -å ancl from Flaken's Theorem we see ttrat in

getreral therc' is always a zero Lyapunov nurnbel'. ancl so consideling the largest expo-

ttent r've easily determine the rernaining exponent. T'hrough the use of the Lyapunov

exponetrts we can detellnine if the dynarnical systerr has sensitive dependerìce on

inil,ial conclitions and so satisfies the first of t;he three listed criterion for a chaotic

s,vsterl .

L.2.4 Winding Number

Allother cornmon feature of a chaotic systern is the winding or rotation number.

This is defined as the average number of rotations executed by the orbit in the short

direction for each rotation it makes in the long clirection[6]. In graphical terms, this

is the number of times a sub-rotation cornpletes a cycle, before the ma.ior rotation

has cotupleted the cycie. Nlathernaticall-l' this is Ä : #. If this ratio is irrational
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Figure 1.6: Torus with a winding value 1, twice around the smaller circumference,
and twice around the larger circulnference

the entirc rnanifold is covered because the ioop neveÌ closes or crosses its own path.

If the winding uutnber is rational and in a reduced fractional fonn, u,e know that the

nitmerator and the denomina.tor are directl¡' relaLecl to the period of the or-bi{,.

In ottr system the winding number is l,he ratio of the number of rotations

the gear around the origin of our coordinaLe systern âs comparecl to the number

rotations rnade by the rod around its a,xis.

L.2.5 The Circle Map

The wincling uumber has a close relationship rvith a rnap introduced by Arnol'd [6],

the circlc map. This type of map is relevant lvhen the dynamical proper-ties of the

rnanifold 51 rnap onto itself. In particular if the flou, is parameterizecl with an angular

valiable, on the domain [0,Ar] these maps ìrìà1r 116 rvritten ãs 0,.+j: /(d)(mod 2r).[S]

The sttrdy of circle rnaps rvas originalìy rnotivated by corrpled oscillators, since each

of

of
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¡',scillator rnoves at its own frequency. If we proceed using a sirnple two pendulum

,1;ling \\¡e are assuming a system that has trvo frequencies. ø' and ø'. We then h¿rve

,' 
'J'stem that rnay be described b5' 0(t¡ : ut(¡rod 1). If u,e further use a Poi¡care

:;r:,. f,ion at frequency Ø', the system may be rneasured by 0. : 0(to * nf ..') which

¡c,jirlts in the map 9,,11 : (0n * u.') with w : a/at This desclibes a rota,tion by

', ir'¿¡ction w of a full turn per sampling period. If tìre value u is rational (i.e. of

ilii: form plq ïor p,q € Z), then we have 0,+q : 0n+ c1w : 0, (nod hr). If the

l.'i,irrrr ?u is not rational the sequence {0"} densely fills the interval l0,2rl. [8] This is

,ú:L';:ì,r'd(jd as the quasiperiodic regime, which means thai it is a superposition of two

,'i¡ r,ilìnensurate frequencies. In cor-rpled oscillatols one observes sornething known as

ii iiiioncy locking; the frequency ratio of the trvo oscill¿rtols remains fixed ¿t a rational

..,:,¡,'¡i,/q in a finiLe range w e [plq - Lpr,plq + Lp,¿]

ìir ¡,ire r,r,orlç of Arnol'd the circle map \4ras extenclecì to a general form, 1n+r:

'!'I /(sin(d"))mod(zn) The Ksin(d,,) term rnocìels the nonlinear coupling in

i ' ' ','i,rtll. '1'his map reveals information about the frequency locking mechanism in

,,,,rlrLrra,r system. To studlr the asymptotic regirne of the Arnol'd map, \Me need to

:. l..rrr r,ht: r'otation number as:

R.: 7

2n

- ttt- 1

lim l f aá,,
m-4Õ<) Tn ¿n:0

(1.2.23)

ìi, r, l\IJ,, :1ü I Ksin(d,) f6]

ll itris maps the circle onto itself the foilowirrg properties of the rotation number

, t;r;i,ablished:[8]



The rotation nurnber does not depend on the orbit used

it does not depend on the initial conditions.
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to cornpute it, that is

if A is irrational the circle rnap is equivalent to a pure rotaLion, the rnotio¡ is

quasiperiodic, or chaotic. An irrational winding number alone does ¡ot iclentify

chaos in a system.

There has been a lot of work done

done by Henri Poincaré,[13], who

the data based on the findings in

asymptotic regime is a periodic orbit of per-iod q.

o¡bit are ordered along'the unit circle as with the

on aLtractors and possibly the most significant was

took ¿r. closs section of the attractors and analyzed

the cross section. This closs section toclk on the

o If A : p/q is rational,

The periodic points of

pure rotation.

the

the

What one is doing here is tesiing the rotation of the system from an initial point.

The most useful method of calculating the winding number in flor,vs is the simple

procedure that first we set up some initial condition (IC), then we use the Poincaré

iterate to force the evolution of the IC's and the difference betu,eeu the initial con-

ditions and the resulting evolution, in the r direction. Then finally rve divide by the

number of times the Poincaré iterate has been called. This shorrlcl l¡er done several

titnes over, say 106, to remove any transient behaviour. This inforrlation is only

rneaningful for a system constrained to a finite rnanifold.

1.3 Poincaré Section
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tìatue of its discoverer, Poincaré. Technically, a Poincaré section is a stroboscopic view

of t,lÌe phase space) u'here the periocl of the strobe is usually natural to the system. It

rvould be a sirnple task to project the attractor onto a 2D plane, lÌowever, this rnay

not be the most useful option, as sometimes it makes a bigger mess, as seen in Figure

1.7. With the Poincaré section we take a slice through the attractor that is parallel

to the projection plane. lVhat we al'e really observing is the evolution of the system

as it passes through the Poincaré section. Often this is beneficial for analysis since

two dimeusionaì maps are much easier to follorv than three dimensional manifolds.

We do not lose any generality of the systern during this process since we control the

ìocation of the cross section. Poincaré noticed that if a cnrve was sirnple it was likely

to have analytical solutions; if the curves r.vere irregular- and cornplicated then they

lepresent a chaotic system.[10] In most cases the Poincaré section is taken at the

driving frequency. The chaotic attractor- of the system is determined by solving the

ODE nurnerically- Clearly figure 1.7 is rather ìnessy, but if consideríng the Poincaré

sectiort (see Figure 1.8),'"ve get a dr¿nn¿rtic¿rlly less cornplicated form. Using the

Poincaré section in the calculation, this simplifìes rather nicely. See Figure 1.9 for an

example.

In our L*", ilri, was done by the insertion of a Poincaré function within the original

general solution of the ordinary differential equation (ODE). One simply sets the step

intervals for the solver to be ztrla[6] rvhere ¿ is as described in equation 1.2.11. This

forces the solver to display only the points occurring on the Poincaré section. A

sirnple modification to the code sirnplifies the analysi5 proceclures dramatically.
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0

o2

planeFigure 1.7:

Poincaré conjectured that alì of the information of the fulÌ attractor is captured in

the Poincaré secbioll. [6, 4] The placement of the Poirrcaré snlface is of high relevance

for the usefuìness of the result. An optirnaì srrrface first maxirnizes the number of

intersec;tions if ¿rt bhe s¿rrne time the attr-¿rcbor remains connected. Basically, the

number of points collectecl in the section must be rnaximal, as well as the attractor

comprising a macroscopically conuected curve. The second criterion is the time delay

between the return of the orbit through the section must be minimal. Reference [8]

contains graphical dernonstrations of this effect.

Our Poincaré section was on the r/ variable because this variable depends linearly

on tinre Ó : uot, so essentially u'e are looking at discrete tirne intervaìs.

'È.1 AX 42 .0 r O 0.t 02 07 01
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Anothet' cornnton featule of chaotic systerns is Lhe cxistence of fixed points. They

follow the folrn /(f) : i These may be found r-rsing return maps and the diagonal

line y : x. Any point on the return rnap that irrtersects the diagonal is a fixed point.

These points are important for finding periodic points in specific situations. [1a] They

also le¿rcì t,he t'esearcher to fincl fixecl poirrts of higher orcler periodic points, when they

use higlier order returtt rnaps. See Figure 1.10 for a common example of a return map,

the logistic return map. In the Logistic return r.nap, the next point is plotted against

the current, in the free coordinates. These maps are critical for finding periodic orbits

since they revea,l the kneading sequence, and may also be used to approximate the

sequences of allor,ved orbits. With one stable coordinate point found one returns to

tlle Pr¡incaré section to determine the corresponding second reference point. Now one

must decent the stabilitv of these points.
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Figure 1.10: The Logistic Diagram

Bifurcation

Bifurcatiort diagrarns are maps thai plot the output of the system against one or more

of its parameters. This type of diagram is useful for detennining regions of stability

and instability. As in Figure 1.14, we see that there are a few regions of stability

and several regions of cliaotic dynamics. These diagrams are often used for sirnple

analysis of dS,namical s5,sterns, and are a good indication that chaos may exist in

a system. For systetns with more than one parameter several bifurcation diagrams
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Figure 1.11: The Logistic Diagram N4ultipie Retnrn l\4aps
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o.2 o.4 
x n 0.6 0.3

Figure 1.13: Second return rnap for Q:0.76

are rlecessary and may be cross linked. Thus, to truly detennine if a systern wiih at

least three fi'ee parameters such as the forced damped oscillator, is chaotic one must

investigate the coupled dependence in several bifurcation maps. There are several

interesting features of any bifurcation diagrarn, such as the pitchfork bifurcation, and

the convergence from chaos. In 1964, A.N. Sharkovsky, while studying the Logistic

biftircation diagram, created a method of ordering the periodic orbits found in a

bifurcation diagram, that became a universal ordering for aìl bifurcation diagrarns.

One starts by observing a bifurcation diagram, and begins counting the periodic orbits

from the largest vaìue of the tested parameter to the smallest value of the parameter.

I-le started witli the third period, and moves along the following trend;

20.3 < 20.5 <2o.7 <... '-2t .z <21 .5 <21.7 < ... <
2'-3 <2n.5 <2n.7

The pitchfork bifurcation is not the origin of chaos itself; it is seen on the interval

[3.0..3.5] and [3.5..3.55] in fìgure 1.14. In these regions we ìrave oscillations between
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r.5tTi3.5.r

Figure 1.1r1: Logistic Bifurcation Diagram

trvo stable solutions for the given parameter value. As these regions evolve they

cau begin to experience further pitchforking, or higher order splitting.[10] The pitch-

folking is an onset of an avalanche of allowed periodic orbits; the system is simply

becoming more and more complicated, but countably so. The onset of chaos occurs

lvhett the periodic orbits begin to take on odd values. That is on a bifurcation diagram

orìe catì pick regions where there ale an odd number of stable points. This occurs on

¿r, fine linc just after the 2- point. [5, 9] As the parameters evolve further- \Me rnay

fincl that the chaos is continuous, or-contracting back to the srnaller oscillations until

it returns to a single solution, as is seen in figures 1.15, and 1.16.

The rvork of Fiegenbaum found more constants of bifurcation diagrams, known

as the first and second Fiegenbaum constants. These are measurements of the bifur-

cations of the systern. The first constant is a measure of the ratio of the distance

ltetrvecu bifiircations along the parameter coclrdinate from the previous bifurcation.
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Figrire f .i5: Logistic Bifurcation Diagram zoomed within regions tr:3.8 --+ 3.9

Graphically bhis ¿ìppeàr's â,s seerì in Figure 1.17

Frorn a l'onnula stirncìpoint this is simply;

.ÂÂô: tim |\:l e.5.2)r*oo Ò¿ - dn+l

The second constant is a measure of the separation of the different bifurcations

frorn bhe cornpleurentary branch. Gr-aphically this appear-s as seen in figure 1.18 and

the ratio is:

,. Un*l
a- lltn 

-
?t+co ,l,Dn

(1.5.3)

[5]

This is good for the 1 dimensional maps exhibited by the logistic map. However,

this is slightl¡' nìore complicated for higher order differe'tial equations. With these

more common systems, one needs to determine the bifurcation through a Poincaré

section.
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Figure 1.16: Logistic Bifurcation Diagraûl zoom within regions þ:3.7 ---+ 3.75

Frotr ar,tr experitneutal point of view, in onr system l,ìre gear ratio is fixed, as

is tire rod length, so the only parameters that rnay be actively altered once the

experitneut l-l¿¡s been set up is the quality factor " Q" , and the efl'ective drive frequency.

See equations 1-2.11. A simple reìation was used between the two free variables,

¿ : 0.8 + 0.3Q ancì fi-om this a bifulcation diagram for the system at hand was

created.[11] Florn here two specific regions were selected since t]rey exist in a chaotic

legion of the bifurcation diaglam. [11] These regions were Q :0.76, ¿: 1.028, and

Q : I.2577t. o. : 1.7773I. We focus tìre bifurcation pìot in figures I.20 and 7.2I.
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Figure I.20: 2 Gears and Rod Bifurcation Diagram, Q :0.76 a: 7.028

This depth of study in chaos is a relatively nerv topic since only in the iast 20

years ca,lculations have been fairly easy to perform, and it has wide applications.

So then how may we be able to determine if a systern is chaotic or at least has

tìie potential to be? Well, we have already discussed the bifurcation diagram which

provides an excellent graphical dispìay of chaos. Other indications of chaos arise

from the Poincaré-Bendixon theorem[2] that states that a systern with fewer than 3

clifferential equations cannot exhibit chaos.

Poincaré-Bendixon Theorem

Let R be a closed, bounded subset of the phase plane. Also let I : /(x) be a

continuously differentiable vector field on an open set containing R. We then suppose

that there exists a trajectory C that is confined in R. Then eithel C is a closed orbit

or spirais towards a closed orbit as t ---+ oo Otherwise the trajectoly C must be a fixed

point [15].
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Figtrre 7.2I: 2 Gears and Rod Bifurcation Diagrarn, Q : I.2577 a: I.I7737

1 .6 Fractals

Flact,als ¿ìr-e â feature of tnauy nonlinear systerls. They are geotnetric shapes that

may corne in both integer and non-integel dirnension, depending on the system being

studied. Flactals have a least one comnron distinguishable feature, which is that they

are everyv/here uon-differentiable, they consist solely of singrilarities. The original

definition of a fi-actal is that its Hausdorff clinrension strictly exceeds the topological

dimensiou. Simpìy put the rneasured dimension is greater than the apparent dimen-

sion. Fortunately this definition was not strictìy adheled to, since further studies of

what are now considered fractals would have been ignored, an example of which is the

Mandelbrot set. These shapes occur fi'equently in natur-e - one of the oldest physical

rve must concern ourselves with the di-

coìnllìon standards, the box dimension,
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the inforrnation or entropy dimension and, the correlation dirnension. All of these

dimensions have a similar form, they are an asymptotic Ìrehaviour of the systerì over

the scale of each measurement. That is they are the log of a, rrìeasurernent dirrided

by the log of the scale at which they are measured. The easiest to perform and the

easiest to describe is the box dimensions so we shall do that hele. The box dimension

is a counting dirnension, where one only counts the boxes containing inforrnation.

For a quick demonstration we can take the bifurcation diagram. The first step

is to choose a scale for the dimension. Say we take the entire length of the box to

be 1, which is a box that covers the entire diagram. The next selies of boxes may

be reduced to half their original dirnension, thus leaving us rvith 4 boxes in the same

space as the first. Now we look at the boxes we have created and remove any that do

not contain any piece of the bifurcation diagram. Now we still have 4 boxes to now

scaìe to a quarter of the original size. Thus each of the three boxes contain 4 srnaìler

boxes. Again we remove any box that does not contain the bifulcation diagrarn, and

down-scale the boxes, making sure that at each step we count the nurnber of boxes

remaining. We see when considering 16 possible boxes only 11 contain the image, and

with 64 boxes only 28 contain the irnage. \À/e do this until a physiç¿l limit is reached,

such as the width of a pixel on a computer screen.

The calculation for the box dimension is simple:

Duu: h- l:s!1v,*,)
- trtvt Ëã log(rÀ)

(161)
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Figure 1.24: The lo-
gistic bifurcation dia-
gram with a covering
of 64 boxes

where the subscript H M stands for Hausdorff NIesh, which is named after the inven-

tor. The .A/¡ is the number of volume units (vels) that still contain the attractor, and

the rÀ is the scale of the vel. When using an algorithm to perform this calculation,

it is best to operate with the data used to plot the attractor, rather than the plotted

attractor itself, since information may be added or removed from a systern altificialìy

by graphical output.

The other two dimensions are described in more detail in Chapter 5. In trr.rth

there is a possible infinity of dimensions allowed to measure a sysl,enl. Fractals also

corne in several different varieties such as compound, simple, and multifractal- (see

Chapter 5). The topological dimension will simply ignore some of the attractol if it

becornes disjoint, for a good exarnple see [5] where Kinsner discusses the box counting

dimension as it acts on a disjoint set of a line and a point- In this case l(insner claims

that if we were to only consider the box counting dimension we would have onìy the

dimension of the line. Therefore, other dimensions are required for ploper analysis.

The physical nonlinearity of nature is rnost obvious whelr one observes the physical

shapes that nature is comprised of. It is not comtnon in nature that one rvill fincì

Figure 1.22: The lo-
gistic bifurcation dia-
gram with a covering
of 4 boxes

Figure 1.23: The lo-
gistic bifurcation dia-
gram with a covering
of 16 boxes
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a stray cube, a pyramid, or even a perfect sphere. In fact many of these standard

geometric shapes are only approxitnations to natural ob.jects. For example the moon's

geornetric shape appears to be a sphere; however, a^s one gets closer to the moon

one finds craters and ridges which are fractal. What we usuaìly find are almost

disorganized shapes such as coastal regions and mountain ranges. These cannot be

properly approximated as geometric shapes, but r,ve all agree they are physical and

do ìrave some kind of shape. We have now defined that shape to be of the fractal

class. The study of fractals to understand the real world is important, not to mention

useful in industry for real image manipulation.



Chapter 2

Sytnbolic Dynamics

2.L Introduction

S),mbolic dynamics began with J. Hadarnarcl and H.M. Morse in 1898, where they

applied tiris idea to geoclesic flows on surfaces of negative curvature.[t6] The term

"Syrnbolic dynatnics" rvas coined by Morse and l{edlund in 1933 [17]. This new

creation simplified the studying of the geodesic flows by producing symbolic sequerìces

that were forbidden, and showing that any sequence is possibìe as long as it doesn't

contain an5r fotStdden subsequences. 20 years later IVIorse and Hediund continued

work on the topic aud shorved tliat finite descriptions of dynamics were possiltle.

Symbolic dynamics r,vas then used to study dynamical systems rvhich rvere made up

of differential equations. These systems are commonly studied by discretizing tirne,

hor,vever, Syrnbolic dynarnics is an attempt to discretize both space and time.[16] The

intent was to divide the phase space into a finite nurnber of pieces and keep track of

whicl'r piece the system was in after each passing unit of tirne. Each state is labelled

by a symbol and thus as the states evolve one is able to observe the trends of the

4I
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evolving s)'stenì. [16] Basically it is the study of cì¡lrarnicaì s5rslsms generated by the

shift rnap, descr-ibed belor,v, in the spaces of some finite alphabel,ic sequence denoted

'trk. A slifú is the evolution that occurs rvith a sl.nrbolic sequence. We will briefly

describe the orbits in phase space in terms of a, s1,¡1þ6lic sequence.

With our 3 dimensional, invertible, dissipative system, we expect three Lyapunov

expouents, oue of which is zero, one in an unchanging direction, and one is expected

to be negative, a contracting dimension. Since a cìlaotic systern must have at ìeast

one positive Lyapunov exponent we expect tllat bhe rernaining Lyapunov exponent

must be positirre. So r,ve have only one stretching direction, and thus we will have 1

din'rension like mappings. [t8]

Corrsider an orbit :t:¡: .fìr in phase space, this orbit is denoted as P. We must

assurne that the phase space may be partitioned into srrbsets [.J* Pr : P and P,) P¡ :

0 for i I j. If any criterion in this assumption is not rnet the rnethod of partition

will not rvot'k. To keep things entirely general u,e t¿rl<e the approach offered by [9],

wlrere we relate the value J'ir to a symbol .j if .fi:t € P¡. Bzusically, if the rlth iteration

of a function takes the value of z which is within the P¡ part,ition the resulting value

takes on the syrnbol j. rather than some value that may have an infinite mantissa.

This is very important to chaotic systems since the infinite rnantissa is essential for

the absolute knowledge of the resulting point on the attractor. Recall the property

of transitivity. Ultirnately we receive a sequence {ln.jr.jr...} titat entilely codes the

orbit determined bV {fnr} with z being the points of the orbit that intersect the

Poincare section- If tire map is one-to-one, as it is in our case, we are left u'ith the
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bi-infinite sequeìrce { .. j-.tjo. . . jn...} which is determined by the lule: if fir e P¡"

then j¿ : j* , i Ç Z. Z is the space of all positive integers. This conles about since

we have a point on the rlanifold, and invertibility teìls us bha,t u,e rrây lç116* about

the history of tl-re trajectory. However, one must keep in rnind bllat chaos implies a

limited knowledge of the Ìristory, to pelhaps only a few steps.[19]

The ease of the sequence analysis is that an arbitrary starting point on the per:iodic

orbit may be selected. The symbol sequencing will adjust by shifting the sequence

until the initial point is the first symbol in the sequence. Tìre sequences rnay not ali

be admissíble but the dynamics of the system {f", P} are rcflected by the dynarnics

in the shift map.[9] Admissibility conditions are described later.

The 2-Sided Ber-noulli shift is the shift type that one is concerned with for a

diffeomorphism.[9] This type of shift deals with the bi-infiniie sequerìces. The phase

space for this systern is;

CI : {0, 7}un : {U: (. . .u-tuo...,tln...),u¿ € {0, 1}} (2.1.1)

with the metric

cÌist{tu','!q"}: f l'í - -'"'l Q.r.z)t 
ot----* 3l'l

The map generating the dynamical system is ihe shift map o : {l --- f), ow : ú

where u|: tu¿+t and ø is the shift operator.

As a simple example take a bi-infinite sequence "(.) -- o(...abcd. ef gh.. ) ---+

'trt : ...abcde o f gh... where it is obvious that the first s)/rnbol in the fbrward

sequence becomes the last symbol in the backward sequence. Tlie . is the cur-rent
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position in the orbit 76. This makes logical sense since the present location of any

orbit changes over time. If one is dealing with a periodic orbit the forrvard and

backward sequences are easy to detemrine since any backrvard sequence is just a

reverse cyclic permutation to the orbit, and the forward sequence is just a forward

cyclic permutation. The difficulty with a dissipative system is that given the present

location, finding the past locations is not a trivial task. For a full treatment of this

topic see Lind and Marcus [16].

2.2 Partitions

With aid from the symbolic dynamics of a syster-n \À/e cart rnap the tra.jector), of a

dynamical system through space. Syrnbolic dynamics requires a separation of the

phase space into logical breaks, that are generally based on some finite knowledge of

the attractor at hand. I say "finite knowledge" since we only knou' a snlall level of

accuracy for the decimal value of the break. Pl'oblems occur as we apploach these

breaks too closely. In the standard exarnple for this s),stem rve lool< at the logistic

map. See Figure 2.1. With the logistic map, the break is actualìy very well defined

to be the peak of the quadratic, or more genelally the critical point of the altractor.

Since we are using a two symbol system, we will use the syrnbols L and R, r,vhere

L is any point left of the value rn : 0.5, and R is any other point. As we track a

trajectory we label it as it moves through the phase space. As an example we start

with tlre initial position rs--0.4 on the logistic map again see figurc 2.1 with F,:4

we then follow the trajectory starting in the L region to the R region back to the
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Figure 2.1: Logistic Diagram, here we se the sequence is RLRRRRLR...

R region, and etc. This is sarne procedure as outlined in Chapter 1 in the section

on Kneading. What we find are general patterns that emerge depending on which

region, L or R, v/e use for a starting condition. These trends are described below.

For higher dimensional systems a different form of partition may be necessary.

The previously mentioned method of using critical points on the return nìap may

not work if the clitical points are saddle points, since these are neither rnaxirna or

minima points on the map. The cluestiorr then is, what do we do in systems with

saddle points for critical points? The methocl used for this t5,pe of system is the

method of homoclinic tangencies, where one plots the forward ìterations on the salne

plot as the backward iterations which is simpìy the attractor of the system. The

point(s) where these two iterates are tangent is called a homoclinic point(s). These

homoclinic points are used as the partition points. If the attractor is multisheeted, the
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tangency points are connected. That is, the partition boundaries are not necessarily

straight lines in the phase space. These tangency points are easily mapped to the

retunt tnap lr'ltere they are of more Lrse for future analysis, since this is where the

periodic orbits may be found manually.

2.2.I Pruning

Pruning rules are necessary for symbolic dynamics. Pruning rules act as the name

suggests: they control the direction of growth of symbolic patterns by setting up

boundaries. These were evident even with Hadamard's negative curvature analysis,

'uvhen ìre forurcl forbidden seqnences. To find thesc pruning rules we observe some

form of boundary condition and apply that as a rule for fubure orbits. The pluning

rules are in general difficult to determine, onlf in a few cases are they trivial, but

clever rnethods of separation may lead to rnore obvious pruning rules.

For the rod and gear systern we opt to use kneading sequences which are an

inheretrt property of the system. A kneading sequence is a symbol string that is

cre¿rtecì by choosing tìre initiaì condition to be the sanìe ¿ì,s the critical value of the rnap,

or the homoclinic point. In n-modal maps, which are ntaps with n critical/homoclinic

points, this sequence would be created by starting at a point along the attractor, or

return map, that it known to be at (or near) the partition line. In multisheeted tnaps

there may be tnore than one kneading sequence for a given cr-itical or homoclinic

point. This means that if we start fi'om the same scction in phase space we may

choose to extend the iterate to any of the availablc sheets, thus producing several
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kneading seqllences from one homoclinic point. The pre-image is also useful and is

created by using the tangency point as the initial point of iteration on the return

map. However, \,ve go in the opposite direction of the kneading sequerìce iterations.

Simply iterate tlte map in the opposite direction as that describecl in logistic rnap, to

get the pre-image for the logistic rnap. The symbolic sequences may be infinite non-

repeating, in such a case we only need to follow the forward iterations to the required

precision. That is, based on trinary arithmetic we only need to pursue a finite number

of symbols along a sequence. For the kneading sequence to be of any computational

use we tnust irave a, metric for the symbol space, and since the attractor is norm alized

between 0 and 1 tÌre kneacling sequence must also be norrnalized. Using methods like

Lhose found in [20, 21] we define the metric for the system. The kneading sequences

can readily be converted, by using the definition of the trinary arithrretic.[22] The

metric plane rnay be defined by the following metrics: first rve define an integer e¿ for

each syrnbol s¿

| :, if .s¿:1¿to:l r, otrrcr*,isc

Then the forward sequences are replaced by their rnetric:

o:iEu-g 3

where we use 3i because we ar-e using a 3 syrnbol system.

ordered the ¡,r, is defined as

(2.2.r)

(222)

For the systern to be well

lo,
lr,

ifs¿:¿
if otlteru'ise

I.[¡ : (223)
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Figur-e 2.2: Sytnbol Plane, Q :0.76

We make a backwards sequcncr: Ì:1, ¡lsfirìing a similar metric using

(;, irs,:¡
" - \ r. othe^vise

Then the backward sequences are replzrced by their metric:

"-Ë3 e2s)'- k,',
Again considering well ordering ¡z is rìetfined as

( o, if so: ¡¿
ì

[ ], iî otl¿eruise

(2 2.4)

(2.2.6)

This leaves us rvith some test sequences, when considering limits in the rnetric
a(ol/L-) : B(LØo) :1 cv(.I,-) : p(R-o) : 0

a(ol/Ntr-) : a(.Rl¿ L*) :213 Ê(R* L.¡ : P(R'- N.) :213
a(cRL*) : a(.LNL*) :113 a(l*lø.) : p(L*Ro): Il3

E¡it¡ i

nÛtl I

I l; rl !l! ¡l¡ r

[t: !Et:-" ' -'
.., I I f¡t

t Er rt ttt
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Now, with tl're trinary arithuretic defined. we can continue inith the orbit hunting.

Tlie first thing to realize are the boundar-y conditions bhat have Ì¡een freshly imposecì.

These act in two directions for orrr birnodal rnap, forward iterations and l¡ackward it-

erations- When these are plotted on iterative space v/e see the), f6¡111 boxes and these

are referred to as fundametrtal forbidden zorìes (FtrZ). They a,re shor,vn in figules 2.2

and 2.3; the white space a,t'e the FFZ's. Basically, no orbit, ol part of an orbit, is

permitted to cross into these regions thus nrling theln out frour thr: list, oI possiìtil-

ities. This corresponds to Hadamard's original ruling that any sequence containing

a forbidden subsequence must also be forbidden.[23] We have added conclitions that

as long as any shift of a given c¡rbit does fall n,ithin the FFZ's it is also inadmissible.

Graphically these FFZ's may be seen on Lhe syrnbolic plane. One needs only to plot

the allowed orbits against the syrnbol plane and they may find cutoff poirrts that the

system wiìl naturally avoid, these are FFZ's. With ¿r 2 dimelisional rnap, there is

I rrll t¡at r atttF t¡ rlil tttll f, lll¡t¡t tr rEil r¡Et E t¡ElE t _¡Û¡ [ T'dE ÉÉ¡tt r atrtÉ rI

I ttil

= 
¡ IE¡IE !

¡ ¡ Mrr t

I lr¡lr Iil rrlrr I*¡ EE|E r I
!¡ü Edt.
IIE ¡II¡-¡r tttl: =-::-.J lnt¡
F¡E sE.a

þ¡n rrrrr
tlú [ ltttr tr ¡a n
,til il illtF tHraú Û -¡-¡- --

r n tHt tEil [Nt Ð ililH ¡F EiL ,-,,
I ! !!$! !Ë!! r!! ! !!ilE !E !!E gs!!
! ! !!Í! tl¡t t¡rl il rrrtE rtr rtE IIr¡I I rl-rt rIil llx I rrrtB r- lrE rrrr
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an infinite number of tangencies, which may be seen if one blows up a filled portion

of the symbol plane. However, since we are interested in only short oll¡its. a fìnite

number of tangencies may be used. Basically the longer the orbit the more ta,ngencies

are needed for pruning.

When trying to calculate the backward sequences for a general chaotic system. one

must use the current position and guess the previous position, based on a backrvards

iterate. However, in a case ìike the logistic diagram, we have that the current position,

when iterated bachwards, has at least 2 possible paths, for the first iterat e, antd 2n

possible paths for the nth backwards iterate. This is to be expected since in chaotic

systems one can at best hope to preclict the short time changes in the system.

2.3 lD Approximation

In sorne cases) the 2 dimensional maps may take on strong resemblance to I dirnen-

sional maps. For this case there may be ap¡rroxiniations rnade to use only the basic

information about a system for pnrning- The 2 dirnensional rnap that we are observ-

ing does have sotne relation to the 1 dirlensionaì map. In fact, with the rod and geal

systern rve have maps that are fairly weìl approximated by the 1D rnaps. So r.rsiug

a method developed by Zheng [21] rve use the forward foliations of the tangencies

as initial boundaries, greatly reducing the number of allowed orbits. Effectively, if

one observes the symbol plane this procedure would consist of looking at only the a

coordinates, leaving the boundaries uncâ,ppecl so that the forbidden zones are blocks

of symbol spàce not allorved on a single axis. This approxim:rtion rvorlçs ver_y well for
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short orbits; however, r'vhen put to practical use for larger orbits, it may still perrnit

several orbits that should not exist. This would be due to the 2 dimensional approx-

imabion breaking down for longer orbits. What is needed now is the expansion that

leads the systern back into the 2D case, where we have to consider the FFZ's. Since

for any analysis rve expect that the a terms are the same, we have to expand our

analysis to include the backward sequences. When we do this we have the regions that

were orlce inadmissible are now admìssible within a small boundary. From this we

know bhat adding conditions to the restrictions rve cân slowly test the admissibility of

the larger orbits. Ultimately, this process will end with a 2 dimensional analysis for a

2 dimensional map, bul; as rnentioned before, shorter orbits are all that is needed for

the scope of tliis project. A fail analogy for this would be ihe Taylor series expansion,

since for small values of the argument we can simply consider the linear term, but

for la,rger values of the argument we need to exparrd to the quadlatic term and so on.

For higher dimensional analysis it is possible that t,he rnaps rvill go to higher dirnen-

sion as well. However, since symbolic dynamics stiìl h¿s noL been properly defined

for 3D systems, one cannot use symbolic dynamics for Lrigher cìimensional systerns

directly, and approximations wouìd have to be rnade. One must also be careful in

the accuracy of the kneading sequence, usually the resealcher deterrnines some cutoff

where any further contribution to the kneading ,"q.,",rå is negligibìe so the sequence

is truncated. If the orbit being searched is longer than thc; truncation, the results of

any admissibility test are questionable. Fortunatel5,, in rnany cases the truncation is

trivial due to a repetition found in the kncacling seqlrerìce. Florvever, this rnay not
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always be the case.

2.4 Admissibility

Now, witir the boundar5r çot ¿trions understood, one can produce an exhaustive list

of the allowed orbits r.vith a minimal probability of producing orbits that are inad-

missible. I say " minimal probability" since there are several fundamental forbidden

zotles of varying sizes in the syrnbol space. By removing the tangencies as described

above \'ve al'e removing bhe largest FFZ's frorn the syrnbol plane ancl thus removing

the largest atnotittts of space available for an orbit to possibly occupy. Since thele are

an infirlite nutnber of FFZ's catching thern all is fruitless since for- finding the lower

period orbits \Ã/e are requiled to use only the larger FFZ's. In fact, r,ve found that for

up to perioci 8, f'or table 2.1 parameters, see the end of this chapter, the only restric-

tions requirecl were for the lD map. Other restrictions did not rnake any difference in

the resrrlts. So, r've fìnd that the orbits up to at least period 17 are valid with only a

few FFZ's. Since the svurbolic sequencing rva^s not follor,ved beyond periocl 17, higher

periods were not verifiecl for correctness. Nor,v, with the reduced nurnber of allowed

orbits u'e find that the orbit hunting is made much easier, reducing the number of

possibilities from l/! to around 2N, which for large orbits still is not great, but is still

manageable.

Sorne of the benefit of finding the symbolic orbits is the infor-rnation about a

system that may be established before any root fincling calculations, such u"'itr.

r.virtding tLutnbel, wirich u,as defined in Chapter 1. This can be detenninecl b_y taking
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the ratio of the number of R's and N's in an orbit to the number of symbols in the

orbit.

Basically, rvl"rat has been described here is a destructive procedtire for detennining

allou'ecl orbits. First you assume all perrnutations and combinations (except the

repetitive cyclic permutations) are allowed and then frorn that list perform all shifts

possible and retnove any cornbinatior that violates the kneading ordering, or enters

FFZ's. The remaining list, by deduction, must be all the allowed orbits. There is

also a constructive method of creating the list, in short it uses already existing orbits

and the idea of a rotation intervai. This method rnay be found in Peles'Thesis [11].

If one consiclers time r-eqnirenlents for syrlbolic orbit hunting, both methods may

potentiallv be useful. The clestructive nrethod works r,vcll, especially if not all shorter

periocl orbits have been fouud. However, this method begins to break down for large

periods of orbit since the original created list has l/! allorved cornbinations for testing.

It is ,,vhen the destluctive rnethod becomes too tirne consurning that the constructive

methocl rnay bc used, where one only t¿rke.s a short list of allowecl orbits, and genelates

tire longer list of higher periocl orbits. Since we are oniy dealing with orbits with a

period less than 18 the destructive method r,vorks fairll, efficiently.

2.5 Prime Cycles

Another irnportant fact to consider with orbit hunting is the single traversal of a cycìe,

also ref'erled to as a prirne c),cles. These are orbits thab do not repeat thernselves or,

tnore forrllally, rnay not be broken into identical subsets. For exarrrple RN is a prirue
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cycie, but RNRN is trot a prime cycle, but is rathel made up of a repeat of the RN

subset. It is defined ¿rs a uou-repeating symbol string of n, syrnltols [3] r,vhere n, is

the period of the orbit. A cyclic perrnutation of a prirne cycle is the sa,rne prime cycle.

An orbii hunter should be arvare of this since it malr ¡sdr.e the amount of work done

in the future.

With the rnethods for finding the symbolic orbits defined, froln here we neecl to

calcuiate the position of these allowed orbits in the Poincare section.

2.6 Numerical Orbit Flunting

Once the allowed olbits ha,ve been established, we are now ieft u,ith the task of

calculating tire actu¿il positions of the orbital tra.iectories. The s),urbolic approach to

this will be discussed here. Tìlr: method that was precìominantly Lrsecì in the orbit

sealches for this project was developed by Divakar Visrvanath. [24]

There are a fer,v methods tha.t n-ray be used to find the numeric¿rl values for the

short orbits; these wili Ìre discussecl in the next chapter'. These rnethocls can become

tedious for larger orbits so thcre harre been severa,l rnethocls createcì to r¡ahe this work

a lot easier. To find the per-iod 1 orbits. assuming they exist. one only needs to look

at the return rnap fol the systerrt. Where the diagonal crosses the attractor, as seen

in Figures 1.12 and 1.13 r.r,e fincl ¿r fixed point as clescribed in Chapter 1, these are the

period 1 orbits iD cornponent. Cornparing them to the Poincare section we easily Ênd

the y component. If the Poincare section is of higher dimensiorì rnole testing rnay

be required. With the periocl 1 orbits definecl, one Lakes linear- combinations of them
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as initial guesses for the larger orbits. This rnethod may also work for higher order

orbits and again wììl produce seeds that rna¡' be used for- further s),rnbolic hunting.

[8, 14]

The first method operates on the assumption that all the smaller orbits have been

found. Take for example the values found in Table 2.2 at the end of this chapter; we

would find the period 1 orbits N and R, the base orbits. From here we could come

up with a fairly good initial guess for period 2 RN since it depends solely on the base

orbits. For period 2 orbits a similar method rnay be used. In these cases we use the

second returu rnap ,t : J'Ø þ) and the cliagonaì on this map crosses the period 1

orbits and the period 2 orbits. [14] This methocl rnay continue for the higher order-

orbits. Once these are found the caiculations for further orbits are readily available.

Given the rnetric values for any syrnbol in each trajectory, finding even the lnost

obscure irajectory is greatly sirnplified since each ìetter in any of the ¿rbove orbits

may be l¡roken away from the rest of the orbiL a,nd ¿rlso used as an initial guess.

\À/c sec t'here are fairly dramatic differences betrveen the alìowed orbits with Tâble

2.1 arrcl Table 2.2. Table 2.1 is very restricted and does not allow period 1 orbits,

seen oll the first return map in Figure 1.11. Since the diagonal does not contact

attractor on the first rettirn rnap \,ve know there are no period 1 orbits. So the

combinations of smaller orbits to determine the larger orbits are not ideal. Another

methocl is needed to simplify the task, so we tuln to Divakar's method. This method

consists of comparing the hunted orbit to existing orbits, but in a slightly different

tna,tltlct. If we rvere looking fr¡r' an orbit RNNLN. Divahar's method rvould suggest

AS

the
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we use an orbiL that contains RNNL as it would cornpare the hunted orbit with 4 or

more matching points.

RNNLNRNNLN

RNNLRNNLRN

Since that orbit, or any cyclic permutation thereof, does not exist we then back

down to a period 3 orbit that might also match with 4 or more symbols. This orbit

is RNN.

RNNLNRNNLN

RNNRNNRNNR

Norv with this match rn'e take the Poincaré section coordinate for the symbol R as

the initiai guess for the R in RNNLN. Now we take a c1,çliç permutation of RNNLN

to NNLNR, attd t'epeat the test, first looking fol an orbit that matches at 5 points

and so on. For our purposes this rnethod was found to wor-k well: however, it was

slow, especiaìiy for ìonger orbits, thus a modified method r,vas used, where one could

combine the 2 rnethods described above.

The rrlodified method uses the linear cornbinations of shorter orbits method with

Divakar's method. As an example we can take the orbit RRLLN, whicli exists in

Table 2.I attd 2.2 and would take the first three coordinates to be the period 3 orbit

RRL. Theu, we u,ould use the period 2 orbit LN for the remaining coordinates, This

method does not always work well. Often trends were found between these two

methods that rvould allow for rapid orbit finding with the larger orbits, such as the

use of orbit RRRLL in Table 2.1 for any initial gìÌess containing 'LL'. These methods
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do not guat-antee a successful return, they are simply methods of improving the guess,

ancì lt¿lve a uruch liigher probability of snccess over landom guesses. The advantage

of Dival<ar's method is that it reqr-rires the use of some of the already knorvn orbits,

so that. if sorne of tlie smaller period orbits are still missing, it does not prevent the

hunt from continuing fol larger- period orbits- This is useful if an orbit is particularly

difücult to find, which may indicate that the orbit is vely unstable and thus we do

not need to fincl it. This will Ìre described in detail in Chapter 3.

\4/iren dealing with srnaller period orbits, say ten or less, the above mentioned

methods rvork well enough but ale still time consuming. Methods using automated

seat'ch tecirttiques hacl to be developed. This automated search method had to be

broad in its search s¡rectmm but specific enough to be efficient. This rvas done by

selecbing points that rvele knorvn to be along the attractor up to the 14th decimal

place.

To find initial guesses on the attractor, one needs to lun a Poincaré iterate of

the period of orbit being investigated, u'ith a, lar-ge repeat of the orbit count, say 30

to 50. To ensure the br-oad spectrurn is being covered, one needs to rnake a wide

range of stalting points for the Poincaré iterate. This ìs fairly easy to do, since we

kuolv the shape and range of the attractor we could cover the attractor with a grid

of points r,vitìt trn'o dccirnai accuracy and the system would evolve appropriately for

each initial guess. With the consideration tìrat transient behaviour is expected for

the system while it is evolving from a trvo decirnal initial guess to a point on the

attractor, we can easily obtain a, data set that is full of points as they evolve along
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the giveu differential equations and rest on t,he chaotic attractor. These points are

¿ll suitable guesses for the rnultishoot pr-ogram and since this process may produce

millions of initial grìesses, plobability theolv indicates that many of these points will

eud ri¡r bcing convergent to some orbit of the same period as that of the Poincaré

itelate. All rve really need is around n2 as rllàny initial guesses as we have expected

orbits. with n being tlie nurnber of expected orbits. Say for a period 12 orbit from

Table 2.2 we expect around 600 orbits, so we need to have at least 6002 : 360000

initial guesses. This process would have to be repeated several times for the different

periods of orbit for a given set of parameters. This is another method that wouìd be

next to impossible rvithout cornputers. This rnethod r,vas much mole efficienb than the

program that r-rses 2 clecimal initial gllesses for the lnuìtishoot method. This would

take a,round 3 years to complete a peliod 5 search. Iligher decimal accuracy on the

initial guesses would result in an exponcntiall;' longel search time. After about eight

Irours <rf cortrputing time on a 2.4 GHz. computer', most of the ueeded orbits were

founcl. Furthermore, t,he larger the period of orbit, the rnole orbits could be found in

a shorter period of time. Difficuìties with this rnethod are twofold. The first difficuity

is that the hunter canuot be entirely sure that they have found all the orbits belonging

to a given period. The second difficulty is finding the exact same orbit several times,

but this sirnply requires filtering to remove the repeated orbits. As for the issue of not

finding all of the allowed orbits in an automated search, it has been found that the

automated searches find the least unstable of the unstable orbits faster than the very

rrnstable orbits. In thc end the f'oìlowing Tables 2.L,2.2, and 2.3 r,vere const,r-ucted for
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the particular palametel va,lues used.

2.7 Conclusion

Now that we have esLablished a method of detelmining a maxirnal list of alìorved

orbits, and a prescription fol calculating the phase space location of these orbits

based solely on the syrlbolic dynarnics. we are left with the need for algoritìrms to

find the numerical values of t,he allowed symbolic olbits on the Poincaré section. This

wiil be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The methods discussed above are generic to

the level of 2 dimensional maps. Extending these ideas to 3 dirnensional rnaps is an

open àrea for lesearch. but foL non' we can easily use Poincaré sectious to r-educe the

rna,ppings to 2 dirnensions, arllorving tìre use of the above methods.
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Table 2.1: Allor,ved Orbits fol Q : 0.76

2 RLNL
3 RIìL RLN

"

RLRLNLN RLNRLLN RLNLNLN

RRLRLNLN RRLNRLRL RRLNLNRL RRLLNRLN RLRLRLLN RLRLNRLN
RLRLLNLN RLNRLNLN RLLNLNLN

RRRLLNLNL RRLRRLNRL RRLRLRRLN RRLRLRLRL RRLRLRLLN
RRLRLNRLN RRLRLLNRL RRLRLLNLN RRLNRLNRL RRLNLNRLL
RRLNLNLNL RRLLNRLRL RRLLNRLLN RRLLNLNRL RRLLNLNLN
IìLRLRLRLN RLRLRLNLN RLRLNRLLN RLRLNLNLN RLRLLNRLN
RLNRLLNLN RLNLNRLLN RLNLNLNLN

RRRLRLLNRL RRRLLRRLNL RRRLLNRRLL RRRLLNRLRL RRRLLNRLNL
RRRLLNLNRL RRLRRLRLRi, RRLRRLLNRL RRLRLRRLLN RRLRLRLRLN
RRLRLRLNRL RRLRLRLNLN RRLRLNRLRL RRLRLNRLLN RRLRLNLNRL
RRLRLNLNLN RRLRLLNRLN RRLNRLRLRL RRLNRLLNRL RRLNLNRRLL
RRLNLNRLRL RRLNLNRLNL RRLNLNLNRL RRLLNRLRLN RRLLNRLNRL
RRLLNRLNLN RRLLNLNRLN RLIìLRLRLLN RLRLRLNRLN RLRLRLLNLN
RLRLNRLNLN RLRLNLNRLN RLRLLNRLLN RLRLLNLNLN RLNRLNRLLN
RLNRLNLNLN RLLNRLLNLN RLLNLNLNLN

RRRLRLRLRLL RRRLRLRI,NRL RRRLRLRLLNL RRRLRLNRRLL
RRRLRLNRLRL RRRLRLNRI,NL RRIìLRLNLNRL RRRLRLLNRLL
RRRLRLLNLNL RRRLLNRRLRL RRRLLNRLRRL RRRLLNRLRLL
RRRLLNRLNRL RRRLLNRLLNL RRRLLNLNRLL RRRLLNLNLNL
RRLRRLRRLRL RRLRRLRLNRL RRLRRLNRLRL RRLRRLNLNRL
RRLRLRRLRLN RRLRLRRLNRL RRLRLRRLNLN RRLRLRLRRLN
RRLRLRLRLRL RRLRLRLRLLN RRLRLRLNRLN RRLRLRLLNRL
RRLRLRLLNLN RRLRLNRRLLN RRLRLNRLRLN RRLRLNRLNRL
RRLRLNRLNLN RRLRLNLNRLN RRLRLLNRLRL RRLRLLNRLLN
RRLRLLNLNRL RRLRLLNLNLN RRLNRRLLNRL RRLNRLRLNRL
RRLNRLNRLRL RRLNRLNLNRL RRLNLNRLRLL RRLNLNRLNRL
RRLNLNRLLNL RRLLNRLRLRL RRLLNRLRLLN RRLLNRLNRLN
RRLLNRLLNRL RRLLNRLLNLN RRLLNLNRLRL RRLLNLNRLLN
RRLLNLNLNRL RRLLNLNLNLN RLRLRLRLRLN RLRLRLRLNLN
RLRLRLNRLLN RLRLRLNLNLN RLRLNRLRLLN RLRLNRLNRLN
RLRLNRLLNLN R,LRLNLNRLLN RLRLNLNLNLN RLRLLNRLNLN
RLRLLNLNRLN RLNRLNRLN LN RLNRI,LNRLLN RLNRLLNLNLN
RLNLNRLLNLN RLNLNLNRLLN RLNLNLNLNLN
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Table 2.2: Allowed Orbits for Q : 1.2577

1

RNRNN RNRLN RNNRL RNNNN RLRLN RLNNN RLNLN

RRNRRL RRNRNN RRNRLN RRNNRN RRNNRL RRNNNN RRLRNN
RRLRLN RRLNRN RRLNRL RRLNNN RRLNLN RNRNNN RNRLLN
RNNRLN RNNNNN RLRLLN RLLNNN RLLNLN

RRRNRRL RRRNRNN RRRNRLN RRRNNRN RRRNNRL RRRNNNN
RRRLRRN RRRLRRL RRRLRNN RRRLRLN RRRLNRN RRRLNRL
RRRLNNN RRRLNLN RRNRRNN RRNRRLN RRNRNRN RRNRNRL
RR,NRNNN RRNRLRL RRNRLLN RRNNRRL RRNNRNN RRNNRLN
Iì,R,NNNRN RRNNNRL RRNNNNN RRLRRLN RRLRLRL RRLRLLN
RRLNRNN RRLNRLN RRLLRNN RRLLNRN RRLLNRL RRLLNNN
RRLLNLN RNRNRNN RNRNRLN RNRNNNN RNRLRNN RNRLRLN
R,NRLNNN RNRLNLN RNNRNNN RNNRLRL RNNRLNL RNNRLLN
RNNNRLN RNNNNNN RLRLRLN RLRLNNN RLRLNLN RLNRLLN
RLNLNNN RLNLNLN

RRRRNNNN RRRRLRRN RRRRLRRL RRRRLRNN RRRRLRLN RRRRLNRN
RRRRLNRL RRRRLNNN RRRRLNLN RRRNRRRL RRRNRRNN RRRNRRLN
RRRNRNRN RRRNRNRL RRRNRNNN RRRNRLRL RRRNRLLN RRRNNRRN
RRRNNRRL RRRNNRNN RRRNNRLN RRRNNNRN RRRNNNRL RRRNNNNN
RRRLRRNN R,RRLRRLN RRRLRLRL RRRLRLLN RRRLNRRN RRRLNRRL
RRR,LNRNN RRRLNRLN RRRLLRNN RRRLLNRN RRRLLNRL RRRLLNNN
IìRRLLNLN RRNRRNRN RRNRRNRL RRNRRNNN RRNRRLRL RRNRRLLN
RRNRNRRL RRNRNRNN RRNRNRLN RRNRNNRN RRNRNNRL RRNRNNNN
RRNRLRRL RRNRLRNN RRNRLRLN RRNRLNRN RRNRLNRL RRNRLNNN
RRNRLNLN RRNNRRLN RRNNRNRN RRNNRNRL RRNNRNNN RRNNRLRL
RRNNRLLN RRNNNRRL RRNNNRNN RRNNNRLN RRNNNNRN RRNNNNRL
RRNNNNNN RRLRRLRL RRLRRLLN RRLRNNRN RRLRNNRL RRLRLRNN
RRLRLRLN RRLRLNRN RRLRLNRL RRLRLNNN RRLRLNLN RRLNRNRN
RRLNRNRL RRLNRNNN RRLNRLRL RRLNRLLN RRLNNNRN RRLNNNRL
RRLNLRNN RRLNLNRN RRLNLNRL RRLNLNNN RRLNLNLN RRLLNRNN
RRLLNRLN RNRNRNNN RNRNRLLN RNRNNRNN RNRNNRLN RNRNNNNN
RNRLRLLN RNRLNRNN RNRLNRLN RNRLLNNN RNRLLNLN RNNRNNRL
RNNRNNNN R,NNRLRLN RNNRLRLL RNNRLNRL RNNRLNNN RNNRLNLN
RNNRLLNL RNNNRLLN RNNNNRLN RNNNNNNN RLRLRLLN RLRLNRLN
RLRLLNNN RLRLLNLN RLNRLNNN RLNRLNLN RLLNNNNN RLLNLNNN
RLLNLNLN
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Table 2.3: Additional Allowed Orbits for Ç : 1.2577

Period Allowed Orbits
9 RRRRRRRRN RRRRRRR

RRRRRRNNN RRRRRRLRL RRRRRRLLN RRRRRNRRN RRRRRNRRL RRRRRNRI
RRRRRNRLN RRRRRNNRN RRRRRNNRL RRRRRNNNN RRRRRLRRN RRRRRLR
RRRRRLRNN RRRRRLRLN RRRRRLNRN RRRRRLNRL RRRRRLNNN RRRRRLNL
RRRRNRRRN RRRRNRRRL RRRRNRRNN RRRRNRRLN RRRRNRNRN RRRRNRN
RRRRNRNNN RRRRNRLRL RRRRNRLLN RRRRNNRRN RRRRNNRRL RRRRNNR]
RRRRNNRLN RRRRNNNRN RRRRNNNRL RRRRNNNNN RRRRLRRRN RRRRLRR
R,RRRLRRNN RRRRLRRLN RRRRLRLRL RRRRLRLLN RRRRLNRRN RRRRLNRR]
RRRRLNRNN RRRRLNRLN RRRRLLRNN RRRRLLNRN RRRRLLNRL RRRRLLNNI
RRRRLLNLN RRRNRRRNN RRRNRRRLN RRRNRRNRN RRRNRRNRL RRRNRRN]
RRRNRRL,RL RRRNRRLLN RRRNRNRRN RRRNRNRRL RRRNRNRNN RRRNRNR]
RRRNRNNRN RRRNRNNRL RRRNRNNNN RRRNRLRRN RRRNRLRRL RRRNRLR.
RRRNRLRLN RRRNRLNRN RRRNRLNRL RRRNRLNNN RRRNRLNLN RRRNNRRF
RRRNNRRNN RRRNNRRLN RRRNNRNRN RRRNNRNRL RRRNNRNNN RRRNNRT
RRRNNRLLN RRRNNNRRN RRRNNNRRL RRRNNNRNN RRRNNNRLN RRRNNNN
RRRNNNNRL RRRNNNNNN RRRLRRRLN RRRLRRNRN RRRLRRNRL RRRLRRN}
RRRLRRLRL RRRLRRLLN RRRLRNNRN RRRLRNNRL RRRLRLRRN RRRLRLRRT
RRRLRLRNN RRRLRLRLN RRRLRLNRN RRRLRLNRL RRRLRLNNN RRRLRLNLN
RRRLNRRNN RRRLNRRLN RRRLNRNRN RRRLNRNRL RRRLNRNNN RRRLNRLR
RRRLNRLLN RRRLNNNRN RRR,LNNNRL RRRLNLRNN RRRLNLNRN RRRLNLNR]
RRRLNLNNN RRRLNLNLN RRRLLNRRN RRRLLNRRL RRRLLNRNN RRRLLNRLN
RRNRRNRRL RRNRRNRNN RRNRRNRLN RRNRRNNRN RRNRRNNRL RRNRRNN
RRNRRLRRL RRNRRLRNN RRNRRLRLN RRNRRLNRN RRNRRLNRL RRNRRLNN
IìRNRRLNLN RRNRNRRNN RRNRNRRLN RRNRNRNRN RRNRNRNRL RRNRNRN
RRNRNRI,RL RRNRNRLLN RRNRNNRRL RRNRNNRNN RRNRNNRLN RRNRNNN]
RRNRNNNRL RRNRNNNNN RRNRLRRNN RRNRLRRLN RRNRLRLRL RRNRLRLL
RRNRLNRRL RRNRLNRNN RRNRLNRLN RRNRLLNRN RRNRLLNRL RRNRLLNN]
RRNRLLNLN RRNNRRNNN RRNNRRLRL RRNNRRLLN RRNNRNRRL RRNNRNRI
RRNNRNRLN RRNNRNNRN RRNNRNNRL RRNNRNNNN RRNNRLRRL RRNNRLR
RRNNRLRLN RRNNRLNRN RRNNRLNRL RRNNRLNNN RRNNRLNLN RRNNNRRT
RRNNNR,NRN RRNNNRNRL RRNNNRNNN RRNNNRLRL RRNNNRLLN RRNNNNR
RRNNNNRNN RRNNNNRLN RRNNNNNRN RRNNNNNRL RRNNNNNNN RRLRRLR
RRLRRLRLN RRLRRLNRN RRLRRLNRL RRLRRLNNN RRLRRLNLN RRLRNNRNI\
RRLRNNRLN RRLRLRRLN RRLRLRLRL RRLRLRLLN RRLRLNRNN RRLRLNRLN
RRLRLLRNN RRLRLLNRN RRLRLLNRL RRLRLLNNN RRLRLLNLN RRLNRRLLN
RRLNRNRNN RRLNRNRLN RRLNRNNRN RRLNRNNRL RRLNRNNNN RRLNRLRi\
RRLNRLRLN RRLNRLNRN RRLNRLNRL RRLNRLNNN RRLNRLNLN RRLNNNRN}
RRLNNNRLN RRLNLNRNN RRLNLNRLN RRLLRNNRN RRLLRNNRL RRLLNRNR}
RRLLNRNRL RRLLNRNNN RRLLNRLRL RRLLNRLLN RRLLNNNRN RRLLNNNRL
RRLLNLRNN RRLLNLNRN RRLLNLNRL RRLLNLNNN RRLLNLNLN RNRNRNRNN
RNRNRNRLN RNRNRNNNN RNRNRLRNN RNRNRLRLN RNRNRLNNN RNRNRLN.
RNRNNRNNN RNRNNRLLN RNRNNNRNN RNRNNNRLN RNRNNNNNN RNRLRLR
RNRLRLRLN RNRLRLNNN RNRLRLNLN RNRLNRNNN RNRLNRLLN RNRLNLRN}
RNRLNLNNN RNRLNLNLN RNRLLNRNN RNRLLNRLN RNNRNNRLN RNNRNNNR
RNNRNNNNN RNNRLRLRL RNNRLRLNL RNNRLRLLN RNNRLNRLN RNNRLNRL]
RNNRLNLNL RNNRLLNRL RNNRLLNNN RNNRLLNLN RNNNRNNNN RNNNRLRL]
R.NNNR,LNNN RNNNRLNLN RNNNNRLRI, RNNNNRLLN RNNNNNRLN RNNNNNNI
RLRLRLR,LN RLRLRLNNN RLRLRLNLN RLR,LNRLLN RLRLNNNNN RLRLNLNNN
RLRLNLNLN RLRLLNRLN RLNRLLNNN RLNRLLNLN RLNNNRLLN RLNLNRLLN
RLNLNLNNN RLNLNLNLN



Chapter 3

Periodic Orbit Theory

3.1 Introduction

3. 1.1 Evolution

Periodic Orbit Theoly, as the narne suggests, studies the set rif periodic orbits that

exist iu a cltaotic st'stern. As previously mentioned, a set of liuear differential equa-

tions may iuvolve a singular solution or a collective solution, as in a periodic or-bit,

such as the case of the simple harmonic oscillator. In nonlinear differential equations,

the solution set usrr¿rìly involves a,n infinite nurnber of periodic orbits.

Perioclic solutions occur when the systern exhibits properties like x : ,f"(*)

n < æ1 wìrere n is the period of the olbit, as mentioned in Chapter 2. If

function / were to take on the operator form, what we are actually looking for

the eigenvectors of a systern.

3.1.2 Tbajectory Displacements

When looking at a chaotic system one generally tries to find Lyapunov exponents

and fractal dimensions since, as mentioned in Chapter 1, these are indicative of a

for

the

are
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chaotic system- These properties also happen to be properties that are coordinate

independent, and thus a topologica,l invariant.

As a tlajectory evolves it takes on the forni z(ú) : ft(ro), where 16 is the initial

position in phase spacer and /¿ is a time evolution operator. If we linealize this

eqtration by moving the system thlough a very srnall section of time, we have r¿(t) +

6r¿(t), and the evolution of the system rvould be determined by the small change

õr¿(t). This small change is defined by;

õt¡(t) : *&u'0,
6:to.i

where the fraction is sirnply, J¿, the tilne evolved Jacobian matrix of the system.

As pclints ou the manifold ffor,v through a tirne evolved trajectoly they distort the

region of space around them. The defor-rnation is cornmonly understood to be some

initial position on the manifold that, undergoes a srnall displacernent dø(0), and the

flow tr-arrsport is ô:r(ú) along a trajectory r(z¡; t) : ft(ro). Now, consideling the

equatiorr of variations, this becomes r¡(:16,t) + 6r¿(rs, ú) wìrich then leads to, via ¿r

Taylol series expansion :

ù + õù =, u,(r\+ \- ?a|r.,.\ / ¿J¿)rj r

Taking into consideration the equation of flow, u(r) : i, we are

Ð¡ ffd"t : Ð¡ A¡¡6r¡ with A¿¡(r) : %P where A¿¡ is the matrix

(311)

left with õr :

of variations.
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3.2 Nonlinear Flows

The equation of urotiou for the rod and gear systenr. dne to large oscillation capability

of the rod, is a nonlinear flow. Thus, we have a lot of rvork to do to the systern before

v/e caìl calculate anything meaningful from it. We still start with equations

r¿: u¿(r) 6'rr: A¡¡(r)6r, (321)

rvhere ,zl¿, describes the instantaneous rate of shearing of the infinitesimal neigh-

bourhood of r by the flow [3]. It is actually this matrix which is criticaì for the

pÌoper atralysis of the system since the eigenvalues of this rnatrix determine the lo-

cal ltehaviour of neighbouring trajectories. For ma,ps this is referred to as the local

stabiìity, since this ìrìeaslrres the reaction of ttre system to a perturbation. If tlie

eigenvalue is larger than 1, then there exists a pertulbatioll that will grow over a

given time inberval [25]. It is here that we actually divide the systern into two classes

of trajectorS.'. hyperbolic for the eigenvalues greaLer tharr 1, and convergent for the

r:igenvalues less than or equal to 1.

This ìeads us through the topological analysis. However, if we were to linearize

the flor.v using a Taylor series expansion:

(322)

then the Jacobiarr tnatrix cornes into pìay. We see that ihe Jacobian is instrumental

in analyzing the deformation of a neighbourhood for finite time, since the Jacobian

is .just tlte functional rate of change over each of tìre parameters. This is directly

Íj('o + 6r) : rl@o) .9+P6r¡ t
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analogous to the matrix of variations, where the defolmations are determinecl by the

classification of the eigerrvalues [3].

Sirrce the variation equations are linear, \Ã¡e are lefl with a fonnal definition of the

Jacobian matrix

4¡(ro): T 
le*p# 

a'x'r'ttf (3.2.3)

for time ordered integration. After a Taylor series expansion around a fixed point of

z we find that Equation 3.2.3 reduces to

J'(r) : eÃt (324)

The Euler limit definition of the exponential rnay be used rìow, so we rìlay expect a,

nlore convenient cornputational form of the Jacobian

Tr t* \ - rim (r * 1e)"' (3.2.b)r \Lq) - _'1ä \'- *^ )

Since A is not constant, \,ve rnay further reduce the equation to discrete time steps

over a revelsed product

-1 /+\
J'(r,):,;':L,LI_ (t * 1-t{,ò) (3 2 6)

However, if we were to take the usual trick of letting tf m become Aú and the lirnit

become lim¡¿-0, we rvould successfully linearize the flow. No'uv to further simplify

things we consider the nature of the time ordered product along the flow

J'*'' (ro) : J'' (r(t))J'("ù (3-2-7)

which becoures, to first order,

#,t'r,, 
: A(r)rL(r) (3 2.8)
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Since Equation 3.2.8 is linear in A(x), this is also known as first variation, meaning

it is a fnnction that may be readily programmed.

Now .uve are able to prove Equation 7.2.22 if we were to take the determinant of

the Jacobian matrix as defined in equation 3.2.3 to gei;

det -I : {'Îåd'rA(r) : el;dr(v-r)(r) (32e)

since the determinant of a matrix is equal to the product of its eigenvalues, when we

take the asymptotic limit of the log of both sides we result in;

i 
^, 

: rin I [' ro -l(r)rrr
?^ t-,o t Js

(3.2.10)

wlrich is simply equation I.2.22.

Now, what we ale really interested in is finding the periodic orbits, as they are

the topological invariants. So, u'e need to calculate the stability matrices, which are

now jusl, successive rnultiplications of the Jacobian matrices, evaluated at the points

along the trajectory. Considering that periodic points have a fixed period of repeat,

all we need to do for a proper length of multiplication is to evaluate the Jacobian at

each point in the periodic trajectory that falls on the Poincaré section and rnultiply

them together. Following fi'om Equation 3.2.7 we see that ihe stabiìity of any fuli

repeat of a prime cycle will simply be the Jacobian of the prirne cycle taken to the

power of the number of repeats. This does not lead to any new information since the

value of this structure will simply return the same prime Jacobian, by the periodicity

assumption. The usefulness of this is reinforced by the fact that the point at which
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\Me evaluate the position of the Jacobian matrix may be any point along the orbit.

Now. with the stability matrix detennined we find the stability eigenvalues, and then

',ve r-ank Lhern, as seen in earlier in this section.

(3.2.11)

v/ith 
^ 

being the eigenvalue. Another important fact that we neecl to consider is that

the periodic orbits may be considered stable if all of the stability eigenvalues are less

than 1, in r,vhich case the overail orbit has no contribution to the final calculations

due to the hyperbolicity assumption; The system is nowhere convergent.

3.3 Periodic Orbit Calculations

The first step in solving the dynarnical averages for the system is to find numerical

solutions to the periodic orbits.

First of alì, we are aware of the definition of the per-iodic orbits Ít+T,(r): f'(r),

where Ç is the period of orbit of the prime cycle. When looking at maps, the cycle

crosses the Poincaré section no times where each crossing is at a fixed point in the

Poincaré section return rnap. Therefore it is comrnon to refer to the crossings as fixed

points.

As is common in calculus, when we are lool<ing for fixed points rve really need

the roots of the equations. With numerical probìems one must solve numerically for

these roots. The first known method is Newton's iterative procedure for fincling the

I t t, Expanding, Hyperbolic;

lAl : ( : 1, Marginal, Stable;
I

|. . 1, Contracting.
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loots of a orle dimensional function /(z)

ï1 : ts - J@o)lf'@o). (3.3 1)

This rlethod works well on simple one dimensional functions with only a few widely

spaced roots. Ahnost any initiai guess is a good guess for such functions. However, as

the functious become more complicated. better and better initial points are needed

so that the proper roots are foturd.

Nervton's procedure is great for one dimensional functions but with the periodic

orbits we are trying to find the roots of sorne very complicated functions with several

r-oots. Tltis situation r-equiles an extrernel-v good initial guess, otherwise the rool,s

that ri'ill be found rn'ill be random, iust as in the one dimensional ca,se.

To rectify this situation one needs to use a more sophisticated root finding sys-

tern. There is at least one such method a.vailable, the multipoint shooting method,

hencef'orth referred to as multishoot. This rnethod also requiles a decent initial guess,

holet'er, as long as the phase partitions are good. a lower accuracy guess will do. We

began rvith a definition of tlie perioclic function [3]

"I
I1

:T2

:

rn

rt - J@")

rz - f (rt)
:

r. - f (r^_t)

(332)

and we are left with a function and a procedure to solve for the roots. The derivative

of the given function is an [n x n] matrix. We are more interested irr the inverse of

this matrix to solve the Neu'ton-Raphson iterative equation. Again, in ihis situation
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we are expecting a minirnal solution due to the difference in Equation 3.3.2. What

becones rnore intelesting is the case when we are dealing \\'itlì higlìer dirnensional

flows. \4any nonlineal- dynarnic problerns are flows and may be studied as maps

using a Poincaré section, this is the case for the rod and geal system. We have an

autonornous flou' r : u(r) with a corresponding Jacobian \{atrix J n'hich rnay be

defined by linearizing equation 3.2.8:

j:AJ, (3.3 3)

wlrere A is again the rnatrix of variations. Both the flo,,v r : u(r) and Equation 3.3.3

are solved simultaneously using the sarne routines by cornpounding them into one

rnatrix. Integrating the initial conditions on the Poincaré rnap rrntil a later crossing

of the Poincaré map and linearizing around the flow rve get

Í(r')=Í(")+J(r'-r) (3.3 4)

Here we know that, z, /(r) and r' àte on the Poincaré section, hornever, it is most likely

that I (r') is not on the Poincaré section. This is due to the fact th¿rt J cor-responds to

aspecific integration time, and has no relation to the choicc of Poincaré section.[3] To

find a fixed point of the flow near a starting guess u, we have to solve the linearized

equation

(I - J)(z' - r) : -(r - f(")) : -F(z) (3.3 5)

This problem rnay be solved by using a linear equation Lhat denlands that r' be on

the Poirrcaré section, and b5. adding a smali vector along the florv. Take for example
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the equation

(r-ro)-a:0 (3.3 6)

which claims that the Poincaré section is a plane, that a ìs a vector that is perpen-

dicular to the Poincaré section, and that :16 is a point within the section. This leads

to the Poincaré boturd equation

(';' 'f' ) (;,'): (-i"' )
(337)

where u(r)6T is the smali vector addition to the florv. This equation rnay easil), be

generalized to n ditnensions if one takes 1 -J to be I-J and a, v to be diagonal lnxnl

tnatrices. The vector we are interested in solving is the left side vector of difl'elences.

Therefore, an inversion of tìre matrix would be necessary to find the computationa.l

solution. [3] The inverted matrix will be shown in Chaptell.

3.4 Statistics

We a¡e all farniliar with the concept of integral averages frorn statistical mechanics.

In that case all we are doing is calculating the value of the observable over all of the

system space. I{ere, we are only concerned with the manifold space, and thus l,ve

have;

(o)(¿) : ù I_"t¡'f,o))d"o
(341)

where l,ttzl is the absolute volume of the rnanifold (surface area in oul case) and '¿'

is the observable being examined. Since the volume of the rnanifold is broken into

small strips in the periodic orbit theory orì a Poincaré section, we may approxirnate
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ihe infinitesimal values M¿ : Ä¿ so that M : Ð, M¡ : Ðn *, u,here Â; is the

eigenvalue of the ith periodic orbit. What is of rnore immediate use is the tirne

âverâge of the system, where one defines the integrated obselvable for an orìtit;

A'(ro): [' af'@s))d.r (3.4.2)
Jo

However, since our system is over an infinite series of periodic orbits on a Poincaré

section, we immediately obtain a suìn rather than an integlal.

n-7

A'(ro): Ð o.Uk@ù) (3.4 3)
È:0

where the time average drops out of the equation by taking the average of Eqrra-

tion 3.4.3 over time, and taking the limit as the time goes to infinity. \Ã/e may

perform the averaging using discrete steps over prirne cycles. We can clefine:

np-7

Ar: erTtr: t affo(ro)) (344)
i:0

whele p is the prime cycle and no is the discrete time period, or the period of orbit.

This is only true over per-iodic orbiis since Ç 6 flp. \,Vhat is really inportant to pay

attention to is the fact that the system is defined for closed loops. If a loop it retraced

q times, the final average for that loop is qArThe average we are intelesLed in is only

over a single traversal of the orbit.[3]

Norv, since Bquation 3.4.4 is only true for well behaved orbits we nìày also need

to consider the possibility that each of the values A, are different depending on the

period p. The original function, Bquation 3.4.7, rnust now be taken into consideration.

We may replace the integral with a discrete surn, and since we are observing periodic
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orbits over all phase space, we are left with:

np_r 
^(on)@,): t +t-\ r,t \ r,/ 

? "ol¡rrl

(o) : ifr,l (n,): i 5-' -4+np:1 #,? nolLol

1

s(0): lirn ilneþA"
n+& Tl,

(345)

Or:ce again we are left with a simplified form of averaging, leaving the systern com-

¡rletely dependent on the number of orbits within a given period. The overall average

;:; i,hen a sum of all orbits in the sum of all periods. This leaves us with the sum:

(3.4.6)

vrhich is just the asymptotic lirnit. This equation is the spatial average of the time

¿ì,"¡€ràg€s, with all allowed periodic points considered. Now that we irave the system

i:'itere we want it, with all known values relatively easy to determine, once all Lhe

rririrodic orbits are located. However, as stated in Cvitanovics'[3], the average value

r' ,r ì"c;nottractableinpractice. So,insteadof calcuìatingtheaverageof thesystern,

," , ,rlculates the average of the exponential of the observable to be averagerì. T'his

;; trs bLì€ average to be well behaved. Since the limit fol the time average exists for'

,, ,,, and since the systern is a"ssumed to meet the hyperbolic assumption, the tirne

' , r'¿ìge of the system tends to one value ¿. The surnmed system then goes as ø,. trncl

,,t1ìiru-rtely

("þo") (x e"s(P)

.,'irrxl in the asymptotic limit n ---+ oo 'uve get

(3 4.7)

(348)
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Finally, we have exactly what we are looking for:

which is analogous to the thermodynamic formalism for entropy in the grand canonical

systeur [26]. For the rnethods used in a continuous systern please see Cvitanovió's [3]

chapter on Dynamical Averaging.

3.4.L Hyperbolicity & Tþace

One may review the concepts of the trace operator in the webbook [3]. Here we

simply state the more relevant rnaterial. In reality, the trace operator actua,lly refers

to the full 3 ditnensional flow, ltowever, fol our purposes. a Poincaré section was

used, and tlius t-educes the systern to 2 dimermions. The trace operations may then

be replaced with a sum. A simple operator that, captures the effects of periodic orbits

is the tra,ce operator [3]. However, for our purposes it can be sirnply sLated that the

tlace operator depends on the peliodicitv condition described in the previous section.

Since our systetn is a flow reduced to a rnap, bhe equations sin-rplify to discrete sums

or products. The contribution of an isoìated prime cycle can be evaluated by taking

the integral for a region around the cycle,

gl : tim !(o"): (¿)iJþln:n n=æ n,'
(34e)

(3.4.10)

we are interested in,

d

trrLn' : noil
i:1

eA'

L - l\7'.;

lvhere the p indexes the

and L, is the evolution

pth prime cycle, ,4¿ is the observable

operator for the system.
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Clearly, the product will blow up to infinit5. if Â -' 1. This is where the hyperbol-

icit¡, ¿ss.,mption comes in: it states tliat the stability eigenvalues are bounded away

from unit;,. If this condition failed then the entire method would be invalid, and a

new approach rvould be necessary. Since the system we are interested in lias three

possible eigenvalue states, lÂl is either equal to, greater than, or less than 1. We only

keep those calculations that enslrre the satisfäction of the hyperbolicity assumption,

that is l^l > 1.

Equation 3.4.10 can be put into a rnore recognizable forrn since we do not know

the stability eigenvalues, but rather t,he matrix that prodr.rces them. A more useful

approach would be to consider;

g0Ai
tt'Ln : (3.4.11)

- -#_,_ ldet(t - J"(u'))I
r ¿cJ \.¿./-.¿

rvhere the index i runs over all peliodic orbit,s in period n. Since we ar-e dealing with

peliodic orbits, the time period in which \,ve are clealing rvitll l;he systetn is arbitra,ry

as long as we are taking inLegel units of the period of the orbit. 'Iliat is f;o say that

time ú - QTp,and frorn there we calì see that to take the lirnit ú ---+ oo we need bo

take the limit as Q---+ Large for the value ldet(t - Ji)l - l¡oln. This is the point

at which the calculations are easiest to perforrn since all cornponents of the trace

are well known, and alì the transient behaviour of the system has been completely

worked out. It is the time asymptote that we are concerned with r,vhen we speak of

the asymptotic trace condition.

\,Vitlì the sunt in Equation 3.4.11 rve run the lisk of encounteriug repea,ted smaller
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ot'bits that are uot plime cycles. According to periodic olbit theory an observable is

additive along the cycle. That is, if a prime cycle repeats itseìf q times, as mentioned

in tlre previor.rs sectiou, the resulting observable,4n is lepr:ated q tirnes. A¿: A(r¿)-

qAr,rt € p. Thris we have to be cautious of double couutiug au earlier found value.

To do this we introduce a Kronecker delta ô,,.,.." into the sutn 3.4-11 and add over all

prime cycles, thus leaving us rvith

¿aÞ 
A,

ldet(L - J7;6'',,"o'

This equation, as stated in Cvitanovió's [3], is awkward due to the

to rernor¡e it the con'ìnìon procedure is to take a Ltrplace tra,nsfortn

us with,

tt"Ln:Ð"rÐ
p q:l

(3.4.r2)

kronecker delta, so

of the sum leaving

(3 4 13)

u'e have:

(3.4.14)

Ë,tr.ft : 
- 

å'n"qoqllA¡'
2._,''t, t" : +", à lktO:¡n

which aftel the substitutions are made and a p5eometric set'ies is obselvecì

: \- - a| ,rr¡'qaqd"lt'

/----/'"P 4ldet(t - Ji)l
P q:l ' '

Ë
a:0

ze"o

L - ze"o

Now we are finally in a position to use the periodic orltit infortnat,ion

3.4.2 Lyapunov exponents

Now that we know how to formally use the information frorn the periodic orbits, we

can use it to determine the Lyapunov exponent for the system. We have defined the

Lyapunov exponent to be l6r(t)l= "^t lôr(0)l from Chapter 1, where À is the mean

rate of separation between trajectories. To forrnally calculate À we catr go through
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the procedure of taking liniits of a logarithm

À: lim
/,+oo

1tn
t

lôz(¿)l

lá"ol 
' (3.4.15)

However, there are two things bhat sirnplify this procedulc. The first is tirat we are

dealing with periodic orbits, and therefore taking the asymptotic limit is the same

as calculating the tirne at the period of the orbit, where rve know fol tlie individual

orbits that:[25]

À¿ x logÁ.¿ (3.4.16)

The second fact is that for an infinitesirnal ôz we know the r¿rtio in Equation 3.4.15

is exactly the Jacobian matrix. So Equation 3.4.15 becones:

) : 
-lir1r ] r,r1 lln",'(rn)l).q-* Qlp

(3.4.17)

Flowever, since we are dealing with rnaps and periodic orbits. the Lirne per-iod Ç is

reduced to a simpler forrl, T, : T l{ere, ¿ is the dimetrsiouless dr-iving frequertcy,

as seen in Chapter 1. Finally we can evalnate lJtTr(ro¡l rvhere z¡ is a point on the

periodic orbit, using the leading eigenvalue of the Jacobian:

À¡ : Iinr 14 r.1¡n|¡¡.
q-æ ¿lTq

(3 4 18)

This is in a form that we are readily capable of solving, fol each located periodic orbit.

Since it is the average value, one should expect to simply replace the observable of

Bquation 3.4.9 with ln (lÂ¿l). We are interested in tìre asyrnptotic limit, anci thus only

the largest eigenvalues contribrrte to the sum in Equation 3.4.72, sitrce the smaller



eigenvalues are negligible. As well, we must cousider that as q increases we

the Jacobian by itself q times, and thus ',ve have the determinant as the qth

the product of the eigenvalues for Lhe .Jacobian. This leaves us witl'r:

^t 
-- rye tn(ln¿l)

¿'17

/ö

multiply

powel of

(3.4.1e)

for each individual orbit.

3.4.3 Escape Rate

The escape rate for a system is defined as the average tirne required for a trajectoly to

diverge io infinity[3]. What wegenera,ll], find is that thesurvival of agiven trajectorv

is a function of the area of phase space occupiecl by each of the elements of the

trajectory. In our case, for a survival probability of a period 2 orbit,

and a period n olbit becomes;

Â lMol . lMrl
tMl' lMl

i^:#tiw,r

(3.4.20)

(3.4.2r)

the ith strip. This

lirnit;

wlrere M is the total area of phase space, and lM¡l is the area of

is expected to drop off exponentially 
"vith 

r¿ and thus produce the

(3.4.22)

where 7 is the escape rate of the systern.[3] According to Cvitanovió [3] the peliodic

points also keep traclc of the size of the partition. Each section of the partition contains

fn+i

-----+el
t,,
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a periodic point- As the periods increase, the section of phase space becomes well

defined, until the width of the partition goes as l¿ : a¿/ lÂ¿1, where lÂ¿l is the stabilitS,

eigenvalue of the ith periodic poinL. Due to the hyperbolicity assurnption we have

that a¿ are taken to the first order to be unity; in effect we ignore them. With this

in place we have that the area of the ith strip of the phase space is calculated by

lMnl : Il¿, with -L being the width of the strip of phase space containing each orbit.

Rewliting Equation 3.4.2I, we have

.,:Ë* e.4.2r)
¡ lt rzl

¡\¡e\ r, for large n we have the limit 1", - e-'r and so there is a great simpìification

?: lim li,,f": li¡r 1t"i3' n+æ rL ' n-æ Tr L1 ILJ
(3.4.24)

3.4.4 Measure

Now that r,ve have defined the system in terms of the periodic orbits and their stability

eigenvalues, another- idea must be investigatecl for completeness. This concept is thc

measure of the system. The measure of the system must have one basic property: il,

rnust sum to unity. Considering the description of the escape rate, it may be useful

to consider the function;

en1
tlr--Url,

which is the measure of the systern for each per-ioclic orbit.

For bounded systems such as ours, the escape ratc is zero) or tends to zero in

(3 4.25)
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the asymptotic limit. The consequences of this are a further simplification of Equa-

tion 3.4.25 to rnatch that of Equation 3.4.23, since 7 :0.[27] We further expect that

the sum of the rneasure is unity. This rvill have significa,nt consequences in dimensional

analysis in Chapter 5.

3.5 Cycles

3. 5. 1 Zeta

Using the methods for finding the periodic orbit trajectories in the Poincaré section

as defined in Chapter 1, we may now investigate the effects these periodic orbits

have on the overall chaotic system. We are inter-ested in, due to the hyperbolicity

assurnption, the sutn in Equation 3.4.23. Here, \'\¡e are calculating the f", for each

period of orbit. To continue the analysis, rve rnust clefine a generating function for

surls over all periodic orbits of all lengths to be:

r(") :Ë r""" (351)
r¡.: I

Whert ol¡serving the periodic orbits, rve have a geornc':tric consideration about

expanding eigenvalue and the area encompassed by tìre attractor, where we

tlrink about 3.4.23 to produce:

the

may

oo ,n 
"[]A,, 

(ri)
r(') :I I

n:t r:f,,(r) l^,l l (352)

essentially we add over all orbits in a period, then adcl l;his result over all allowed

periods. This follows directly from Equation 3.4.6. \,Vhen dealing with the peri-

odic orbits, the eigenvalues are restricted to 1>rirnc c}'cles, ¿rncl thus tlte surn is also
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restrictecl. Each orbit of length no contributes no terms, reducing 3.5.2 to;

f(z) : l),,nrÐ-a, (**r"ttt=ttlr)' :D,,+,, ,r: {Ê!#fþ. (3.b.3)

After sorne calculus this leads to the relation

The usefiilness of the d1,¡¿pical zeta function is tira,t the 1/((s) : 0 disappears

for s: so: s(0). u'lìere s is defined in EquationS-4.7.

If we take z : e-s(þ) the eigenvalue condition becornes

I.'
ffi:o (356)

rvlrere s ¿rud p are palameters of the zeta funcLion. Nor,v, rve take the totaì derivative

of Bquat,ion 3.5.6 rvith respect to {J a.t B:0 and rve get:

and, due to the Euler relation, we end up with the product relation:

tlÇQ): l{{r - r,)
p

wlrele ((z) is the dynarnical zeta function.

þQ:_!rJ, (3bB)dp (,')<

whele

d / t I _ô f 1 \ _ds0 / 1 \o: *3 (A;ø/ þ=0 ôp \Gø )o-_o* ,rpa,\cç,n)r:, (35'7)

which leads us to a tratural conclusion from the averages r,vorked out aìrove

r(") : -,#I,n 0-t,) (354)

(3.5 5)

(A)c: #nu -h)p:o
p

(35e)
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AIìd

(rr),: *nl -r,,)¡=o
l)

Fol nrolc ¡rropelties of thc rlyn¿rnlic,al zct¿r firrrctions sce [2g].

3.5.2 Cycle Expansion

to6-tnt6-r,,r(, l#l)

(3.5.10)

Nou' tlta,t \4'e h¿ìvc a r,i'ot'kirt¡ì er¡rrrtiorr frrr- the per-iodic orbit t[eur]/ \\ro (:¿ì¡ sx¡rl<lit

it to firrd wha,t we tt<t<td to know ¿rbout tlrc systern. Onc nrethorì of rl<iirrg s6 is tcr

use cyclo expartsiorls. \'\,b first cx¡ru,tt<l B<¡uatiou 3.5.5 and group thc t<:nlls i¡ 6l'rlcr.

of thc period of olllit. Wc nust note th¿rt the cross ploclucts will rcsult i¡ val¡<:s

besitl<ls thc or-iginal orbit. Tltes<l ¿t,t't.' tìle ¡rseuclo-orlrits. ¿urcl t¡cy are i'r¡ror-t^ut f.r

the c¿rlculations. As seett bclorv wcr h¿lvc; gloupings of pseudo-orbits zrrrl pri¡re cycles:

this is ref'erred to as shadorvirrg sirrce cac,h of the orbits longer than per-iocì i will

have ¿rt least oue pseuclocycle that follou,s il, nl¿rthernatically zrncl syrubolictrlll,. As

ulelltioued earlier atry c.yclic peltrttttit,tion of ¿r prirne cycle is the s¿lrnc ¡rrirnc <:rrc:lc.

Tliis nlatter becorlles itnp<lrtzrttt for tltc groupiug of pse¡do-orbits ¿ìs ¿ì¡y cor'Ìrin¿rtio'

of stuallcr orbits letttrlts the s¿t,ntc ¡l'inrcr cyc'le. ¿ìs seen ¿rt the end of the cxa.nrple below.

Now considering the gr-oupirrgs iurlividually u,e fincl that pseudocycle s¡a<lorving ca,rì

actuallv disrupt the calcula,tion tx:mendorrsly. If we consider the urearrirrg of ú, fro'i

Equatiorr 3.5.5, whe. looki'g at the shadorved terns we get

(3.5.11)

where the tertn insicie the blackets. if the cycles are weighted equalìy, r-educes to zero.

Only the rtnshadorved (first ferv) ternis contlibute to tlle overall calculatio¡.
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In real cases, the shadowing usually does not actually reduce the highel order

terms to zero, but rather to a ver.y srnall number. The reasons for this is that the

prime c)¡cle and the pseudocycies ìie close to ea,ch other in phase space. This becomes

significant when dealing with higher order periods, since the nurlber of pseudocycles

is much greater and there are terms that get closer and closer to zero. This is rvhy the

dynamics of the system can be found using only ¿þ" smallest unstable eigenvalues.

3.5.3 Pseudocycles

The prime cycles make up onll' part of the orbital spectnun that we are interested in

finding. Each r-eal orbit beyoncl some lorver limit begins to experience pser.rdocycles,

which are combinations of existing orbits to make up altificial orbits of tire sarne

length. When these orbits begin to syrnbolically ma,tch existing larger orbits the

pseudocycles are said to shadorv the larger orbits. The rnatheluat,ical l¡eiraviour of

this shadowing effectively acts to cancel the efÌ'ects of the larger orbits.

First, we describe the dynarnical zeta function as a power series, by recornbining

the product into leading order terms.

Lle :lltr- tp):r- t (-t)fr+lúritrz...tpt,
P PlP2...pk

Then for simplicity we denote 7r : ptpz...p¡, and tìre weights of each

becomes

(3.5 12)

pseudocycìe

tn : (-t)o"t 
#" 

BAn-sTn 
"nn

(3 5 13)
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where Ä- is the product of the unstable eigenvalues for each sub-cycle in the pseu-

docycle. Since we know that the cumulative effect of retra,cing an orbit r7 tinies is to

add the observable q times, or have qAr, we can extend this idea to pseudoc),cles. If

we trace the first cycle in the pseudocycle we have Art, then continuing to the second

cycle in the pseudocycle we have Arz and so the net observable can be thought of as

Ao : Apr * Aez. The net period of orbit will then be nn : flpt I rLp2, and the net

eigenvalue will be Â, : ÂprÂpz since this system will be the product of trvo differe't

Jacobian matrices.

From this we may exten<1 to any pseudocycle with the simple r-elations;

TLr : rLpt * - - - Inrt Tn : Tpt * - -. IT¡,t
An: Aptl ""f A.,t Â.. :ÄorÂ pz...l\pr, 

(3'5'i4)

The irnportant contributions come frorn the shorter cycles, since the longer cycles

offer exponentially decaying corrections.

Nor,v we have the information on the prirne cycles and the pseudocS'cies. To a,pply

this inforrnation to the dynarnical averaging, the first realization is that q,e are looking

for roots, or singularities of the dynamical zeta function. These occuì: 'uvhen ¡3 : 0, a,s

well as when s : s0 :0 in the dynamical function for ú, ìeaving tn: (-1)u*t lnïr''".

Technically, wê know two diffelent aspects of the system thus far, the leveì surn, and

the dynamical zeta function. We must use these to the best of our knowledge in

analyzing the remairring systern properties.

\,Ve see frorn the definition of ú^ in Equation 3.5.13 that nlost of the important

information colnes from the v¿llue ú¿, tìrat is, the àverâges we ar-e looking for fall
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irr,rrt the first and second derivatives of the functions defined in Equation 3.4.8. The

-' i'vables in question are easily obtained frorn Equation 3.4.9.

$/iren considering the cycle expansions to calculaLe the correctecl averages one

.,:tir'needs to expand the definition of each average as a collective sum, over all of

tir,'cycle space. Since we are looking for zeros of the dynamical zeta function so the

,,:¿ulations rnay be made when 0 : 0 or s(p) --- s(0). Even here the shadowing

i,r,ii<rs effect, offering small corrections for larger orbits.

i'È"6 Stability Ordering

i'r,' 1,he gc¿ìrs and rod system, we have no finite gramrnar lules therefore the sequences

;ri,\' pìo on indefinitely and organization of the cycles rnust change slightly, rvhich

;r'!rrìlcìs ou a stability cutoff.

i. i Ordering

, ;, ntilkiug any mathematical calculations fol the systern constants that have

:i:,rl fitr:ir evolution rnay be monitored. There àre trvo methods, for ordering.

.'lir'si, is oldering based on their symbolic dynarnics, which would make sense for

'i.i'Ìrìri Lltat are well orderecl and have a finite gramr¡rar. The second method is to

ii'i I [t,,' c¡'cles based on their stabiliiy, leaving the syrnbolic dynamics behind and

i:r,'n{,t'¿tl;ing solely on the stability eigenvalues. This typr': of ordering is useful for

1;l¿i.ìr.y dynarnical systems that do not have ¿r finite graürmar) as well as for cases
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where fir-rding all of the orbits in a given period is arduous, such is the case for many

larger periods. Tiris orclering reduces the finding of all the orbits to finding only the

more stable of the tinstable orbits, basically, any orbit that may have an eigenvalue

"fairly" close to 1. This is a relative concept, and must be considered carefully. For

the application we hacl. this meant that all orbits with an eigenvalue less than 1000

had to be found. This nr.rmber was selected due to the inverse relationship between

the averages and bhe eigenvalues. For four digit accuracy an eigenvalue of 1000 was

needed, for greatel accLrracy) larger eigenvalues will be needed.

3.6.2 Smoothing

Smoothing data is a urcthod of data rnanipulation that was implemented to correct

for flaws in the cìata, such as rnissing values, and, in this case, was a compensation for

truncating daba. This is a, very cornmon technique fol controlling the noise output due

to data. This rrrethocl is a necessit¡, when one uses stability ordering over topological

oldering. When r,ve truncate the data set we run the rish of creating partial shadowing

where sorne of' the sli¿iclolving terms may exist but thr: c\rc|" ttt"t shaclorv may be

removed.

The compensal,ion goes as follows; for each eigenvalue in a function we niultiply

the element by a srnoothing function /(^), where /(A) is a utonotonically decreasing

function rvith boundarl' ssr¿itions /(0) : 1 and .f(Â,,,,") : 0- Clearly, there are

several functions tilat one can choose from, but for tlte purposes of the data used,
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only 4 were tested. tu'o

and

of which caûÌe from Cvitanovió [3]:

Jì(^) -i-l-4-\'\Â-",,/

gr (Ä) :

fr(tt) :
e-!

, _ rt4l\
\ A''u.. /

(361)

(3.6 2)

(363)

sh(/\) _ ¿-IrU\)

sIz$) - s-lz6)
gz(l\) : (364)^te--

e

The effects of srnoothing can be tested by var'5'i¡1g the cutoff value. If the variations

a,re large thet-l snroothing is requirecl. Oue can ad.jr"rst thc extent of the srnoothing by

changing the srnoothing function. See Figr-rle 3.1 for the pìots of the four smoothing

functions tiseri.

3.6.3 Cutoff

'fhe choice of a crrtofl'value is irnportant to this project. For an applopriate choice

of crrboff we must consider the data set as a rvhole and pick a poirrt rvhich looks

smooth, such as a plateau. With this choice of cutofï, we avoicl the transient section

of the da,ta, r,vhere otitput rvould be utterly meaningless, and we can aìso avoid the

regions whet'e the data becornes falsified by the partial shador,ving. Ordinarily we

are onll, interested in order of magnitude cutoffs. A further consideration to obtain

a proper cutoff wouìd be that it rnaxilnizes usable data. That is to say, '"vhen we

do our orbit hunting rve c¿rnnot be entirely sure if all the cycles from a given period

are founcì, or that ali of the orbits r,vith a particular rnagnitucìe of stabilitl, have
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been found. Contributions frorn larger stabilities will be harrnful for our systern since

the missing orbits may have provided the necessary shadowing to remove tþe c¡,ç|s5

from consideration. Since the zeta functions are sensitive to only the most stable of

the eigenvalues the larger stabilities may be removed to prevent false data output.

However, to be sure that this is the effect of the cutoff, the plateau technique is also

required.

3.7 Conclusion

I have presented here a complete methocl of both calculating the periodic orbits, as

r,vell as a rnethod of calculating the dyrtarnical ¿lverages in the systern. These rnethods

are broad in their scope as they can be appliecl to any system of differential equations,

of any order. One still has to be cat¡ bious sincc randorn processes rvill produce results,

but their meaning will be null. Computational implernentation of these ide¿rs will be

describecl in Chapter 4, since not all of tll<¡ nlethods are irnmediatel.y obviolrs.



Chapter 4

Computation and Calculation

4.L Introduction

We have been through the theoretical approach to orbit finding, the r-oot finding

techniques a.nd the analysis of the observables of each systern. I-Iowever, as is <¡ften

the ca,se, tlie theoretical approach is clean and easy to f'ollou, u,hereas the real solutions

for ihese systems rely ou the numerical calculations, which are curnÌ¡ersorfìe) and ale

worl,hy of mention.

4.2 Finding the Periodic Points

We liave aìready described the Poincaré section ca.lculation o[ the systern as the time

step evolution of the ordinary differential equation in sorne cletail- \4/e rvill restate it

here for clarity.

The Poincaré section of ODE solving is best implementecl for a driven system, since

it is this driving frequency that we will expìoit as a natural stroboscopic frequency

of the systern. In our system this driving frequency is the parameter ¿ as defined

in Chapter 1- Effectively) we are altering our outprrt timc step to correspond to

90
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the inverse driving frequency. It is a minor change to the coding, but it has rather

dramatic effects on the output.

The calculation of the actual orbits, based on the initial guesses, is less than

ol¡vior-ts. The first step was to deveìop an ODE solver for the system, fortunately

lnost of the ground work was done in the code used for the Poincaré section, as

described in Chapter 1, and seen in Appendix I, we just alter the progr-aìn slightly.

The next step was to create two functions) one to calculate the vector F found in the

following equation: [3]

1

-J1 1

-J, u1

1

- Jr_t

which is of t,hi: forrn.

This equation is fbund and ploven in

the differential rnatrix, DF. Each of

produce these functions, fir'st we set

u.ent as follows:

(42 r)
6,,

õt,

:

6tn

DF'ô : F (4.2 2)

Cvitanovió [3]. The other function, to calculate

these calcuìations were done in two parts- To

up the shell of each matrix; in more detail this

-F|
-F2

:

:

-Fn
0

.

0

dl

62

:

:

un

Initiali-ze F to zero

Load y vector r,ij-th initial guess vector line by line
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for i = 1---+3

- Use the Poincare ODE sol-ver to evoLve the initial guess y[iJ --+ y, [iJ

- ff the current guess, y[k], is one l-ess than the full period of Orbit

- Cal_cul_ate ylil = y,[iJ - Initial Guess[i]

- Normalize the vector y to keep probì.em bounded

for j = 1---+3

- set F[j] = -y[j]

- 0therwise carcurate y[i1 = y, lil - rnitia] Guess[g*(t<+t)+i]

- Nornalize the vector y to keep problem bounded

for j = 1---+3

- set P[3x[k+1]+jl = -y[j]

Now to calculate thr: differclttial matrix DF

- Initialize DF to zero

- create and load the poincare hypersurface, since it is in the

x-y plane, the vector (0,0,1) is sufficient

- set top J_eft of DF to identity

- Load y vector r¿Íth initial guesses line by line

- Load v, the fror¡ vector by using initiar points in the

originaJ- differential equations

- use the Poincare ODE solver to evolve the initiar guess thus

producing the Jacobian matrix
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- Load DF with the Jacobian matrix in the appropriate l-ocations

as seen in equation 4.2.I

- Load DF r¡ith the f low vector according to 4.2.I

- Load DF with the Poincare hypersurface according to

Now we have the fonn of the soìution forrn as seen in equation 4.2.7. This method

rvorks very quickly, and is eenily irnplernented using predefined libraries such as the

Gnu Scientific Library. The late of convergence to a root depends on two things,

the first being the density of roots. If two roots are closely spaced on the attractor,

it may be difficult to find the individual roots rvithout an incredil¡ìy accurate initial

guess. The second issue to consicler is the sensitivity of the systern. As was seen

earìier, different sr-sterns can lrarre rr¿rrying degrees of sensitivity. The rnore sensitive

the sysLem, the nrore diflìcult it is to fincl the roots. Ttris led us to the desire to find

an automated search technique.

4.2.I Automation

Tlte rnost obvioti.s methocl u,oulcl be to nse points on the attractor for the initiai

guesses; this was fairly eas,v to im¡rlernent. The first step was to create the attractor

with as many points as possible. This required running the Poincaré section program

using an ârray of initial guesses:

- Cover the phase space with a one or tr¡o decimal precision grid of points

- Use this grid as l-ocations of the initiaÌ positions of the points a¡rd

run the Poincare section



- Let the code run long

30 points were sufficient

- Save the output i"¡hÍch

the attractor
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enough to skip the tra¡rsient points, in our case

should contain millÍons of points that are on

Norn'all one needs to do is read in points generated frorn the above code, and use

them for initial guesses. Our method required two levels of approach for efficiency.

The first level required that the initial guesses carried an error on the order of 1E6,

tllis rvill guarautee that the output points have a converging trend. Since many poi¡t

combinatiotrs taken frorn the attractor rvill not ea"sily converge) this rveeds out the

Itseless point combinations. This rnethocl recluiles several hours to run, on an Intel

PenLium PIV 2.4GI{2. desktop computer, f'or ¿rround 2 rnillion points on the attractol-.

The next level of approach is to take the infomlatiou received from the previous level,

ancl take the error down to 1E-13 by pelf'orrning more iterations. This method needed

to be separate fiom the previons since the root fìncling methocl can become stuck on

the bacl orbit guesses while trying to recluce Lheir-er¡or. By refining the filtered orltits,

the process takes only a few seconds per orbit.

Now we have a list of orbits that are of a specific period. with a smâll error. This

is bhe list of orbits that may be r-rsed for calcuiating the zeta function, and consequent

valttes as described in Chapter 3. There is a disadvantage of this methocl: one cannot

be entirely sure that all orbil,s have been found. Iìou'ever, when one also considers tìre

s)'nbolic clynamìc techniques, one can be confident, in the results. For larger period
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isorbits, the number of initial guesses that are needed, for the search of all orbits,

tremendous and ofteu unnecessaÌy, since, as stated earlier. we are only interested in

the slnaller stability eigenvalues, because they offer the largest contribution to the

zeta functions. Fortunately, with this autornated search method, the smaller stability

eigenvalue orbits are found very quickly, and most of the larger stability eigenvalues

take longer to find. For expediency, there v/as no atteurpt to find all orbits of a larger

period orbit, which could potentially take months. With the orbits we have at hand

we must find the stability eigenvalues, winding nurnber and Lyapunov exponents.

4.3 Eigenvalues

To calculate the eigenvalues of the periodic orbits requires reading the orbit values

line by line for each orbit found:

- Read orbit values in l-ine by line (x,y,z)

Copy the Jacobian matrix into a temporary matrix

Run the orbit vector in the Poincare iterate function to obtain the

Jacobiarr matri-x for that orbi_t location

- Multipty the nev¡ Jacobian matrix by the temporary matrix a¡rd store

the result in the Jacobian matrix

This is repeated for the entire orbit, satisfying Equation 3.2.8. Now with the

Jacobian, we find the trace and discriminant of that matrix to solve for the eigenvalues

by three methods:

n : å M, if Discrirninant < o:
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¡ : LrTrace - +J DLScr-L'^'imin"nt, if Discriminant > 0 and Trace < 0;

¡: |Trace + +J Dtscrimi"a"t, if Discriminant > 0 and Trace > 0.

These will return tire largest eigenvaìue for the orbits.

4.4 \Minding Number

The calctilation of the u'inding number is also fairly straightforward, following the

instructions in Chapter 1.

- Read in the orbit values in line by line (x,y,z)

- Save the orbit vector as a temporary vector

- Perform a Poincare iterate of the orbit

- Compare the difference between the new orbit x value and the temporary

vector x vafue

- Add the period of orbit to the result

- Divide the result by the period of orbit

Norv we liave all the information we need frotn the orbits. We now may proceed

to the zeta function ¿rnalysis of the system.

4.5 Pseudocycles

Caìculating the pseudocycles effects requires at least one previous step: we must

calculate all possible pseudocycles. To do this one tnust load all existing orbits into

sorne kincl of list, and then produce all combinatious of orbits. All combinations of

existing orbits are possible, this effectivel.y acts like z!, ',vhich is easy to calculate for
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a srrlall nuûìber of orbits; however, it quickly gets out of hand for even 10 orbits.

Therefor-e ¿ì rnore intelligent metliod is required. What we did is one of two things,

the first r'vould be to sort the orbits in telms of their period of orbit, then find all

pseudocycles depending on their period. The drawback to this rnethod is that all of

the orbits of one period are necessary in order to calculate higher periods. As we have

discussed iu chapters 2 and 3, one cannot be entirely certain if all periods have been

found, (this problem rnay occur as early as period 10, depending on the stability of

the systern.) In order to circumvent this issue we rely on the second method, which

involves sorting the entire orbit list in terms of their stability eigenvalues. This is

mot'e corììplicatecl: however, since oue only has to be sure of finding all eigenvalues up

to a specifìc rnagnitude, one can be more certain of the results. Our method was to

use linked lists, which was â, vely fast rnethod of sorting, since all the work done was

in the computer ilìemorv) onl¡, e¡¿Orrtting to file when completed. Another benefit of

r-rsiug the eigenvalues for sorting is tha,t one can introduce a cutoff eigenr.aiue. Since

all of the inforuratiou rve are interested in behaves as 1/Ä a large Ä can make the

contribution of Lhat orbit negligible. A cutoff may be used to analyze the data more

efficiently, by removiug the unshadowed inforrnation. Again, since we can only use

eigenvalues that are complete we must also use the cutoff to remove unknown values,

for instance rvitir Table 2.1 values we may only know the orbits up to 1E4, and thus

that has to be our cutoff. Another technique that was the assignment of negative

values. All elenrents of pseridocycle space, that are created by an odcl multiple of

prirne cycles, are ttegative, as seen in [3], including the prime cycles themselves.
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heThis was easiest to liandle u'hile sorting the cycles, rather than trying to keep t

information on the rnultiples of orbits in the pseudocycle.

4.6 Results

When the shadowing was done only the most relevant information was retained, which

was used in the zeta evaluations. Hele the coding ,À¡âs very much like the theory in

Chapter 3, due to the discrete infinite suns. Therefore, we need only a truncation

for the data and further description of the algorithm is unnecessary. However, we are

now able to describe the results in a little more detail-

What r,r'e expect for our systeur as disctused in Chapter 3 is that the escape rate

terrds to zero as we include rnore da,La fi'orn higher or-bits. Since this is a requirernent

for our system, we need to select ¿r cut,off that leflects that property. With that

crrtoff selected, we rnust also select a smoothing function that will also allow the

esc¿ìpe rate to l¡e minimai. This is ba^sically done by trial and error) using the four

given srnoothing functions. As we see in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 the escape rate does

change slighily depending on thr: cutofl selecLed. Since the pseudocycles offèr the

onh, ¡1sgt¿ive contribution to the escape rate average we may conclude that if the

Garnma function goes below zero, \,ve have an overcompensation for the system, that

is, at that point we can say that v/e are rnissing orbits, and so that particular cutoff

is toci high.

Wlrat rve see in the plobs in 4.7, '1.2, and 4.3 is that the escape rate is closest to

zero r'vhen we use a cutofl at 183. This is strong evidence that we are missing orbits
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of stability 1E4 and higher. Thus further calculations with Table 2.1 values must also

use a cutoff at 183, otherwise the numerical calcuÌations are not true to our systetn.

Likewise we see that in 4.6, 4.6, and 4.6 the largest cutoff allou'ed is 1E3, although

the escape rate with the cutoff at 1E4 is only slightly larger.

With the cutoff for the systerns defined, we may now pursue the appropriate

smoothing function, keeping in mind that we must use monotonic functions so that

the data is not distorted, just smoothed. What we have used are the four functions

as described in chapter 3. To recap we have:

/,(^) -1-(+)'
\ 1\-o" z

I 4.1

fr(L) - 1- 'ii-- -l\^o,
PJL 

- 
P J1

g(Â) : - ,i:r,2
e - r/e

(4.6.1)

From this we have that the smoothing function used for Tables 2.1 and 2.2is g(^) :

(eJ' - "-fz)l@ 
* 1lù, since this srnoothing function allowed the escape rate to be

closest to zero.

Using the above information) we are nov/ prepared Lo move on to the rest of the

observables in the svstem.

Another option that is available to older the system is period ordering. This would

be a viable option since the level sum is proportional to ;"L, however, this ordering

requires that all orbit frorn a given period has been located. In our case we cannot

be absolutely certain that all orbit have been found so we restrict our attention to

stability ordering. For a technical comparison, we take the calculation for the largest

L5,¿rp¡11161, expouent, r,vhich is easily calculated using weli studied methods, [3] [7]
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l8]. It was also dìscussed in detail in Chapter 4. Using this method, we expect an

Lyapuuov exponent to be 0.081 + 0.006 for Table 2.1, and 0.i13 + 0.009 for Table 2.2.

By cornparison, we see that the values obtained through stability ordering are tencling

towards the expected values. This rneans that if we were to include more orbits, the

nutlbers wouìd tend closer to the expected valne, just as the theory predicts.

Further analysis of the system requires an observation of the winding number.

Our Ìrrtrte force method produces the values 0.593 * 0.001, and 0.851 :È 0.004 for

Q : 0.76 and Q : I.2577, respectively. The data set produced by periodic orbit

theorl,, produces 0.590943 and 0.855431, respectively. By inspection we see yet again

that the values obtained in Q : 0.76 ale at least an order of magnitude closer to the

expected value of the system. Again, I attribute this to the escape rate valne. If more

orlrits frorn Q : I.2577 were located the agreetnent would be much better.

it h¿rs been established that the escape rate must tencl to zero as the stabilities

¿rre ¿rdded to the system. If this is not the case, the data may be incomplete and no

fru'iher computations are necessary until the missing orbits are located. The closer

thcr ganttna plot comes to zero, the more credible the final results of the other plots

will be. Clearly, our first plot, Figure4.7, approaches zero) thus allowing us to pursue

otìrer analysis methods. The second plot, Figure 4.6, also comes close to zero, but

not ¿r^s fast as the escape f.or Q:0.76. This shows that we may proceed with the

caìculations; however, the results will not be as good as for Q : 0.76. Ultimately

more ot'bits of a higher period may be needed, but since our results corne within the

expelcted value r,r,ithin error) further orbit hturting is utìnecessary.
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4.7 Conclusion

We have slt<¡rvrt irl this chaptr:r' lnetlrods of fiudirrg the ¡rcr-iodic orbito^ as they are

presented irr Cìtttptr:r-2. A ttlctllorl of autorn¿lting this wa.s iìl..jo ¡tr-r:sc¡tr:cl. l\Iolt; rvork

in this a.rt:¿l is still ttc<'tlss¿ìrJ¡ to llt¿lltc the ploglants utilizc lrettr;r'sc¿rr-c¡ algorit¡'rs

and thcrell.l' l>tlcottte lttlt<;h lllotc <lffir:iclrt. Horvevel', this r:xtcrtrls bclyond thr: scope of

the pro.jr:c;t. ¿lrrd is best left frlr frrrthr:r.sturly in this fìeld. Although thc cocìe is quite

cotlplicattlrl as ¿r, n'hoìcl. eacìt of 1;ìtc ¡rarts ea.sily corlclsporrrì to t|e thc6t'y dcscr.ibecl

in cliapter' 3. Tìre resrrltirtg effìrc:t wa.s a progranr that c:ould t¿rk<l ¿r rnoclerately goocl

guess' i.e., t'ltc luethods ltst:cl iu Cha¡;ter'2. ¿ulcl f'orul ¿r,u ¿ì,(:cr¡r'¿ìl;<l pr-gclictiou of the

allowecl ol'llit' ilr r'<rlat'ivcly sholt tirlrc. The orbits were used for- ave¡agiug, a'cl easil¡,

producerl rcsults fol thc system tltat c¿inle within a f'ew clc:ciulal pla,ces of t¡e brute

force calcrtl¿ltiotls- Tht: lreuefit of tltis ruethocl is that loug ter-ur prediction 6ecornes

possible sinct: orrc <-rrrly obselrvcs the known perioclic or.bits of the systern, alrrl calcu_

lates the chaoti<: pt'o¡>crties fi'<¡ltt tllercl. This le¿wes the oligi¡al chaotic systenl alone,

which is where trtost of the difficultics in ìoug telur calc¡latio¡ lie.



Chapter 5

Fbactals

"Big gaskets are mad<: of little gaskets,

The bits into u'hich we slice 'em.

And little gaskets are rna,de of lesser gaskets

And so ad infinituni."

-Anon.

5.1 Introduction

Solne of tlie most intricate pictures in existence are fractals.

Figure 5.1: One of an infinity of fractal sets
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A fractal may be described to be a space filling object that is cornpletely made out

of corners. A more mathernatical description of a fractaì is that it is m¿rde conrpìetely

out of singularities, but these singularities fall close to each other. ¿rnd never actually

repeat thernselves. [5] Another definition is a complicated geornetric structure that

does not siniplify Lrpon magnification. [2] Although there is no specific definition of a

fractal, they are incredibly interesting structures to study. Iu traditional mechanics,

standard geometric shapes are used to describe trajectories such as periodic orbits.

Fractals are the geometric standard for chaotic mechanics. Basically this is the cou-

nection between chaos ancl fractals. A better visual relation betrveen the two rvill be

offered shortly. The study of fr¿rctaìs goes back to Gaston N,'laulice Julia r'vho rvas

a French rnathematician that studied iterative functions and the space they existed

in. He wrote a papel on the topic, "Nfemoire sur I'iteration des fonctions" in 1918.

These findings were then forgotten for several years untii a fellow tnathematician, and

former student, Benoit N4andelbrot, carne along and startecl a rnore geueral investiga-

tion. N4andelbrot's name is often synonymous r,vith fi'actals, as he actually coinecl the

term " Fractals" , meaning broken or fractionaì dimension. His set is said to be com-

prised of all possible Julia sets. Through the work of Mandelbrot and Hausdorff the

dimension of a fractal could be calculated. What has been established is that fractals

may have non-integer dimension, and so-called fat fractals, such as the Mandelbrot

set, have integer dimension. One could easily lose themselves in the mathernatical

richness of such objects; however, for realistic uses of these objects one only needs to

know how the5' behave in general and are classified.
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5. 1. 1 Dimension

Dimensionality is a critical piece of information about a fractal, since this is the

method by which a fractal may be readily identified. Effectiræly, it is like finger-

printing a fractal. There are severaì methods to determine the dimension, and there

are several different definitions of dimension. We will only concentrate on the thlee

mentioned in chapter 1, the Box dimension, the information dimension, and the cor-

relation dimension. Many books for example [5, 29, 7], summarize the basics of each

dimension discussed here. The dimension of a fractal needs to exhibit a power law

relationship between the measurement scale and the type of counting used, for exarn-

ple counting every point in a measurement region, or counting every pair of points in

the measurement region, before it may be considered a fractal. A standarcl geometlic

shape, such as a square exhibits an integer power relationship, and thus we are left

with the standard integer dirnensions for these shapes. For a while it was thought

that fractals could only consist of fractional dirnensions; however, it was shown that

fr¿rctals tnay also exhibit integer dimension[5]. Table 5.1 shows the various dimen-

sions for several different shapes including a known non-fractal shape for comparison.

As we can see) in Table 5.1, even the logistic bifurcation diagram has a frac-

tional dimension, and therefore we see a clear connection between chaos and fractals.

A further observation from Table 5.1 is that the topological dimension of the two

Poincaré sections are close to one. Basically, Table 2.I (Q: 0.76) Poincaré section
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Tabìe 5.1: Fractal Dimensions of Various Fractals

appeal's to be ahnost a line, which has box dimension one. Since the fractal shape

is allnost a line, one lnay expect that the degree of chaos exhibited by the system

n'ill Ìre very similar to a one dimensional system, rvhereas the fractal dime'sion of

Table 2-2 (Q : 0-12577) shows a stronger deviation from a line, and conseque¡tly

orte expects the system to act somewhere between a one dimensional attractor and a

trvo dirnensional attractor, but closer to the one dimensional case.

Another dilnension that has not found its way into a geornetric standard is the

Lvaptiuov dimension This dimension was discovered by I{aplan and york[2]. The

Lyaprtnov dirnension is calculated based on the Lyapunov exponents of the system.

For asimpìe 2 dimensional map the Lyapunov dimension, I)4 is defined as:

(511)

with À1 being the largest Lyapunov exponent, which is positive, and À2 being the

negative Lyapunov exponent. A second constraint is that the relation Àl ( l)21 must

DLa:r. (#)

Shape Box Dimension Entropy Dimension Correlation Dimension
Square
Logistic

Bifurcation Diagram
Henon Map
Table 2.i
Table 2-2

2.00

7.52 + 0.02
1.259 + 0.007
1.03 + 0.01
1.2 + 0.1

1.997 + 0.003

r.12 + 0.02
1.233 + 0.003
1.021 + 0.009
1.04 + 0.001

1.998 + 0.001

1.04 + 0.01
1.197 + 0.005
0.95 + 0.01
0.81 + 0.02
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:ìir:o be observed. This ma5, be generalized to higher dimensional systems as:

DLv:". (å#h) (5 12)

l:¡l rt'here K is the largest index that makes a sum of L1'ap¡¡ov exponents non-

;,i'sirl,irre.[5] However, since we have been dealing with maps, we will oniy be concerned

r:i,ìr ùhe prirnary case in Equation 5.1.1.

ï.,ì-om our system we found that the largest Lyapunov exponent for Q: 0.76 was

r :ìx)l¿189, therefore ìry Equation I.2.22 we have at one of the Lyapunov exponents

'' t.t¡,i Lo zero, aud the second is -1.233300. This leads to a Lyapunov dimension of 1.07

¡ ',0'). Iror Q : I.2577 u,e have the largest Lyapunov exponent equal to 0.114000,

r; ì liliewise the second is -0.681102, so we get a Lyapunov dimension 1.16 + 0.02.

,;'ì,it; and York[2] conjectured that the Lyapunov exporlent spectrum is related to

, ; ,i'¡;i¡1;l6gical dirnensiou, and that its value is between the box dimension and the

,. ' r' .i,ir--'ìt clitlension, which is held true in our case. 1'he q value for the Lyapunov

::i(:ìì1, ir; expected to fall between 0 and 1, which is allowable since the restriction

:',t;,:'('¡ <1in'leusiot-ls, ot'integer counting is lifted by the Renyi proof for fractal

,,, ri,r,,tts. [5]

'i,- I þhactal Classes

fractals may fit into:

,u S,,,i[,{ffine - where tlie fractal ]ras some dependence on scale, and is anisotropic.
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Figtrre 5.2: A Self Affine Fractal since the scaling in r is different than in gr

Figure 5.3: A Seif Similar Fractal since the scaling in z is the same as in

These fractals are generally distorted at some scales, and rnay not exactly re-

peat. See Figure 5.2 for an example.

. Self Similar - This type is the more well known fractal. A self-similar fractal is

defined by the similarity of the object to itself regardless of the scale observed.

Simple examples of these rnay be found in Peitgen [7], but for quick reference

see Figure 5.3.

A fractal generally starts with what is called an initiator, which is followed by a

generator. The initiator is any geornetric shape, the generatol-is a procedure that acts
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on the initiator changing it by eitlter adding or rernoving structure fi-om the initiator.

The most comtrìou exatnples are the Cantor set, the last line in Figlr-e 5.4 and the

Koch curve (Figule 5.5). The initiator is a line in both cases, and is included in the

figures for comparison. The cantor set is an example of structure being renoved from

the initiator, as at each step v/e remove the middle third of the line from the remaining

lines in the set. The Koch curve is an example of adding structure, since the middle

third is removed, like in the Cantor set, however the middle third is then replaced by

two lines as long as the middle third to make a triangle over the missing third from

the initiator.[5] The dirnension of tìrese objects rnay be determined by the specific

tlaits of the set. One paLtenr is consistent: if you are using the structnre lentoving

method, the dirnension of the resulting set wilì be iess than the initiator. Thris, in

figure 5.4 we expect a dimensiou less than one; and the structure adding method

will result in a dimension greater than the initiator dimension: Figure 5.5 will have

a dimensiou greater than one. Since the Cantor set has a knowr-r forrn of reduction

we catL easiÌy calculate the dimensions. The reduction is ahvays removing the middle

third, so after each step we have two pieces remaining for each piece lemoved. The

number of segments remaining then goes as 
^L 

: 2È, and the scale goes as rr : ll3k

thus taking the log of each of these qualities and the resulting ratio we can find the

box dimension, as seen in Equation 5.2.1.

DB.,:--Uåffi : -.lrå##*t : ff$ = 0 631 (521)
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Figure 5.4: The Cantor Set

Figure 5.5: The Koch Curve

Likewise, for the Koch curve we have the segment count at each of the culves as

NÈ : 4È and the scale is again rt, : Il3k so in finding the box dimension we have:

which is exactly double the Cantor set box dimension.

5.2.1 Fþactal Dimension & Stability Eigenvalues

The dimension of a system is invariant uncler change of coordinates, and ìn order

to complete our analysis of the pendulum equations, we must calculate the fractal

dimensions. More specifically, we look at the box and entropy dimensions.

We have established in Chapter 3 that we can create a metric for a given system

and that in our system the metric is the same as the f function. Recall;

DBo,: - lim 
tos(y,') : - lirn log(40) Iog(a)

k*oo log(r¡, rc--oo rog(ffi : 1"il5i 
x r'262

1lli: wl

(5.2.2)

(523)
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where

s,,:,)_ tt¡: t (5.2.4)

Rernarkably, this definition of a metric corresponds to the probability of the tra-

jectory of the system entering a specific region of phase space. Since the fractal

dimensions are dependeut on probability, we have an immediate connection. Effec-

tively we have:

where q is an index indicating the dimension: q : 1 for the box dimension, Q :2 for

the Entropy dimension and so on. This genera,lized description of the dimension of

a system is known as the Renyi dimension. Now we may define the entropy of the

system in the original way:

D^: 1 li^ þo
' 1-Qn-*logrn

Entropy: K :t ,rrlogpo.
i

(525)

(5.2.6)

The Kalmogorov entropy calculated for the systems in our case are K : 7.793307

for Q : \.2577, and K : 1.335254 for Q : 0.76.

5.2.2 Fat Fbactals

A fat fractal is defined as any fractal with a nonzero Lebesgue measure. Effectively,

what this is claiming is that a fat fractal contains subsets that are measurable * they

are not a set of singularities. The mathematical definition of this is: a set lying in

an N-dimensional Euclidean space that for every x in the set and every e ) 0, a ball

of radius e centered at the point x contains a nonzero voiume of points in the set, as
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Figure 5.6: The Hénon N4ap

well as a nonzero set outside the volume element (vel).[6] We define the fat fractal

since it may be useful in iterated function theory, howeveL, our systems do not use

them directly.

5.2.3 MultiFþactals

Sirnply put, a multifractal is a cornpilation of several fractais. That is, the muitifractal

in itself is not seìf affine or self similar, but subsets of the multifractal ale self-

replicating. An example of such a set is the Hénon Map. As seen in Figure 5.6,

if one looks at the smooth flow of the attractor and zooms in to a srnall subsection of

this attractor, one would not see a repeat of the full attractor, as would be expected

if t,he Hénon rnap were a standard fractal, but rather one sees a series of lines. If

orìe were to zoorn in on these lines, they would find yet another series of lines, much
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Figure 5.7: The Magnified Héno¡r N4ap

Figure 5.8: Tìre Fractal Tree

;,ht, original zoorned set (Figure 5.7). When we really wish to investigate IFS

;i,-isrjion) we ltave to look at the multifract,al natule of any naturaì surface.

¡ .r,r'ials ¿ìre \¡er-y nat,ural structur-es and come up everyr,r,here fiom mountain ranges

' r.,¡;-¡1¡ sf;ructures such as the fern. Even the human body is riddled with fractals;

i':'';¡.rtlioviìscular system and the pulmonary system are two prirne examples. Frac-

i,.,ì: ,iì,1ì be space filling curves, and thus they are an optimal rnethod of relaying

irri,,:ural,fulr, or rnâximizing (hyper) surface area in a finite amount of (hyper) volume

r',irr;,;i;,rlly needed in the lungs). Due to these features, the fractal became heavill'

' ; ,rtiir:d.
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5.3 Iterated Function Systems

Iterated Function Systems (IFS's) are a. method of breaking clown fi-actal images to

their most basic parts and using l,his data for compression ancl irnage rnanipulation.

As the naûle suggests, they are an iterative process that depencìs on a cou¡table

system of functions. From a mathernatical standpoint tìris basically rneans tire union

set of n

set of n

of all homeomorphisms rnapping an image set onto itself. [30] An iFS ìs definecl as a

functions, denoted as CI. defined on a compact space, ancl the corresponcling

probabilities which sum to unit5,.[31]

f : {Q,f¡ : {'t - Q,p¿: f) * [0, 1]]Vi : I,...,ft (5 3 1)

Befbre we can go ott to describe tire iterated function systems there are a few

basics that are required for understanding. The first is the idea of a rnetric, definecl

as a method by whicli otte can cleterrnine the distance betlveen two points in a set.

We have already coûìe across this idea rvhen we needed to plot syrnboÌic space, for

the periodic orbits. when we are deaìing wìth arr IFS r,ve are likeiy to come across the

Hausdorff metric, [32], which is used to define the distance between tr,vo sets. Before

we can define that, we need to l<now how to find tlie distance from a point to a set.

From f8], we have the distance, d(x,A), between the point u € x ancl set ,4 c x in

the metric space is given by:

d(r, A): 
Jål 

d(r,y) (b.J.2)

Basically what this is saying is that the distance betrveen a given point ancl the set
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rs Lhe minimaì distance between the given point and any point in the set.

ily similar logic we can defiue the Hausdorff metric as the distance between two

,.:i,,;1'or two sets A,B C X a,s:

h(A, B) : sup {d(r, B), d(a, A)} (533)

,','iii)Le r e A, A e B. This says that for the distance between two sets is equal to

ij,, ìilaximum distance between points in each set. So, whichevel set has the largest

' 
li;-:r¿¡¡çs from a point in the other set, that distauce is the distance betrveen the two

',,,i.,. [30]

With the metrics defined we may now look at tlie idea of a contraction.

i .t.1 Contraction Mapping Principle

Ì ,, ' '' \\i./l) be a comptete metiic space and let-'¿¿ : X --- x be a contraction on X. Then

':',r iì tllliQue fixed point in X. The proof for this is found in several sources [32]

i', . 'rii r:crnsists of induction and contradiction.

', '..J lt'he Hutchinson Operator

r': l-irri,r;hinson operator is definecl to be a finite set of mâps {.rll0}[, on a set A,

r..,j,:''ii rs commoltly written as w(A) or rrìore precisely;

*(,4) : Urn(,q) (b.3.4)
i:1

i';i ilr¡fìtrition of an IFS is a collection of contlactive Hutchinson operators that are

, ,ri,,iiiltOrpltiC.
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5.3.3 F\rndamental Theorem of fterated Function Systems

For any IFS w : {rr}[, there exists a unique non-empty compact set ,4 € IR', the

invariant attractor of the IFS, such that

A: w(A) (5.3.5)

The proof may be found in Hart [30], Barnsley [32, 1], Welstead [33]. Basically, what

is being shown here is that the set must be eventually convergent, and therefore the

system of equations result in an observable irnage set-

Possibly the most important feature of the IFS is the colollary that rnay be drawn

from the above theorem;[30]

Corollary 5.3.1. Let w be an IFS wi,th attractor A, and let B be a l¡ounded set in
Rn. Then lim¿-oo w"i(B) : ¡

This simply states that given an IFS, operating on any space of the same dimension

will result in the attractor .4 being generated. [5, 32, 1]

Classical fractals may be obtained as attracLors of appropriate IFS's. As an initial

example we will turn to the 1 dimensional Cantor seb. As wc saw in Chapter 4, the

Cantor set has a single generator, the removal of the rniddle third of any rernaining

line segments. One may char-acterize the generator- by a set of three equations

us(r) : lr q(r) : lr I à .r(r) : à, +? (536)

where one can easily verify the fixed points of the system are 0, I f 2, and 1 respectively.

For these simple equations to contain all of the inforrnation of the Cantor set, all that

is needed is a iterative calling to each of these functions. Each function will rnerp the
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entire unit line into a smaller version of itself, thus, iteratively taking the last step

and reducing the length by a third. If we ornit the trl function we rvill obtain the

Cantor set. So, the infinite nature of the Cantor set can easily be captured using two

sirnple functions, thus leading to the usefulness of IFS's for image compression. As we

have doue for the cantor set we may do for all fractals. The trick is to understand the

mapping structure of the fractals, or rather the path by which the fractals contract

and grow. These methods are applicable to higher dimensional objects, just as easily.

Ii is all a rnatter of understanding the generator. Due to Corollary 5.3.1, these

functions may be applied to any 1 dimensional set to produce the Cantor attractor,

regardless of the initial length.

As seen in the Fuudamental theorem of IFS, the idea of attractors is paramount to

an understanding the IFS's. They require that a system has a corìvergence throughout

the iterative process, or evolution. For the Cantor set the attractor is a infinite set of

disjoint points, for the Sierpinski triangle it is a Sierpinski tliangle. One of the easiest

transforrns to capture the convergence and evolution is the afHne transformation.

Affine transformations are marked by the rotation ancl scaling of a system as well

as a linear shift it its position. They have the general forrn u(d) : Ai + 6. These

transformations are the method by which we carry out the iterated function systems,

since they hold all of the possible transformations, depending on the value of the

constants.

w¿(r,a) : (';,:îliì :,:",irj, ) ( ; ) . ( ; ) (53 7)
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where ?-¿ and s¿ âl'ê scale factors for the coordinates r arìd y respectively. 0¿ and /¿ are

lotation angles, they induce rotatiorìs and skewn€ss. €¿ and /, are simple linear shifts

in irnage space. All of the mentioned values are constants in the affine transformation.

These six parameters are referred to as the IFS code for a given attractor. There are

direct analogies for three, or higher dimensional affine transformations, these will be

discussed in Chapter 6.

To continue a previous example, the Cantor set may be extended to a 2 dimen-

sional analog, a Cantor sheet. For this type of strange attractor, we again need four

transformatious like in the 1 dirnensional case. Here we need

,u,(r,r,: ('Ír,:, ) ( ; ) 
. ( : )

tu2(r,r, : ( 
tlr,:, 

) ( ; ) 
_' ( r;, )

wz(r,r, : ('l',:, ) ( ; ) . ('l' )
wq(r,r, : ('l',:, ) ( ; ) 

. (:,,:)

(538)

which appears to be a sirnple expansion of the 1 dirnensional s1'slsl¡. Higher order

cantor sets can be calculated using similar techniques. In this example thele are no

rotational properties in the matrix A.

Here is where the probabilities come into play. One decicles the probabilibv that

any given portion of a fractal becomes iterated, and each section is produced at a

different late. Eventually the entire fractal rvill be reproduced, br-rt the more irnpor-

tant parts of the fractal i,vill be given a higher probability, depencling on tìre desired
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Figure 5 Output of Equation.9: 5 3.8

Table 5.2: IFS code for Ba,rnsley's Fern [1]

i For a cornmon example one can lool< at the Barnsley Fern, which has a IFS

-liirriìaLiorì seen irr Table 5.2.

1,"v, :rs we see in Table 5.2 the probability of each transformation is p, = 0.0001,

i,'.r '^ras ¿ìctually zero; however, t,he rules given by Barnsley [32] say that à zero

'ì, rtiìiity will be given a comparatively srnalì probabiiity. This method is justified

,;i;''r' !'(ir-ulding considerations will cause the sum of probabilities to be less than one.

' '. i1.7230, P3:0.i108, Pq,:0.1161. As we scale down each sub-square r,vith the

',:;ì: iir'ol)a}-rility distribution, (our genelator), we will have the desired effect.

'L;ris rnay be seen graphically through the histogram method described in [34] for

a b c d e f
A1

A2
A3

A4

U

0.85
0.2

-0.15

0
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-0.26
0.28

0

-0 04

023
0.26

0. i6
0.85
0.22
0.24

0

0

0

0

0

1.6
1.6

0.44



Figure 5.10: Barnsley's Fractal Fern

the Sierpinski triangìe. We stalt with tìre probability distlibution;

':mE
Then we produce

of T with itself:

r22

(53e)

producttìre second i{,er¿rte of the system by baking the tensor

T ØT:

0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09

0.03 0.09 0.03 0.09

0.03 0.03 0.09 0.09

0.01 0.03 0.03 0.09

(5.3 10)

We then continue to take the tensor products TØT 47... for each iterate. The

first five iterates may be seen in Figure 5.11.

Obviously, the highest probabiìitv regions form the Sierpinski gasket, {.ìre lowcr

probability regions form the rernoved scctìons. For a crisp irnage at the ¡rredefinecl
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[,'ìgrrre 5.11: The first five iterates of the Sierpinski probabilitv square
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truncation of the infinite calculation, one simply needs to remove everything except

the highest probability regions. Often this is done naturally by extending the dimi¡-

ishing probabilities well below computational limits. For a u'eli behaved systern this

may take only a few iterations.

Barnsley introduced the IFS procedure [32] and consequently found that many

sirnple fractals that are made up of an uncountable set could be repr-oduced by pr-e-

serving only a few numbers. A comprehensive list of the values may be fou¡d in

several references [7, 1]. This type of setup is great for what tnay now be considered

standard fractal shapes, but what of the more complicated fractals such as a fern, see¡

in Figure 5.10? Barnsley's investigations have shown that the fì-actal fern, which does

look someu'hat like a real fern, can be cornpìetely captured using only 24 numbers, 4

sets of 6 values. Once again, we have seen that a fractal of great resolution may be

reproduced in full with a very small amount of information. It is obvious from this

that fractal cotnpression techniques are able to achieve increclibìe compression ratios.

Anoiher such "real" irnage is the fractal tree as seen in 5.8

Along with the IFS structure there cornes a predefined natural measure. Simply

put, this probability is calculated as:

pt: DHíl (5'3'11)

where 1,4¿l is the determinant of Ai. It is clear that the sum of the probabilities goes

to unity, as expected.

If tlre probabilitv 7t¿ is zero, lve assign a srnall valuc to it. Tlìis smalì value rnav
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be defined by the sum of the probabilities of the remaining transformations. Due to

rounding etrors this will likely be less than 1, so the zero probability may be adjusted

to fill in for this error. [32] \ivith this done, we have that the probability for the

four tt'ansforms that produce the 2 dimensional Cantor set, have equal probabiiity,

at P¿: 1f 4.

Probability has a firm footing in the practicality of the random reconstruction

algorithrn. Tìre randomness is slightly skewed towa¡ds higher probability transfor-

mations. That is, in the cautor set all transformations have equal probability, so

the algorithm rnay call these each equally. However, for systems with differ-ent prob-

abilities, the rveighting of the randomness must tend to call the higher ¡tr-obability

transformations more frequently [33, 1] This is easily done wiLh proper ra,ndom

uumber generators, siuce these generators may easily be weighted for pro¡rer results.

The second issue follor,vs the adage tliat you cannot get sornething fol nothing.

What we gain iu cornpt'ession we lose in tirne. To produce the fracial lÌ:rn out of

IFS's, with a good resolution. one would need a significant amotint of time. 1811

years [7]. Thus, methods ergain must be developed to obtain the original picture in

polynomial time. This is only true for the deterministic rnethod of reconstruction.

As stated earlier the randorn algorithm reproduces the attractor faster since the more

significant parts, the ones rvith higher probabilities, are repeated morer often. So fo¡

our peÌception of the attractor, the random algorithm is the better method.

Tl're fact that one could make complicated geometric structnres sirnplify to only a

small amount of information is a great achievement, buL how practical is l,his ability?
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How rnuch information do we really have that is based on pure self-similar fractal

structures such as the Sier-pinski triangìe? The truth is, not a lot. So then why

are \ve still studying this material? What is of practical importance is the inverse

problem: taking a picture, finding its fractal nature, and then storing this information

in a condensed form. Effectively, deterrnining the IFS codes is liÌ<e trying to determine

a generator that rviìl take a simple initiator to the desired attractor, the picture being

compressed. Tiris way \Ã/e can record only a sirnple picture and the transformation

codes to get there. The interesting part is that we do not know the components of

the affine transformations, nor do we know how many are needed. Along with this

are tlethods of interpolation so that the recovery of the stored images may be even

better. Fol worli done on this matter, see [3S]. or Barnsley [32, 1,36].

There are soûìe fundamental requirernents of determining IFS codes. Simply put,

orte must be able to see an iterative pattern in a picture. That is, take the original

picture and segrnent it, only bo see the segments are smaller versions of the whole

picture. Once Lhis has been ¡;erfonnerì, one rnnst now find suitable'fixed points in

the picture. This process is basically best, left to trial and error. Finding patterns in

a picture is easiìy done; ìrowever, finding the appropriate fixed points can be difficult.

[33] Observe the Figures 5.12,and 5.13, for a visual description. With this process

there ale two methods by which the attractor may be produced. The first is a de-

terministic algorithrn, u'here each of the transforms recorded occurs an equal number

of titnes, and in a cyclic patteln. This rnethod can take a long time to reproduce

the att,ractor since it covers the attr¿rctor lvith greater and greater detail over cacl-r
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(.rvclo of the tlansfomrations. The second algorithm is the random algorithm, where

( ,. i.,â,kes each tra,nsfonnation. at ba^sicaìly random levels of detail, thus covering the

o:iriIe attractor in fewer steps than the debenninistic algorithm. However, what is

g,,iLicd in speed is lost in resolution. If we consider again that hriman eye resolution

<j;,,'s not require a great deal of detail to see an image, the random algorithm is often

sriii;ient for reproduction of irnages, whereas in the deterrninistic algorithm bhe same

ur'inircrr of steps may not cover enough of the attractor to be recognizable. The lan-

dr,:ir uumber algolithrn calls each of the IFS's at random, producing what is r-eferred

tr ;:is ¿ì f,rajectory thror-rgh the image space. This trajectot'y is seen as;

xn : t0r(xn-r) (5.3.12)

,is ta,clt transformation is called rn'e get a set of points. referred to as an orbit. If the

lr rt: is t,mly clriven b¡, ¿, raudour sequence of rralues, we will have a non-repeating

i,; c ,.ì3].

l'.,.ioj-t,heideaforfindingthefracta,lnatur-eof anysystemcornesfrolnthecollage

'., ( iìì l;hat, simply states that any irnage rnay be created from subsections of its

:; rii qrapirical displal, of this is seen in figures 5.12,5.13, and 5.14. The different

,,iri ;li l,he rccclnstructed image are only for emphasis.

ì',,i.lt ¡iart, if layered properly, rvoulcl be completely reproducecl. Thus the image

i, i' r¡i(--,uid consist of a smali collection of sub-pictures, and a mapping for the sul>

i:r',-i.:,. Fiom a topological standpoint we ale trying to produce a rninimal set of

, , r.i ;;tt'tlctures) or- ralher we are finding a liasis set. i\4aihetnatical definitions of
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the collage theorem may be found in several references [1,30]. So, when we save a

fractal irnage as only a few constants we save ¿r rrultifractal as an independent set of

single fractal constants, as well as a rnap joining tire sets. This rvas evident in the

examples in Figures 5.13 and 5.14. The leaf itself could be treated as a self affine

fractal but the stem was a separate entity. A decent reconstructed image will require

a good choice of initial image. What is seen in 5.i4 is a poor choice of ¡rartial image,

since the reconstructed image iooks very different from the original in a few steps,

whereas in Figure 5.13 the choice leproriuces the irnage very well over several steps.

The proceclure laid out wolks well for two dimensional two colour image spaces.

Ifowever, fol practical use this rvould be very limited. Au extension to at least gley-

scale irnages is lequired. This rnay be seen in [37] rvhich describes the extension as

the affìr-re Llansforrnation;

-(,,),, 
):(=, 

:""l)(,,r,, 
).(ï) 

(b3'I3

The upper'-left sub-matrix, with the upper sul,r-vr:ctor is the already introducecl

affine transformation, with identical proper-ties. 1'he r,alues p ancl q that are intro-

duced are defined to be the contrast and blightrìess. respectively which simply control

tlre third vector entry, z, the shade of grey. There àr'e several good papers on the

topic, see [38], [39], [a0] to narne a few. It is this type of transformation that we hope

to exploit in Chapter 6.
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5.4 Fbactal Interpolation

Interpolation is a common method for detemrining infor-mation betrveen trvo plotted

points. This method is very comtnonly ernployed in real data structures, where onl5,

a few pieces of information are well known and the data in betrveen is unknown, thus

the use of formulae for interpolation. Anyone that has performed data fitting. has

effectively performed an interpolation. One must understand the set of points being

used, clearly a ìinear interpolation will provide poor results if [he original set was

most likely, say parabolic. So when we define our system. the types of interpolation

will have to correspond to the way we treat the dal,a points.

The iFS is reliant on art attractor of the system. Fortunatel)/, we rrìay easily assess

the attractor of any given system sirnply because we c¿lrÌ clefine it oulselves. With

the randotn IFS the attractor of a systern rnay be defìrred as a frrnction that passes

throrrgh a few fixed points of the s)'stern. [41]

What may been seen here is that the regular IFS lequires at least 3 fixed points

to define the IFS code. Here we are simpll, applying thc salne requilernents on the

systern. As nientioned above, these fixed points are necessities of the system as they

are the points by rvhich the system can begin the interpolation. In general) orle

expects that the higher the order of interpolation, the greater the nurnber of fixed

points needed. The simplest such affine transformation is

,,,(:) :(î:)(;).(;; 
) 

(b41,

follows froln tìre simplest fractal to rnoclel, the c¿rntor set. I-Iere u,e impose Lhewhich
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endpoint, or fixed point,

(:-,) (5 42)

/¿'\w, 1 . l:\r'u
where N is the total number of points in the

What we have done in 5.4.1 is scale the

and given them some linear shift, e¿ and /,.

points with the affine transformation, to det

follows:

t¡vtn-t - totn tNIn-t - toln
tlll 

- (5.4 4)tu -to t¡r - to t¡v - to

What is interesting here is that we have managed to procluce a systern of tra¡s-

formations with a zero determiuaut. Therein we knou, two things about the systern.

The first is that the probabiìity for ea,ch transfortn is very srnall, accorciing to the

rule generatecl by Barnsley in [32]. Since the probabilities are all equal this syste¡-r

is a prirne candiclate for the random algor-ithrn. 'lhe second is that the system is

non-invertible: therefole decoding the system requires lcnowleclge of the entire sys-

tem, including initial conditions, not just the output of the transforlns. Thus we may

have a secure system for information passage.

What we lnay be interested in is the contractivity of the system. To determine

this we t.ake the definition of contractivity;

conditions;

*(;: 
):

1¿"\
\,, ) 

(543)

dataset.

r and replace ú r,vith another scale of ø

All that is left is to combine the end

ermine the interpolation parameters as

^ tn - tn-t
wn 

- 
--l------.- r ln :
t¡u - to ,Ín

d(a(r), r(u)) < .sd,(r, y) (545)
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So, rve sinpìy take two arbitrary

of radius e to find a second point.

dirnensions, p > I, depending on the
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points in the image space S, (r, y) and a ball

We receive the genelal distance fonnula for 2

metric selected.

which, witli our selected

d(t,A) : ((rt -,r)o t (a, * rr¡n¡t/n

points, becomes

and, after the affine

d(',ù :621/n

transformation,

d(a(r), rfu)) : ((ae)e * (c)\t/n : e(ap * C)t/n

so for cornparison between the two distances as seen in Equation 5.4.5

(aP+c:e){2s (5 4.6)

Nor'v, clearly thc contraction is independent of the original clisplacement betwee¡

the two points in S. Further, we must see that the value s has to be less than 1

for a contracting set. If the contractivity is 1, then our functions are similtudes,

a set that may not contract any further. To check this feature we have to look at

the values setup for our consl,ants ¿ and c, as seen in Equations 5.4.4- We know that

inf(S) : (ú0,116) and that sup(S) : (úr,r¡,,) so that ú,y-ú6 is a maximaì clisplacement

in the set. Cousequently, rve also have that the set S is well olderecl, the points within
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are or-der-ed such that ú6 I tn-t < tn < ú¡¿ and likewise for r. Thus, the values for a,,

and c,, are less than 1. Since both values are less than 1, taking them to a porver equal

ol greater- than one, prodnces a smaller value. Thus equation 5.4.6 is at a maxirnurn

u'hen p : l, and since the surn of tr,r'o values less than one will always be less than

2. we have a contraction for all values p. This validates our claim that the system

defineci above is an iFS.

Thus with only a small piece of information one may determine the interpolation

of nearest neighbour points. Further extensions may be made to higher order inter-

polations using K + I initial points. That is the linear (1D) required two points,

quadratic (2D) requires three poinbs etc.[41] Again using similar soìution mebhods as

the linear c&se) orle can fincl the equation of f,ransformation in terrns of the starting

¡roints. The graphs of the interpolating functions may be produced by the random

il,elative function[41]

initiatize (t,r)

for a set number

randomly select

to a point in the interval of interest

of iterations

a transf ormation w^(t,r)

plot (ú6,"0) : w,(t,r)

set (ú, r): (ts,rs)

end for

The interpolation functions for 1 dimensionaì systems requires I parameter vari-

able, i.e., a variable that is well dcfined. A 2 dirnensionaì system requires two pa-

r'¿rrneter-r,ariables. 'fhis l;rend is obvious brrt incredibl¡' ¡1¡Oortant to for-nulating the
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iìri:ory for higher dimensional systems. The higìrer dimensional systems have a fur-

lr ' , ìer¡el of cornplication. Thel, require an exponential number of fixed points for

;ii';¡'polation. That is for the lD systern r'r'e requiled 3 fixed points for the quadratic

rr,icrpolatiou; however, for the 2D system we requile 12 fixed points with the sarne

riit.irrpolation. This pattern may be met rvith 3- 22 whele the 3 is the "standard" 1D

iÌ,riirbel of fixed points, and 2n are the reqnircrnents of an r¿-dimensional interpolation.

jl;is ieads us to a tradeoff, the better the interpolation the more points are needed,

;rilr'i,ise with higher dimensions, even tìre sirnplest inLerpolation could require a large

, r , ;r tlrer of points. The variables that may be solved for the quadratic system rnay be

,:;','i)rJ to lte a,s seen in [a2], rvhich is not necessarily tìre nicesl, solution bui it is far

j ",r r,ornplicated than the alternative. What rnust be keep in mind is the fact that

' ,,,rìnr)t get more out of the picture than was originally there [ i]. Basically, if the

, ..ir,,¡i l,hr: picture were non-existent in the origirial picture they can not show up

. '.t;') r¡ctsions, clespite rnhat poprrlar crinre shows nrav exhibit. A popular exarnpie

. r; using a mirrol iu a pictr-rre to f'ully iclentify ¿n assailant, especially when

'irir;itwitha3clinlensionalrotationt,oseearoundtheframeofthernirror. With

ti,ict¡rolation functions one may not be able to get the exact picture quality when

ì, ,rl) but they will be able to determine a, fair approxirnation. This is seen in

i.,ir:r ti with the standard pictr-rre of Lena.
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5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented the ideas and obsenations that lead to the concepts

of fractal geornetly. \,Ve have discussed the link between the concepts of chaos and

fractals, and given an exanple of such a relationship tlirough the systern observecì in

Chapters 2, 3 and 4. In the following chapter we will take the wolk done on fractals

to yet another form of image rnanipulation, magnification.
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Figure 5.12: A Canadian N4aple Leaf

Figure 5.13: A Canadian Maple
Leaf using a srnall tip of the main
lobe to reconstruct. A second image
would be necessary for the stem.

Figure 5.14: A Canadian Maple
Leaf using a larger piece of the rnain
lobe to reconstruct. Again a second
image is needecl to reconstruct the
stem.



Chapter 6

fterated Interpolation Function
Systems

6.1 Introduction

An IteraLed Function System (iFS), as defined in Chapter 5, may be used to construct

fractal intelpolation functions for a given set of data. This same system may be used

for more immediate practical purposes. That is, to magnify or enlarge a picture, with

moderate to high ciefinition. By the same principle, it is alsc¡ possible to shrink a

picture. The irnportanL f'eature of this rnethocl is that it requires real image spaces

for a high quality out¡rut. Artificial spaces) such as cartoons a,nd geornetric shapes

will work but with ver¡r ]i¡¡¡¿.cl qualitv output.

A one variable interpolation acting via a two dimensional IFS is necessa¡y to map

a two dimensional black and n'hite pictule onto a two dimensional map. Since grey-

scale images have RGB values all equal, any calculation that happens to one colour

coordinate, is treated as happening to them all, and the complexity of calculations

easiìy reduce to two dimensional rnappings. If this greyscale IFS is expanded to three
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dimensions, using the same two dirnensional interpolation, a picture with

be properly rnapped. if the third dirnension is itself treated as a three

vector representing tire red, green, and blue cornponents of a colour, a

picture rnay be properly transformed.
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colour may

component

full colour

With the use of the 2 dimensional IFS, one can easily produce a 3 dimensional IFS.

Likeu'ise, with the use of the 2 diniensional case and the 2 dimensional higher order

interpolation, a generalization may be drawn for k - degree interpolation accuracy.

6.2 Linear Two Dimensional rnterpolation Func-
tions

Firsb of aìÌ, r,ve understand that the two dimensional linear interpolation between

points may be written as follows:

AS:

a:

u,ith initial conditions E(uo)

The three dimensional linear

I-Io lt-X
:--:ut + :t - a' (6'2'1)
lLt - IO Tt - I0-

: !e âncì u(rt) : lLt.

interpolation between points would then be written

(6.2 2)

IFS where

(6 2.3)

, _ (¡-co)(s-uo) a- _ _)_ þt-¿)fu-yo) _ , ,"-ffi;..ffi;:'-
The i dimensional linear fractaì interpolation involves solving an

'"(;):(;:)(:).(;)

given the initial, or fixed point, conditiolts

* ( ;; ) 
: ( ; ),-(î,) 

: ( ";:,)
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Wlren we consider that the dimension of the image space is M x N there are 3

times as rnany initial conditions to be considered. l\,1 is the number of pixels in the

rvidth of the irnage. and .Ày' is the number of pixels in the height of the image.

The 2 dimensional linear interpolation involves solving an IFS where

W^,*(r):(tmr+em.
W,.,(a):b,U*f,, (6 2.4)

rvlrere A, B, C,

I'llr,,.r, (z¡, ¡,/ ) : zrn-t.n V/,,,n(ro,o) : zm-t,n_ l

where rve ltave used 2r,..,, : z(rnr,yr) for compactness.

Here r,,. takes on the linear interpolation

In-7 - In-2
(626)em-

Tr¿ - In-2

of thc fixed point between the 2 known end points. The clefinition for y- is similar.

The coefficients in the 1 dirnensional case \vere solvecl for in terms of initial con-

ditions, and likervise for the 2 dimensional c¿l^se coefficients. After some simple math-

ematics the coeffìcients were solved to be:

W^,-(") : A^,nr I B^,U I C^,nry * D^.,,

and D are coefficients to be determined, given the initial conditions

',,"( ï:): (ï ) 
w--(; 

) 
: (;; )

V/rr.rr(zu,N) : 
"^,r, 

I4/rn,n(z¡r7.g) : zrn,'--t 
$'2'5)

. In-l - In
Iw I 

-ïo

I ^_îÀ'n_¿e17

^ 
- 

rnt'rtn-l
'.8 i4 - x:O

- _lJ^./
^ - 

:g:lj--ln-
J:o-r 

^l

and the z cornponent coefficients were:

bn

f,,:
- 

'!l¡-Un- 
1

lt N -!lo
AoAù-An-rA N

ao-g N

(627)

(znr,n-t - z¡n-t.n^t)y^ + (zrr-t,n - z^.nhJo
A*.,,

(rno - ro)(a¡v -'ao)
(6.2.8)
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B^.n: (Zrr-t.., * Znt-r.n-t)rv * (z*,n_ t - zrn,n):xo

C,u.n:

(trt - ro)(a¡v -yo)
i-.-r--L>
-nì*1.?r-l þnr,n-l I LnL.n .nL-7.n

(tr,-ro)(aN-ao)

Drn,n:
Z,n-l.n-7I I,IUN - Z-.r-rI\!JN * Zr,r.rr9OI0 - Z*-t,nI^I?JO

(rno-rù(a¡v-ao)

i:i.2"L Simplify

i'i" problem of working out the above fixed points for bhe z' : IU,,.n(z) transfor-

:;r¡.iLorr is quite tedious, and highly prone to rnistakes. Fortunately, a shortcut was

l;':,;'nnined, it tnay not lnake the coding any simpler, but does prove to make solving

,1i, 5¡,s¡€'tts of equations lather tr-ivial. Basically, all one needs to do is calculate

';r'y', wher-e r' : Vl/(r) a,nd y' : VV(A) a^s seeu above. Effectiveiy, what will be

,,"rÌ.:cd out is that the following relations rvill be evident, say for the linear transfor-

' i.'rì;,

,|rn.r,. : (rrrrJ'n B-., : bne^ C.rrr.r, : a-.bn Drrr,n: e*Ín (62e)

r, ., r:l;r;ct er¿ì as seen in 6.2.7 . When using bhis rnethod one rnust keep in rnind that

', r'ii,iirg prc.rduct sullstitution must be rnade before progranlmi:ngr^yn: zrr,nfor

rirri's i.if r and y that are not endpoints. Furthermore) use of this information, and

, ,r,ir'íì,t l,ion proof for the 2 dimensional grey scale picture proof in Chapter 5, we

,lr r,f, i,lrc'r t,ransfornlation above is also contracting. We rnay then a,ssume without

,'i t,ettet'ality that the product of two contracting systerns is also contracting.

ìr i,tii,her obsen'ation of the values caìculated for- the coefficients of ihe transforma-

, , , irii,t. rve kuorv the resuìting valur: for the z coordinate will be located between
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zs and :L¡yy and likewise for y between !6 and !¡¿. Thus, we expect the indices on z

to reflect this behaviour. In particular, we have that bhe scaling value, say for the

coefficient B^.,, that the Jr¡¿ rvill not allow the present position to be taken into

consideration, for the first index on any of the rntiltipiying z values. This also applies

to the g multipliels. The z0 multiplier appears to force the lestriction that only the

current position rnay be considered for the first index on z. This takes cale of the

positions allowed to be considered; however-, there is still tlie issue of the sign. What

can be done for the sign is that the z values, based on their index, can be written as a

matrix. Considering the restrictions above, one may rerrove the disallowed z values.

Now, if tirere are an e\¡en number of multipliers (rernenlbel th¿rt zero is everl) the

elements of bire remaining suÌ¡-matlix will take on a rìegàtive of the sign matrix. If

there are an odd nurnber of rnultipliers then the elements of the remaining sub-matrix

will talce on thr¿ sign frorn bhe sign rnatrix.

also be extended to the quadratic interpolation.

follow a quadratic interpolation of the position

(6.3 1)

6.3 Quadratic Two Dimensional Interpolation Func-
tions

The interpolation techniclrre may

One rnethod of doing this might

components, rvhich foilolv;

' : A^I?n

'!' : dr!12,

* brnrn ! c*

I enyrr l fn
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and the quadratic interpolation of the colour,

z': A^,nrTy'r+nr",^rT!Jn+Cr.,,nrrnyz.+D^,r2^+E^.ry2r+F-,rrr"narr*Gnr.nrrrrlH^,n'!JnlK

This method may very well be usefuì for image analysis; however, it falls away from

iterated function systems, specifically it does not follow an affine transfor-rnatiou.

Clearly a different method is needed to attempt an IFS approach.

6.4 Partial Quadratic Two Dimensional Interpola-
tion F\rnctions

The interpolation techniques cìescribed above rnay be mixed resulting in a linear

interpolation for the coordinates of bhe image space, and a quadratic interpolation of

the colour at each ìocation.

rt : ernrn., * ern (6.4.1)

g':bn',t1nlfn

z' : Arr,r\ra'r+ Brr,rrTlJn+Crn,nrrr'y2n+ Dn ,.r2rn+ Ern,nyzn+ F.r,nr.ran*Grn,nr** Hrn.nan* I(

With this method we are still obeying an Affine transformation, since the coordinates

are the only part of the vector that need to obey any such rules, in order to stiìl be

consiclered affine.

As rn,ith the linear case the I dimensional solutions will be utilized to work out a

solution for the two dimensional case. For the 1 dimensional case the coefficients for

the z and y corrponents of the transforrnation are the same asin6.2-7.
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The resulting coefficients for the colour transformation are a little rnore compìi-

cated to u'ork out. A simplification arises when one looks at the z subscripts arr,j

the muìtiplying coordinate subscripts. Again we consider the multiplier index. If ih,,

index is the maximal position, we have that the corresponding z index cannot be thc

current position. If the index is minimal, the corresponding z index is not allowed

to be 2 less than the current position. Finally, if the index of the multiplier is thc

current position, then 1 less than the current position may not be considered. This

generalization of the system can greatly reduce the amount of work to be done in

calculating the coefficients. But as in the linear interpolation we also must consider-

tlre sigrr of the z values. Just as in ihe linear case we can write the z values into a

matrix based on the subscripts. Then considering the restrictions stated above, we

will be left with a sub-rnatrix consisting of onìy allowed positions for z. If there are

an even nurnber of rnultipliers, and the indices of the multipliers ar-e the same, the

off diagonzrl values are negative. If the indices differ by one, the off diagonals becorne

positive. Finaìly, if the indices diffel by two then the off diagonals are negative. Fur-

ther relations for odd number of multipliers shor,v that the opposite signs hold true.

This can be easily stated in an equation if we aìlow the following to be true;.

Let us order the fixed points in the image space 0---0, m or n ---+1, and AI or

N --+2. Furthermore, we write the z values in matrix form, based on their subscripts.

Now using standard matrix form we are left with;

T

\- - I l\i+j+q+p*l¿
/ , Lm-h,n-lu\ L)

È,t¿':0

(6.4.2)
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rndrere /¿ is the order of interpolation, q is the number of multipliers, ,k is the fixed

point index for the z coordinates, u; is the same for the E coordinates, and p is defined

as

( t, if the index on the muitipliers are different;p: <

|. 0, if the index on the multipliers are the sâme.

Again, we Ìrave to keep in mind that the rnultiplier subscripts will determine which of

the mabl'ix elements are not allowed. This method is general for any order interpola-

tion. It is a useful tool for determining the coefficients, since the actual computation

based on the initial conditions is lengthy and is incredibly error prone when coding.

This may be used as a check against potentiai errors.

As an example we take the coefficient 8,n,,, for the quadratic case, where rve expect

four multipiiers, y, and 3 z's. So we are left with:

22
E^.n : L r2r,,r"z¡,¡(-1)¿+i+n+n+z - Ð "Zrur."o,¡(-1)o*i*o¿.1,.c:0 a,b,c:Q

rvlrere in this càse z¡,¡ is written as;

(643)

(644)" - 
( 

-zm-2'n -z^-7'n -Z'n'n )': 
l, 

'å'r,",', "rï'ri,)', "":,:', 
)

and we will end up with terms where the multipliers are, for example, r2noysrn so \Ã/e

cannot allow terms that have a two step separation in the g index, (for ys we do not

allow n - 2 subscripts). We also do not allow a one step separation in the r index, nor

do n'e ¿riiol a zero step separation in the r index (due to ï,n, andu¡4 resp€ctively.)
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As cornplicated as this method is, it is less complicated than programming the re-

sults frorn the endpoint rnappings. Since there are nine constants in this case, higher

ordelr inierpolations rvill push the calculation iirnits beyond a computer's cornputa-

tional ability and other methods of solution would be necessary.

The prograrn as described above was irnplernented using the linear interpolation

method arrd then the quadratic method, and the resulting images were compared for

resolution. Furthel compalisons are rnade when one looks at the traditional linear

extlapolation. The fractal interpoìation methods resolution is much superior to the

traditional linear interpolation method. These are seen in Figures 6.6 to 6.4.

it sirould aiso be mentioned thaL the magnification of the original picture is limited

to the hat'dwat'e of the PC used. Several magnifications were attempted on a test

picture ¿rnd the resolution of the magnifications were acceptable. When comparing

the linear method to the quadratic it was easily seen that the difference between these

urethocìs lrecame lnore apparent at larger magnifications. It was assessed that with

a higher- <ìegree interpolation the resolution could be improved even further. All of

these pictures were not included here to save space.

ht Figtu'es 6.11,6.121, and 6.17, clearly one can see bhat the higher the order of

interpolation the better looking the resulting picture. The fr"rzzyness exhibited by the

quadratic rnagnification is a feature of the interpolation, and would be remedied by

furtìrer iteraLions. Obviously the linear interpolation does not have the same degree

ol fuzzyness, but the tradeoff here is the pixelation of the magnified picture which

makes the irnage unrecognizable at higher rnagnifications.
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6.5 Higher Degree Interpolation Techniques

For the trvo dimensicural systerns, in a higher order interpoìa,tion \A/e need to consider

the same transforrns for the spatial dirnensions as was done in the past two techniques-

The colour dimension will be the only dimension changed. We will end up with a

system where:

w"(r) : anx * €n (6-5-1)

w,,(a):cnalfn

u,(z): C(0'0) + Cl,o)r + Ctl,t)ry + CQ'')r2A + ... + Cf'r)roAr

:(,,,î:,îj^., 
). 

.

whele k denotes

"(î,,):

the degree of interpolation.

(,-:r. 
) 
""""( ïi'.)

-(ll 
) 
:G,)

Calculating this system of equations will exceed the capacity of a computer, and

basically anyone trying it by hand. The method of solution shown in general for the

quadratic interpolation method will have to be implemented. However, there is a

cost of high level interpolations, that is, the number of fixed points needed. Such

high level interpolations will require a larger image space to operate on, as well as a

high correlation bet'neen pixels. If this correlation is not met the picture will appear

distorted regardless of the number of iterations performed.
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6.6 Potential Applications

As an application of this work, in this section we consider the task of re-scaling a,

given colour space. This is a natural problern for an interpolating function of trvo

variables (r,y), the pixel coordinates. The function z(r,g) in this case is a vector-

valued function having three cornponents representing the RGB vaiue of the pixel

specifying the amount of red, greerì, and blue present. The procedure used to scale

an irnage of size M pixels wide by l/ pixels high is as follows. We first read in the

RGB values of each pixel of the image, and use that as the data to construct a fractal

interpolating function z(i,,j), where i : 7, 2, ... ,ll[ and i : I,2, ... ,1ú- Then to

r-esize the image so that the resulting irnage is of size s,M x srN, we construct a new

fractal interpolating function z'(i, j) : t(s,,i,tuj). Applying the random iteration

algorithrn to z'(i,j), choosing independently a trausfot-mation index (i,j) at each

stage, will then result in the re-sca,led image. Simply v/e re-arrange the information

from the fractal interpolations so to take on the appearance as seen in Kobes [42],

rvhich is re-capitulated hele,

/\+Upn\r) ::L :

w*.(y) 7 a* :

r-ro

-ry

em
r¡vt - Ío

U-Ao
Au-Ao

I-lLu
i 

-r^-l

ro - r ¡t't

. u-au+ 

-a'"-1

Uo - U¡vt

(6.6 1)

Um



-^-("):7* :

(r. -

(r. -r,.-r)(a. -a^-r) (r* -r,,)(a" -y,_')
(r,.-r,,-t)(An-A,-t)
- r,*)(U. - U")

(r^ - r,n-t)(!/n
r,,.-t)(A" - U.)

\ þrn,-n

- Un-t )
þm- I,n
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(6.6 2)

IT
t;-(r^ - \,n Lnt,n-7

x,n-l)\Un - An-t) (r,- - h-rll-!.n_ !r,n-t)\Un - An-t)

What.',ve have done here is re-ordered the coefficients found in section 6-2to produce

a functional form for the colour transformation. Since the z* and E* cornponents are

the same under our affine transformations, we can re-write the z transformation for

the quadratic fi'actal interpolation as:

* (r* - u,-z)(r* - r,.,._t)(a. - a.-r)(a" - u.-r)urn (z)
(",n - r^-t) (r,n - r,r-z) (?J,

(r" - ,,n-r)(r" - r,.-1,)(a* -
- U.-t)(a- - a,-z)

am.-n

("^ - rrn-t)(rr. - ,,n*r)(y- -
(r* - ,^-r)(r* - r,-_1)(A. -

a--t)(a^ - an-z)
,I

m,n-I I

u)(a" - a-_l) -\ / y LÍt7,("* - r,n-t) (r,n - r,r-z) (A^

(r. - r,n)(r* - r*-z)(u* -
- U.-t)(a" - U.-z)
lJ^-t)(U. - U^-z)

=L
'm* I,Ì7 |(r^ - rn,-t)(:r,n - r^-z)('!/^

(r* - r*)(r* - r,,_z)(a. -
- !/n-l)(A" - Y,-z)
a^-z)(u. - u")

(, n, - t: r,- t) (r,n - r,r-z) (a. - a r*t) (a. - u, -z)
2m-I,n-1-

(2. - rn )(r* - ,,.-r)(a. -
U--t)(a^ - a,_,)"rn- 

t1n-(r,n - r^_t)(r,n
(r* - r,n)(r*

- r*_2)(a" -
- r,n-t)(y. - A.-z)(U- - A-_1) Ztn-2,n-(r,- - rrr-t) (r rn - rrr-z) (a*

("* - r,,)(r. - r,,_1)(a. -
- Y.-t)(u^ - a.-z)
ll")(A. - U.-z)

(rr, - r,n-t) (rrn - r,r*z) (U,

("* - r^.)(r* - r,,-t)(A"
- Un-t)(A. - A.-z)

Z¡n-2,n-7*

(r^ - x*-1)(r^ - r^-z) (a. - an-t) (y" - an-z)"m- 
¿'n-
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where the valtre zn,n aîe vectors containing the colour components of the pixels whose

location is determined by {^,n).These vectors in the code rnay be 4-vectors, where

the fourth element in the vector is the transparency, o, of the value. The transparenc)¡

of the image is the ability to see through the image. The resulting irnage with the use

of transparency will have smoothed edges and true colour forms since the artificial

colours will have high a values. The image may be transformed only considering the

RGB values; however, artificial colouring will become very apparent, especially in

brighter âreas.

The generalization of this procedure to re-scale a portion of an image is straight-

forwarcì. As examples of the results of this procedure, see Figures 6.9 to 6.17. We

start with the image appearing in 6.10, and zoom in on the area of the face. The

results appears in figure 6.14 and 6.12, together with a comparison clone using asim-

ple linear interpolation scheme. Zoorning further into the area of the eye results in

6.17 and 6.15, again with a comparison of the result of a simple linear interpolation.

Generally, the number of iterations needed in the random iteration algorithm to pro-

duce a,cceptable images is of the order of s*M x sr.fy', where the original irnage is

of size M x N. Also, while slower, the quadratic fractal interpolating function typi-

cally produces, for the same number of iterations, a "smoother" looking image than

the corresponding linear interpolating function. However, as with aìl interpolation

schemes, there comes a point where such higher-order interpolating formulas actually

start to produce worse results due to an artificially high sensitivity to fluctuations

in the data. Evidence of this is seen in the fractal zoorìì around the eye, artifacts of



Figure 6.1: Full size Dilbert re-
construction using linear fractal
interpolation
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Figure 6.2: Full size Dilbert re-
construction using scaled pixel
rnagnification

the high sensitivity cause discoìouration on the boundary between the iris and the

sclera. Some infomral tests of this procedure seem to indicate that better results are

obtained fol irnages of people, natural scenery, etc., as opposed to those containing

lettering, sinrple geornetlic shapes, and similar constructs, as seen in Figures 6.I,6.2,

6.3, 6.4. The Dilbert pictures are courtesy of Scott Adams. Tlie Dilbert cartoon is

copyright Scott Adarns.

However during the magnification process the smoothing effects seen in the real

image space pictr.rre, exists in the artificial image space produced by a cartoon or a

block of text. This is seen in Figures 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.

The preceding method demonstrates that these non-linear fractal interpolating
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Figure 6.3: Full size text recon-
struction usiÌlg linear fractal in-
terpoìation

Figure 6.5: 4x zoom Dilbert re-

construction using linear fractal
interpolation
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Figure 6.4: Full size text recon-
struction using scaled pixel mag-
nification

Figure 6.6: 4x zoom Dilbert re-

construction using scaled pixel
magnification



f ip,rrle 6.7: 4x zoom text recon-
,i i ircl,ion using linear fractal in-

i ,)rIrolation

Figure 6.8: 4x zoom text
struction using scaled pixel
nification
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jiiirt'tions of two variables can be used in principle to represent images.

A potentially useful extension of these considerations is to the method of parti-

:r,ned iterated function systerns, which is the cullently best rnethod of image com-

;ì,{'r-ì:-;iolt. This method breaks an image into several parts and attempLs to create an

ii '! ior each sub-irnage. Tliis has a higher probability of producing a highly compact

ì,,,; ';,r,,. ,'¿it,her looking at the image as a whole Lo produce one IFS. [43]

r Conclusion

,''r'h¿rve presented the full usefulness of Lhe fractal interpolation methods. With

, rrriri,ltod we do have limitations, that is using fractal interpolation works well on

' ri .'¡riìtre images, images with fractal properties. Attempts to use this rnethod on

'' i ijir ¡rii itritrge spaces usually produced a poor rnagnification. This is caused by a very

, ' .,',i' j'í:ì¿r,tion of the data betrveen neighbouring points for the artificial image spaces.

i ;, ii' tì,r'c several good industrial applications of these methods. Since current video

ìir ¡,n'(' rnethods usually result in fuzzy images upon magnification, better methods

151



Fìgure 6.9: The
quadratic fractal re-
construction of entire
image

Figure 6.12: The
quaclratic fractal mag-
nification around the
face

Figure 6.15: The
quadratic fractal mag-
nification around the
eye

Figure 6.10:
scaled pixel
struction of
image

The
recon-
entire

6.13: The
pixel magni-
around the

Figure 6.11: The lin-
ear fractal reconstruc-
tion of entire image

Figure 6.14: The lin-
ear fractal rnagnifica-
tion around the face
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Figure 6.17: The lin-
ear fractal magnifica-
tion around the eye

Figure
scaìed
fication
face

Figure
scaled
fication
eye

6.16: The
pixel magni-
around the
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of irnage magnification are needed. This becomes rather critical when it comes tirne

for police to identify suspects from a surveiìlance video.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.L Symbolic Dynamics

\Ä/e established a rnethod of cletermining a maximal list of alìowed orbits, and a

prescriptiou for calcuìating the phase space location of these orbits based solely on

symbolic dynamics. The methods discussed in Chapt er 2 are generic to the level of 2

dimensional maps. Extending these ideas to 3 dimensional maps is an open area for

research, but for now we can easily use Poincaré sections to reduce the mappings to

2 dirnensions, allowing ihe use of the presented methods.

7.2 Numerical Periodic Orbit Methods

I have presented in Chapter 3 a complete method of both caìctilating the periodic

orbits, as well as a rnethod of calculating the dynamical averages in the system. The

method described ìs broad in its scope as it can be applied to any system of differential

equations, of any order. One still has to be cautious since random processes will

produce results, but tlieir meaning will be null, and general trends will not likely be

secn.

\54
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7.3 Numerical Periodic Orbits

I have sltorvu, in Chapter 4, methods for numerically finding the periodic orbits as they

are found symbolically in Chapter 2. Automation of this method was also presented.

More work in this area is still necessary to make the programs utilize better search

algorithms and thereby become much more efficient. However, this extended beyond

the scope of the project, and is best left for further study in this field. Although

the code is quite complicated as a whole, each of the parts easily correspond to the

theory described in Chapter 3. The resuìting effect was a progr-am that could take

a moderately good guess, i.e., the rnethods used in Chapter 2, and form an accurate

prediction of the aìlowed orbit in relatively shorL time. The orbits were used for

averaging, and easily produced results for the system that came within a few decimal

places of the brute force calculations. The benefit of this method is that long term

prediction becomes possible since one only observes the l<nown periodic orbits of the

system, and caìculates the chaotic proper-ties from there. This leaves the original

chaotic s)¡stem alone, which is r'vhere rnost of the difficulties in long term calculation

lie.

7.4 Fþactals

in Chapter 5 we have presented the ideas and observations that lead to the concepts

of fractal geometry. I have discussed the link between the concepts of chaos and

fractals, and given an example of such a relationship through the system observed in
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Chapters 2, 3 ancl 4. Specifically the most important concept from this chapter was

the use of fractal geornetrlr rathel than the traditional Euclidean geometry in chaotic

dynanrics. The ìink between the fractal nature of reaì systerns and chaotic analysis is

fundamental to nature, and needs to be investigated in additional physical systems.

7.5 Image Manipulation

Finally in Chapter 6 we presented the full usefulness of the fractal interpolation

methods. There are several good industrial applications of these methods. Since

current video capture methods usually result rn ftzzy irnages upon magnification,

bet,ter rnethods of image magnification are needed. This becomes ra,ther critical when

it cornes tirne fol police to identify suspects from a surveillance video.

7.6 Future Projects

The concepts studied here have all been for classical systems. A natural extension

of both of these methods would be to quantum systems. The beauty of the IFS is

that the rnethods ma)¡ have applications in several different fields; it does not have to

be solely associated with image compression. They may also ìrave rnore immediate

physics applications through quantum mechanics. Currently IFS's are being applied

to the topological study of quantum systems, in a paper by Artur Loziñski, Karol

Zyczkowski and Wojciecli Slomczyéki (2003). In this paper they describe quantum

iterated functions systems or as they dub it QIFS. QIFS are described as functions

acting randomly in Hilbert space, where each function acts according to a prescribed
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j)li,bability. These are designed to describe specific nonunitary quantum dynamics.

['l,.,iein any research into this field rnay have effects ort the study of tìreir-research.

Þ-urther investigation into QiFS resulted into the discover5, that they are also being

,is',:cl to describe event enhanced quantum theory, EEQT. Quantum fractais also play

l,jr irnportant role in this.

l'urther applications of periodic orbit theory nray be applied to quantnm chaos;

,rr:,.r $lsl¡s¡ [++] where he discusses the general trace formula as a sound mathematical

i¡:isìs for the semicìassical quantization of chaos. He presents two conjectures where

,i is a.rgued that there are unique fluctuation properties in quantum mecha,nics u'hich

rr,, ruliversal. He states that these properties constitute the quantum mechanical

,,r.ii(iglre of the phenomenon of chaos in classical mechanics. I-lis overall clairn is that

:¡1,,.i: i.iliü chaos haS been found.

Ì ' r'ir,<lic olbit tireory also has applications to relativistic mechanics, as shown

I'. ''ì l)cLtmann [45, 46], although, rny speculation is thaL the higher dimensional

' r,, ilii dyrramics have to be developed long befor-e periodic orbit theory will be

:,i \ iric. since relativistic dynamics is usually described in hyperspace. Poincaré

:,:Ì,,.)iìs; rrra.y not be able to reduce the systern to 2 dirnensions without significant

;:,.-. , 'l: ilrfrl m¿rl,ion about the system.

':',,. imrnedial,e computer science application of iterated function systems is that

;::i,;\itr irr l47l since it extracts the contour of an image given an outline, thus singling

.,¡ ' ii,it, pa.r't of the image space where our fractal zoom method may be used to

: r i',( ,,: th¿rt par'l;icular part of the image- Of course we have to admit there is a ìong
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way to go for image compressiou using the interpolating methods.

As briefly mentioned in Chapter 6 the methods presented have applications in

video image shots. What may be a logical next step would be to apply this n-ragni-

fication procedure to video. We have seen that the linear rnagnification for irnages

is weak when compared to fractal methods; it only stands to reason that the same

would be true for motion pictures.

7.7 Final Remarks

When all is said and done, it appears that chaos may be rigorousìy str-rdied, as our

systenr is a random choice for a test of the validity of syrnbolic dynarnics, and periodic

orbit theory. Our system has been able to match to a srnaìl level of accuracy the well

tested brute force methods of determining the Lyapunov exponent of a system, the

winding number, as well as the topological and entropy dimensions of the system.

To obtain a higher level of accuracy one only needs to continue the orbit searching

rnethods to higher periods, and possibly spend rnore time trying to fiud all of the

orbits within a given period. Creating the prograrns as suggested in this thesis will

Iead to faster methods of determining allowed orbits, and ultimately rnore accurate

results.

As for the interpolated IFS methods, we have shown that the methods developed

in [41] could easily be extended to higher dimensions as well as higher order extrapola-

tions. We have successfully shown that the outcome of these methods does alìow one

a seclire method of resizing the image with rninimal inforlnatiotr loss. With further
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may also be useful for image compression.optirnization it is felt that this method

AMDG



Appendix A

Periodic Orbit Ffunting Code

Mul-tishooting program v0 .3.2.
A col-l-aborative effort between S. Peles, Georgia Institute
of Technology, School of Physics, A.J. Penner, University
of Ma¡ritoba, and R. Kobes, University of !üinnipeg.

This program takes guesses for periodic orbits from a file that
contaj-ns the points of a Poincare section of a given set of
ODE's, processes them a¡rd attempts to generate periodic orbits,
if the guesses are close enough to an expected orbit.

Approximate running time on an intel Pentium M.4 GHz

processor is B hours, with a¡ input file on the order of 7

mj-l-lion Poincare section points.

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "gsI/gsl-errno.h"
#incl-ude "gsl/gsl-matrix.h"
#incl-ude "gsl/gsI-odeiv.h"
#include " gsl/gsI-I inalg . h"
#incl-ude <gsl/gs1-blas . h>

#include <gs1/gsl-multiroots . h>

#define ODE-DIM 3

struct ODE-params {
double Q, drive-freq, r;
int period;

160
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Ì;

// tnl_s function sets up the ODE's appropriate to our system
int func (double t, const double y[J, double f[],

void xparams)

{
struct 0DE_params xp

: (struct 0DE-params *) params;

double Q = P->Q;
double . : p->drive_freq;
double r : p->r;

f tOl = y[1i;
f t1l i1l /Q +

( -sin(2.xM-PI*y[0]) - rxalQ + (t.0+r)/r*sin(2.*l,l-PIxy[0] - y12]))/2./14_Pl:
fl2l = a;
return GSL_SUCCESS;

]

/ / tn:-s function al-lor"rs f or the multiplication of the individual
/ / Jacobian functions
/ / tnts is necessary for the calculation of the appropriate
/ / eigenvalues for each orbit

int linfunc (double t, double J [] , double dJdt [] , double A [] ) {

/ / Set the matrix of variations of the f ]or^r

ssl matrix view A mat
= gsl-matrix-viev¡_array (4, 0DE_DIM, ODE_DIM) ;

/ / Set NxN linearized equations
ssl matrix viei¡ J mat

= gsl-matrix_view-array (J, 0DE_DIM, ODE_DIM) ;

/ / Inítialize derivatives of Iinearized equations
gsl_matrix_view dJdt_mat

: gsl-matrix_vier,r_array (dJdt, ODE_DIM, 0DE_DIM) ;

// Ca]-cutate derivatives of linearÍzed equationsl- dJ/dt = AxJ
gsl_blas-dqerun (CblasNoTrans, CbJ-asNoTrans,

1 . O, &A-mat .matrj-x, &J-mat .matrix,
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0.0, &dJdt-mat.matrix) ;

return GSL_SUCCESS;

)

/ / tnl-s function sets up the JacobÍan matrix of our system
int jac (doubÌe t, const double y[J, doub]-e xdfdy,

double dfdt [] , vsfd xparams)
ît

struct ODE-params xp

= (struct 0DE-params *) params;

doubl-e Q : P->Q;
doubl-e . = p-)drive-freq;
double r = p_)r;

gsl_matrix_view df dy-mat
: gsl-matrix-viei¿-array (dfay, ODE-DIM, 0DE-DIM) ;

gsl_matrix * m = &dfdy_mat.matrix;
gsl-matrix-set (m, 0, 0, 0.0);
gsl-matrix-set (m, 0, I, f.0);
gsl-matrix-set (m, 0, 2, 0.0);
gsI_matri-x_set (m, I, O, -cos(2.*ÌI-PIxy[0] ) + (1.0+r) /r*cos(Z.*U-PIxy[0] - yl
gsl-matri-x-set (m, 7, 1, -t .0/Q) ;

gsl_matrix-set (m, 1, 2, -(1.0+r) /r+cos(2.+t't-p1*ntO, - yL2l)/2./M-PI);
gsl-matrix-set (m, 2, 0, 0.0);
gsJ--matrix-set (m, 2, !,0.0);
gsl-matrix-set (m, 2, 2, 0.0);
dfdr[0] = 0.0;
dfdr [1] = 0.0;
dfdt[2] = 0.0;
return GSL_SUCCESS;

Ì

int funcl (double t, const double xU , doubl-e f [] ,

y6id xparams)

{
int i;
double y[0DE-DIM1, dyIODE-DIM], J[0DE-DIM*0DE-DIM], dJdt[0DE-DIM*0DE-DIM];
double dfdy[0DE_DIM*0DE_DIM] , dfdt [0DE-DIM] ;
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/ / Set equations of the f l-ov¡

for(i = ç' i < ODE_DrM; i++)
ytiJ = x[i] ;

/ / Evaluate derivatives of the f loi,r
func(t, y, dy, params);
for(i = 0; i < ODE-DIM; i++)

f til = dy[i] ;

/ / Cal-crùate the natrix of variations of the f lor"r and store it in df dy
jac(t, y, dfdy, dfdt, params);

/ / Set ]inearized equations
for(i = 0; i < 0DE-DIM*0DE-DIM; i++¡

J til = x [0oE_oIM + i] ;

// Evaluate derivatives of the linearized equations
linfunc(t, J, dJdt, afdy);
for(i = g; i < 0DE-DIM*0DE-DIM; i++)

f IODE-DIM + i] = dJdt [i] ;

return GSL_SUCCESS;

Ì

int jacl (doubl-e t, const double yll , double *dfdy,
doubl-e dfdt [] , void i.params)

{ /* Still to implement. Right now you cannot use */ /* bsimp
integrator. */

return GSL_SUCCESS;

Ì

/ / tn:-s functÍon calculates the Poincare iterate at each step of
// tne ODE sorver

int Poincare_map-strob-wjac (double xy, double *Jacobi_Matrix,
yei¿ xparams) {

const int STEPS_PER_SECTION : 1;
int i,j;
const gsl-odeiv-step_type x T

= gsl_odeiv_step_rk8pd ;

ss] odeiv steD * s

= gsl-odeiv-step-alloc (T, 0DE-DIM*(1+ODE_DIM)) ;
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gsl_odeiv_control x c
: gsl_odeiv_control_y_new (7e-12, 0.0) ;

gsl_odeiv_evofve x e

= gsl_odeiv_evol-ve_al-Ioc (0DE_DIM*(f+OOU_Otrr, -

struct ODE_params xp

= (struct 0DE-params x) params;
double STROBE_PERIOD = 2.O*M_PI / (p->drive_freq);

double tin=O . 0 , deltat:STROBE_PERI0D/STEPS_PER_SECTI0N ;

doubl-e t, t1;
double h = 1e-6;
doubl-e x [0DE_DIM*(1+0DE_DfM)] ;

gsl_odeiv_system sys : {func1, jac1, 0DE_DIM*(1+ODE_DIM), params};
ssl- ieee env setuoO:

// Set initial conditions of the fl-or¡ + linearized equatj_ons
for(i = 0; i < ODE-DIM; i++)

x[i] = y[i];

for(i = 0; i < ODE_DIM; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 0DE_DIM; j**)

{
if(i := j)

XIODE_DIM + ODE_DIM* i + jì = 1.0;
el-se

xIODE-DIM + ODE-DIM* i + j] = O.O;

Ì

t = tin;

do

{
tl :t+del_tat;
if ( tT > STROBE-PERIOD ) t1 = STROBE_PERIOD;

r¿hile (t < tt)
{

int status = gsl_odeiv_evol_ve_apply (e, c, s,
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&sys,
kt, t1,
&h, x);

if (StAtUS != GSL_SUCCESS)

break;

{- = f 1.

)
,,¡hil-e ( t < STR0BE_PERIOD );

for(i = 0; i < ODE-DIM; i++)
ytiJ = x[i];

for(i = 0; i < 0DE-DIM*0DE-DIM; i++)
Jacobi-Matrix[i] : x[0DE-DIM + i];

esl -ode Ív-evol-ve-f ree (e) ;

i:;sl-odeiv-control--f ree (c) ;

qs1.-odeiv-step-f ree (s) ;

i eturn 0;

,' -'i'irs function prints to f ile
i:; il:int_orbits(const gsl-vector *F, const gsl-vector *x,

y6id *param, FILE * out, const int count)

..:'1.1.. Irj;
r'ri.: ::Ìr.Ì.e error=0. 0 ;

1:ì..r t:rit 0DE-ParamS *P

\struct 0DE-params *) param;
,rr. PERI'D_¡F-SRBIT = p->period;

./x Print vector F x/
f or( 1=0; i < PERI0D-0F-ORBIT; i++)

f

fcr( j=0; j < ODE-DIM; j**)
{

printf(" 7"1B.I4f",gsl-vector-get( F,ODE-DIM* i + j));
t-
J

p::intf ("\n");
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for( i=0; i < 0DE-DIM*PERI0D-0F-0RBIT; i++ )
error += fabs(gsl--vector-get (F, i) ) ;

if(error < 1E-13){
f printf (out , "7.d 7.g\n" , count , error) ;

/x Print orbits x/
for( i=0; i < PERIOD-OF-ORBIT; i++)

{
for( j=0; j < ODE-DIM; j+*)

{
fprj-ntf (out, " "/"I8.I4f", gsl-vector-get(x,0DE-DIM* i + j)) ;

Ì
fprintf(out,"\n");

I
J

fprintf(out,"\n"); \ // ends nen if control-

printf ("------- -----\n") ;

return;
Ì

/ / tnts function crates the matrix DF as described in chapter 3

void ConstructDF(gsl-natr1¡ *DF, int d, int n, int k,
double J[] , double v[], double aU)

{
Ínt i,j;

// mA Jacobi matrix in the upper right block.
if (k == n-1)

for( i=0; i<d; i++)
for( j=0; j<d; j++)

gsl-matrix-set( DF, i, (n-1)*d + j, -J[i*d +j] );

/ / Laa other Jacobi matrices. Index k denotes point at the orbit.
else

for( i:0; i<d; i++)
for( j=o; jcd; j++)

gsl-natrix-set( DF, 1¡+1)xd + i, kxd + j, -J[ixd +3J);

// ma flow vector. fndex k denotes point at the orbit-
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for( i:0; i<d; i++)

gsl-_matrix_set( DF, kxd + i, n+d + k, -v[i] );

// ma Poincare (hyper)surface vector.
for( i=0; i<d; Í++)

gs1_matri.x_set( DF, nxd + k, k*d + i, a[i]);

return;

)

/ / tn¡s function produces the vector F as described in chapter 3
void ConstructF(gsl_vector tF, int d, int n, int k, double
value [] ) {

int ì.;

for( i=0; i<d; i++)
{

gsl_vector_set( F, d * k + i, -val-uetil);

'ì-
J

void SPmod(doubte *x) {
if ( fabs(x[2]) > u_pt ) x[2] -= 2.O*M_pr*xl2l/faas(xt2l);
r,¡hile ( tabs(x[0]) > 0.b ) x[0] -= x[0]/fabs(x[O]);
/ / Íf ( x [2] )= 2.0*M_pI ) x [2] -= 2.oxM_pI;
return;

Ì

// tnis function completes the previous DF function, it is
/ / separate for debuggíng purposes only

int CompleteDF(const gsl-vector xGuess,
void *param, gsl_matrix *DF )

{
j.nt i , k;
struct 0DE_parans +p

= (struct ODE_params *) paran;

{

t-
t

rt

t-
J
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int pERI3D_SF_SRBIT = p_>period;
double J[0DE_DIM*0DE_DIM], y[0DE_DIM], v[0tg_OrU] ;

// Poíncare (hyper)plane vector
doubl-e aIODE_DrM] = { o.o, 0.0, f .0 };

/ / fnttial-ize matrix DF

gsl-uratrix-set-zero (DF) ;

for(i=0; i < 0DE_DIM*PERI0D_0F-0RBIT; i++)
gsl-matrix-set( DF, i, i, f.0); // makes the top left the identity matrix

for ( k=0; k < PERI0D-0F-0RBIT; k++)
ra

// faXe initial conditions for a point on the orbit
for( i=0; i < ODE_DIM; i++ )

ytil = gsl-vector-get( Guess, 0DE-DIM * k + i) ;

// Dynanical- f loi^r.
func( 0.0, y, v, param);

// Poíncare map step.
Poincare-map_strob-wjac( y, J, param );

ConstructDF(DF, 0DE-DIM, PERIOD-OF-ORBIT, k,J,v,a) i
I
,t

return GSL_SUCCESS;
-ì-

J

// tlnts function completes the F vector, again separate for
/ / deArgging purposes

int CompleteF(const gsl-vector *Gìless, void *pararn, gsl_vector xF)

{
int i,k;
struct ODE_params *p

= (struct 0DE-params x) param;
int pEHI0D._0F_0RBIT = p_>period;
double JIODE_DIM+ODE_DIM], yIODE-DIM] ;

// Initíalize vector F

Asl-vector_set_zero (F) ;O

{

Ì
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for ( k=0; k < PERI0D-0F-0RBIT; k++)
{

/ / TaUe initial conditions for a point on the orbÍt
for( i=0; i < 0DE-DIM' i++ )

ytiJ = gsl-vector-get( Guess, ODE-DIM x k + Í) ;

// Poincare map step.
Poincare-rnap-strob_wjac( y, J, param );

// Ca]-cutate -( x - f(x))
if(K := PERIOD_OF_ORBIT - 1)

for( i=0; i < 0DE-DIM; i++ )

yiil -: gsl-vector-get(Guess, i);
SPmod(y);
ConstructF(F, 0DE-DIM, PERI0D-OF_0RBIT, 0, y) ;

else

for( i=0; i < 0DE-DIM; i++ )

ytil -= gsl-vector-get(Guess, 0DE-DIM I (k+1) + i);
SPmod(y) ;

ConstructF(F, ODE_DIM, PERIOD_0F_0RBIT, k+1, y) ;

print_orbits(F, Guess, param) ;

.ì (: i. i¡rn GSL-SUCCESS ;

,'

liLi. CornpleteFDF(const gsl_vector xGuess, void tparam,
gsl-vector *F, gsl-matrix xDF)

'ì_

, jrqlp-l eteDF ( Guess , parar, DF) ;
:l,rir:pleteF( Guess, paraÌn, F);
i-íìi;urn GSL-SUCCESS ;

ì
I

.;., :.âilL(void) {
-.;,¡Ls:.[, gs]_multiroot_fdfsolver_type xT;

{

Ì

Ì

{
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gsl_multiroot_fdf solver xs ;

FILE *in, *out;

int status;
size_t Íter = 0;

const size-lu n = (0DE-DIM+1)*2; // muLttplied by the period of orbít!

int i, j, k;
struct ODE_params rod-param={ 0.76, // Q:uaL:-ty factor "Q"

7.028, // Drive frequency "a"
1.088, // Radii ratio "r"
r5 Ì; // PERIOD-OF-ORBIT

in : fopen("Period2lI.txt", "rb") ;

out : fopen("p2valuesIf .dat", "i./b") ;

int PERI0D_0F_ORBIT=rod_param. period ;

int count=O;

gsJ--multÍroot-function-fdf f = {&ConpleteF,
&CompJ-eteDF,
&CompleteFDF,
n, &rod-pararnÌ ;

gsl-vector x Guess = gsl-vector-alloc ( PERIOD-0F_0RBIT * (0DE-DIM+1) );
double InitialGuess [0DE_DIM*15] ;

/ / tne f ollowing f ei¡ l-ines reads the initial guesses f rom the
/ / Potncare section file
r¡hi le ( f s canf (in, " 

ofol'fofoLf"/"If

"/"Lf"/"Lf"/Jt" ,

&InitialGuess [0] , &Initi-alGuess [1] , &In¡-tÍalGuess [2] ,

&Initia1Guess[3],&Initial-Guess[4],&InitialGuess [5] ) !=EOF){

/ / these lines keep the orbit points in the correct normalization
f or ( i=0 ; i<PERI0D-0F_0RBIT ; i++) {
r¡hile (InitialGuess [i*0DE_DIM] <0.0) {Initia1cuess [i*ODE_DIM] +:1 . 0; ]
r.¡hile (Initial-Guess [i*ODE_DIM] >1 .0) {InitialGuess [i*ODE_DIM] -=1 .0; ]
Ì

for ( i=0 ; i<PERI0D-0F-ORBIT ; i++) 1

r,ihile (InitialGuess [i*ODE_DIM+1] >0.0) {InitialGuess [i*ODE_DIM+1] -=1 . 0; ]
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Ì

iter :0 ; / / t]nis al-Ior¡s the multishoot method to l-ook at nultiple
// guesses

gsl-vector_set-zero (Guess) ;

for( i=0; i < PERI0D_0F_0RBIT*0DE_DIM; i++)
gsl-vector_set (Guess, i, InitialGuess Ii] ) ;

/ / Setup GSL variables for the multiple root finding algorithurs

T = gsI_multiroot_fdfsolver_gnewton;
s = gs1_multiroot_fdfsolver_alloc (T, n);
gsl_multiroot_fdfsolver_set (s, kf , Guess) ;

do

{
iter++ ì

/ / tterates the multiroot solver one step
status = gsl_multiroot_fdfsolver_iterate (s) ;

if (status) // ¡t the root solver method does not converge,
// or diverges, then it witl return a failure,
// and this process must end.

break;

status : gsl_multiroot_test_del-ta (s*>f, s-)X, Ie-14, 0.0);
// check the error calculation to within a specific range,
// it the error is ì-arger, the status is set to continue.

Ì
r,¡hile(iter < 15 kk status := GSL_C0ÌrITINUE);

/ / send the information to a prÍnt function for proper output
print_orbits(s->f , s-)x, &rod_param,out,count) ;

count++; ) // ends whil-e

f close (:"n) ;

fclose(out);

gsì-_vector-free ( Guess) ;

gsl_multiroot_fdfsolver_free (s) ;

return 0;
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Appendix B

Iterated Function System Code

All of the following code was written as a collal¡oration between R. Kobes, University

of Winnipeg, and A.J. Penner, University of Manitoba.

8.1 Draw.c
#include "f ractal-Resized. h"

int main (void) {
gdlmagePtr srclmg, dstlmg, crnplmg; // create necessary image

/ / pointers
FILE xin, *olrt , *cmp;

float min-factor = 0.999999, max-factor = 7;
int i¡idth = 35, height = 57, neüIür, newh; // poriuion of picture

/ / to be scal-ed
float scale = 4;
newür = (i-nt) (scale x width) ; / / output inage size
newh = (int) (scale * height);

in = fopen("Iena.jpeg", "rb");
if (!in) nrerror("Input fil-e does not exist");
srcfmg = gdlmageCreateFromJpeg(in); /,/ source input

dstlmg = gdfmageCreateTrueColor(newçr, newh) ; / / destination
// output

cmplmg = gdlnageCreateTrueCol-or(newr¡, newh) ; // comparison
// inage

773
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/ / tn:-s cal-ls the resizing function
gdlFSCopyResized(dstlmg, srclmg, 0, 0, 80, 40, //ttO,tZO

ner¡rr^/, newh, r¿idth, height, min_factor, max_factor) ;

/ / tnts calls the irnage resizing f unct j-on

gdlmageCopyResized(cmplmg, srclmg, 0, 0, 80, 40, //ttO,tZO
ner¡rr¡r, newh, r^ridth, height);

out = fopen("1-ena1- jpeg", "wb");
if (!out) nrerror("0utput file cannot be created");

gdlmageJpeg(dstlmg, out, -1); // finalize the destination imacro

cmp : f open("1-ena2. jp"g", "r^rb");
if (!cnp) nrerror("Output file cannot be created");

gdlmageJpeg(cmplmg, cnp, -1); // f:-nalize the comparison image

fclose(in);
fclose(out);
fclose(cmp);
return 0;

Ì

8.2 fractalResized.h
#include <gd.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#incl-ude <stdlib. h>

typedef struct {
float x, y;
int rgb[3i;

) i-ts;

void fractalResized (gdlmagePtr dstfmg, gdlrnagePtr srclmg,
int dstX, int dstY, int srcX, int srcY,
int dstW, int dstH, int srcl'/, int srcH,

float min-factor, float max_factor) ;
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i,'ú j-d generate-j.f s (gdlmagePtr srclmg , íf s *xz,
int srcX, int srcY, int dstX, int dstY,
int srcW, int srcH, int dsthl, int dstH);

r,,,id generate_ifs-image (gdlmagePtr dstlmg, ifs x*2, int **seen,
int srcX, int srcY, int dstX, int dstY,
int srcl'/, int srcH, int dstlrl , int dstH,

int dstXend, int dstYend,
float min-factor, float max-factor) ;

'¡'.,-id fill-in-blanks (gdlmagePtr dstfmg, int xxseen,
int dstX, i-nt dstY, int dstXend, int dstYend);

\i,-iì ¿ ttb_linear (f loat ner¡rx, f loat newy, if s **2,
int m, int n, float x, float y, float xm1, float yml,
int xrgb);

ì.L.1, nearest (int xxseen, int i, int j,
Ínt xstart, int ystart, int r,ridth, int height);

i.r s +xif smatrix(J-ong nrh, long nch) ;

.i jrr- +ximatrix(Iong nrl , long nrh, long ncl, long nch);

,,. ici í.ree-ifsmatrix(if s xxm, long nrh, long nch);

, . .r' r'ee--imatrix ( int +xm, long nrI , long nrh , J-ong ncl , Iong
:. !; I

'¡¡i ril^êrror(char error-text [] ) ;

ii"3 gdIFSCopyResized.c
rÍ:: r'rc Litde "gdIFSCopyResÍzed. h"

: 1i ìi1r:i-+ì.**********t**i<***X**{<********X***********{<*{<***t<X******

:...-ì'\- .;i.n image from srclmg to dstlmg via an IFS algorithm. The
'.,i..,r.r'i.€ starts at (srcX, srcY), of size (srcW, srcH), ald is copied
ir, r.lre destination, starting at (AstX, dstY) , of size (dstl'/,
.;, il:\

i:, r ;¿:ctor, between 0 and 1, determines the ninimum fraction of
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the destination points to be colored by the IFS algorthrn. The
remainder sinply use the nearest available pixel to determine the
col-our. Va1ues very close to 1 wiII produce better looking images,
but will- take longer.

max_factor, greater than 1, determines the maximum number of
j-terations that the IFS algorithn uses. A value of 1 r.ii1I have
this iteration number equal to the number of pixels in the
destination; increasing this value wilJ- produce better looking
images, but at the expense of speed. Reasonable values are around
5 - **x*{<x*r<*****r<****x<{<****i<x*****t*****+***++tx**t*x**** **x+ */

static int gdlmageGetTrueColorPixel (gdlmagePtr im, int x, int y)
{

int p : gdlmageGetPixel (im, x, y);
if ( ! im->trueColor)

f
L

return gdTrueColorAlpha (ini->red[pJ, im->green[pJ, im->blue[p],
(im->transparent == p) ? gdAtphaTransparent :

gdAlpha0paque);
)

el-se

{
return p;

Ì
I
J

void gdIFSCopyResÍzed (gdlmagePtr dstlmg, gdlmagePtr srclmg,
int dstX, int dstY, int srcX, int srcY,
int dst!ü, int dstH, int srclrl , int srcH,
doubl-e min-factor, doubl-e max_factor) {

ifs ttz;
int xxseen, i, j, dstXend, dstYend;

if (min-factor ( 0 I I nin-factor > 1) min-factor = 0.999;
if (nax_factor < 1) rnax-factor = 4;

dstXend=dstX+dst!Í;
dstYend:dstY+dstH;

/x allocate some arrays */
z = ifsmatrix(srcX, srcX + srctrJ, srcY, srcY + srcH);
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seen : imatrÍx(dstX, dstX + dstlnl, dstY, dstY + dstH);

/+ initiali-ze some arrays x/
for (i=dstX; i<=dstXend'i++) {

for (j=dstY; j<=dstYend; j*+) {
seen[il [jl = 0;

]
Ì

generate_ifs(srcImg, z, srcX, srcY, dstX, dsty,
srclr/, srcH, dstlr/, dstH);

generate_ifs_image(dstImg, z, seen, srcX, srcY, dstX, dsty,
srcLl , srcH, dsthl , dstH, dstXend, dstYend,

min_factor, max_factor) ;

fill_in_blanks(dstImg, seen, dstX, dstY, dstXend, dstyend) ;

free_ifsmatrix(2, srcX, srcX+src!ü, srcY, srcY+srcH) ;

free_imatrÍx(seen, dstX, dstX+dstfrl, dstY, dsty+dstH) ;

ì-
J

void generate_ifs (gdlmagePtr srcfmg, ifs x*2,
int srcX, int srcY, int dstX, int dstY,
int srcVrl, int srcH, int dstl'/, int dstH) {

int srcXend, srcYend, i, j, index, srclsTrue;
double scaleX, scaleY;

srcXend=srcX+src!ü;
srcYend=srcY+srcH;
scaleX : (doubte) (¿stW) / (double) (src!,I) ;

scaleY = (double) (dstH) / (double) (srcH);

srcfsTrue = srclmg->trueColor;

for (i=srcX; i(=srcXend; i++) {
for (j=s¡çl; j<:srcYend; j**) {

ztil tjl .x = dstX + scal-eX * (i-srcX);
ztil tjl.y = dstY + scaleY * (j-srcY);
if (srclsTrue) {

index = gdlmageGetTrueColorPixel(srcfmg, i, j) ;

ztil tjl .rgb[0J = gdTrueCo]-orGetRed(index) ;
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ziil tjl .rgb[1] = gdTruecolorGetGreen(index) ;

ztil t:l .rgb[21 = gdTrueCo]-orGetBlue(index) ;

zltl tll .rgb[3J = gdTrueColorGetAlpha(index) ;

Ì
else {

index = gdlnageGetPixel(srclmg, i, j);
ziil tjJ .rgb[0J : gdlmageRed(srcIrng, index);
ztil tjJ .rgb[1] = gdlmageGreen(srcImg, index) ;

zIi] [:] .rgb[2] = gdlmageBlue(srcImg, index);
zlilLl I .rgb[31 = gdlmageAlpha(srcImg, index);

ì-
J

Ì

/ / tn¡s function performs the IFS zoom on the original image
void generate_ifs_image (gdlmagePtr dstlmg, ifs x*2, int rxseen,

int srcX, int srcY, int dstX, int dstY,
int srcl,J, int srcH, int dst!ü, int dstH,

int dstXend, int dstYend,
double min_factor, doubl-e max_factor) {

int count = 0, hits = 0, max, mj-n, m, rÌ, im, in, rgb [4] , index,
transparent, dstfsTrue ;

double ol-dx = 3.3, oldy = 4-7, nelrx, nelry, x, y, xml, yml ;

transparent = gdlmageGetTransparent(dstlmg) ;

dstlsTrue = dstlmg->trueColor;

max = (int) (max-factor x dstW * dstH);
min = (int) (min-f actor x dstf,i x dstH) ;

for (count=O; count(max; count++) {
m = 1+ srcX + (int) ((double) srcW x randO / (nA¡¡¡_¡,tAX + 1.9¡ );
n = 1 + srcY + (int) ((double) srcH * randO / (RAND_MAX + 1.0) );
x = z[m] [n].x;
Y : z[m] [n] .Y;
xm1 = z[m-l] [n] .x;
ym1 : z[m] [n-1] .y;
newx = ( (oldx-dstX)*x + (dstXend-otdx)*xm1 ),/ ast!,1;
neriy : ( (ol-dy-dstY)xy + (dstYend-oldy)*ym1 ),/ astH;
im = (int) ner¡rx;

in = (int) newy;
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if (seen[im1 ¡1n¡ > 0) continue;
rgb_linear(newx, neÍ,Jy, z, m, n, x, y, xm1 , ym1, rgb);index = gdlmageCotorResolveAlpha(asilmg, rgútO:, rgb[1], rgb[2], rgbt3l) ;seen[im] [in] = Índex;
if (index == transparent I I index <= O) continue;if (hits++ > min) break;
gdlmageSetpixel(dstImg, iD, in, index) ;oldy = newy;
oldx = neúrx;

Ì

/ / tnis function firls the brank spaces from the rFS zoom r¡ith a// colour determined by neighbouring pixels
// tnis is necessary since the rFS is based on a random calring// sequence, and not arì- pixers r,¡irr be covered by this method rn a// reasonabl_e amount of time-

void fill_in_bLa¡ks (gdlmageptr dstfng,
int dstX, int d.sty,

int transparent, i, j, index;

transparent = gdfmageGetTransparent (dstlmg)

for (i=¿s¡X. i<=dstXend; i++) {for (j=dstY; j<=dstyend; j**) {if (seentil tjl > 0) conrinue;
index = nearest(seen, i, j, dstX, d.sty,if (index <= 0 I I index := transparent)
gdlmageSetpixel(dstfmg, i, j, index) ;ìj

Ì
Ì

/ / tn¡s function performs a l_inear
// using a classic zoom technÍque

].nt r{.ggg¡1 ,

int dstXend, int dstyend)

zoom on the original image

dstXend, dstyend)
continue;

+*z
y, double xm1, double ym1,

void rgb_linear (double ner4rx,

int m, int n,
int x¡gb) {

doubfe denX, deny;

double newy, ifs
double x, doubl-e
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int i;

denX = x - xml;
denY=y-yml;

for (Í=0; i<=3; i++) {
rgb [iJ:

(int) ( ( (ner¡x-xm1)x(ner¡y-ym1)xz[m] [nJ .rgbIi1
(ner"rx-x) x (newy-yml ) *z [m-1] [n] . rgb [i]
(ner¡x-xml) * (ner¡y-y) xz [m] [n-1] . rgb [i] +

(ner,rx-x) x (ner¿y-y) *z [m-1] [n-1] . rgb [i]
) / denx / denY);

if (rgb[il < 0) rgb[i] = 0 ;

if (rgb [iJ > 25s) rgb [il = 2ss ;

Ì
Ì

int nearest (int *xseen, int i, int j,
int dstX, int dstY, int dstXend, int dstYend) {

int m, n;

for (m=i-1; m(=i+1; m++) {
if (m<dstX I I m>dstXend) continue;
for (n=j-l; n<=¡+1' n++) {
if (n<dstY I I n>dstYend I I seen[m] [n] -= 0) continue;
return seen[m] [n];
)

Ì
return -1;

l-
J

/* allocate an ifs matrix with subscript range
m[nrl..nrh] [nc]..nchl x/ ifs x*ifsmatrix(Iong nrl, long nrh, long
ncl, Iong nch) {

long i, rrrow=rrrh-nr1+1 ,nco1=nch-nc1+1 i
ifs x*m;

/x allocate pointers to rows */
m:(ifs xx) malloc((size-t) ((nrow+1)xsizeof (ifs*))) ;

if (!m) nrerror("allocation faj-lure 1 in matrixO");
m += 1;
m -= nrf;
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/x all-ocate roú¡s a¡rd set pointers to them +/
m [nrl] =(if s *) malloc ( (size-t) ( (nror"¡*ncol-+1) xsizeof (if s) ) ) ;

if ( !n[nrl] ) nrerror("af location f aÍ1ure 2 in matrixO',) ;

m [nr]] += 1 ;

m[nrt] -= ncl;

for(i=nrl+l; i<=nrh; i++) m[i] :m ii_11+nco] ;

,/+ return pointer to array of pointers to rows x/
return m;

)

/x allocate a Ínt matri-x with subscript range
m[nr]..nrhl [ncI..nch] x/ int **imatrix(long nrl, long nrh, long
ncl, long nch) {

long i, nror¡r=nrh-nrl-+1,nco1:nch-ncl+1;
int *xm;

/x a]tocate pointers to rows x/
m= (int *x) rnalloc ( (size_t) ( (nror¡+1) xsizeof (intx) ) ) ;

if (!m) nrerror("allocation failure 1 in matrixO");
m += 1;
m -= nrf;

/x allocate rows arrd set poÍnters to them x/
m [nr]-l =(int x) malloc( (size_t) ( (nrow*ncol+l) xsizeof (i.nt) ) ) ;

if ( !m[nr]l ) nrerror("al-location failure 2 in matrixO ") ;

m[nr]] += 1;
m[nrl] -: ncl;

for(i:nrl+l ; i<=nrh; i++) m[i] =m [i-1] +ncol ;

,/* return pointer to array of pointers to roi¿s *,/
return m;

]

/x f.ree a ifs natrix allocated by ifsmatrixO x/ void
free-ifsmatrix(ifs xxn, long nrl, long nrh, long nc1, long nch) {

free( (char*) (m[nr]]+ncI-1) ) ;

free((charx) (m+nr1-1)) ;
I
J
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/x free arr int matrix a]l-ocated by imatrixO */ voíd.
free_inatrix(int **m, Iong nrI, long nrh, long ncÌ, long nch) {

free((charx) (m[nrI]+nc1-1)) ;

free((charx) (m+nrl-1) ) ;

Ì

/x sta¡rdard error ha¡dler */ void nrerror(char error_text[]) {
fprÍntf (stderr, "Run-time error. . . \n") ;

fprintf (stderr, "7os\n", error_text) ;

fprintf(stderr, ". . .now exiting to system. . .\n");
exit(1);

Ì

8.4 gdIFSCopyResized.h
#Ínclude <gd.h>
#include <stdio. h>
#include <stdlib.h>

typedef struct {
double x, y;
int rgb[41;

Ì lts;

void gdiFSCopyResized (gdlmagePtr dstlmg, gdlmagePtr srclmg,
int dstX, int dstY, int srcX, int srcY,
Ínt dsttrr/, int dstH, int src!'l , int srcH,

double min_factor, double max_factor) ;

void generate-ifs (gdlmagePtr srclmg, ifs **2,
int srcX, int srcY, int dstX, int dstY,
int srcl'J, int srcH, int dst!ü, int dstH);

void generate-ifs-image (gdlmagePtr dstlmg, ifs **2, int x+seen,
int srcX, int srcY, int dstX, int dstY,
int srcVrl , int srcH, int dstl,rl , int dstH,

int dstXend, int dstYend,
double min_factor, double max_factor) ;

void fill--in-blanks (gdlmagePtr dstlng, int xxseen,
int dstX, int dstY, int dstXend, int dstYend);
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void rgb-Iinear (double nelrx, double ner^ry, ifs xtz,
int m, int n, double x, double y, double xm1, double yn1,
int *rgb);

int nearest (int *xseen, int i, int j,
int xstart, int ystart, int width, int height);

int *ximatrix(long nrl, long nrh, long ncl, long nch);

ifs xxifsmatrix(long nrI, long nrh, long ncl, Iong nch);

void free_imatrix(int *xm, long nrI, long nrh, long ncl, long
nch);

void free_ifsmatrix(ifs *xm, long nrl, Iong nrh, Iong ncl, Iong
nch) ;

void nrerror(char error_text [] ) ;
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